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��
��,QWURGXFWLRQ�

This is the Programmer’s Reference Manual for the GLINT R5 device.  GLINT R5 (“R5”)     
integrates the functionality and features previously found in a  rasterizer chip with a 
compatible geometry and lighting accelerator chip, such as Gamma 1 and GLINT R4. 

Programmers used to working with boards containing both kinds of chip will find much that 
is familiar in R5's overall high-level programming approach, with significant improvements in 
both functionality and performance.  One of these, not surprisingly, is the ease with which 
lighting and rasterizer functions can be controlled at all levels from API to register-specific 
bitfields.  In fact, the chip can be used as a conventional rasterizer as it is, simply by 
ignoring the Texture and Lighting capabilities. 

A Geometry and Lighting Processor offloads a substantial amount of computation from the 
host computer into a 3D pipeline.  This removes a major performance bottleneck and 
drastically improves both performance and stability.  The 3D pipeline handles 
transformations, lighting, culling and clipping and sets up the rasterizer by preloading vertex 
arrays, texture co-ordinates and display lists. 

R5 can be programmed to work as a legacy GLINT Delta and separate rasterizer but this 
wastes much of its power and feature set.  R5 has been designed to fully support OpenGL 
and to faithfully implement all its modes and interactions, so the OpenGL specification and 
documentation is an excellent guide to what R5 does.   

This is not achieved at the expense of other mainstream graphics APIs.  Direct3D from 
Microsoft, QuickDraw3D from Apple, and X-Windows are all catered for.  In many respects 
Direct3D and QuickDraw are subsets of OpenGL so are well covered by OpenGL 
functionality.  However additional functionality has been incorporated into R5 specifically to 
address the needs of these APIs.  Although predominantly oriented to 3D graphics, R5 also 
supports 2D GUIs. 

R5 implements the following parts of the OpenGL Geometry and Lighting Pipeline.  This is 
not an exhaustive list, simply a summary of the main elements: 

• OpenGL Begin/End paradigm for describing primitives. 

• Texture coordinate generation. 

• Normal and texture coordinate transformation. 

• Normalization of the normal after transformation. 

• Full OpenGL RGB material and lighting for up to 16 light sources. 

• Two sided lighting. 

• Polygon Offset. 

• OpenGL Polygon mode and Color Material operations. 

• Backface culling. 

• Fog calculations. 

• Full frustum clipping with an optional 6 user-defined clipping planes. 
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• Perspective division and Viewport mapping. 

• Render, select and feedback modes. 

• Triangle set up (aliased and antialiased). 

• Line set up (aliased, antialiased, wide and stippled). 

• Point set up (aliased, antialiased and wide). 

• Raster Position. 

Parts of OpenGL still left to software (excluding system level things such as multiple 
contexts, etc.): 

• Matrix generation, including matrix stack. 

• Attribute Push and Pop. 

• Display list creation, management and parsing (in the general case). 

• Evaluators. 

• General state management and Get functions. 

• Color index lighting. 

In addition to these the following general facilities are available: 

• Queued Input DMA. 

• Output DMA controller. 

• Scatter/Gather operations on DMA. 

• Rectangular read and write of host memory. 

• Rectangle (2D) set up. 

• Hierarchical DMA. 

• Blended cursor overlay (Windows 2000) and 8-bit pseudo color (X Windows) 

2D/GUI support is limited to: 

• Rectangle upload DMA controller. 

• Rectangle download DMA controller. 

• Rectangle set up. 

1.1 Conventions Used In This Manual 

Registers or commands accessed via the input FIFO or DMA (i.e. core registers) are in 
bold.  Registers accessed directly from the PCI bus are in italics.  Code snippets are in 
courier.    

For convenience, registers and other features specified in the R5 Reference Guide are 
frequently hyperlinked to a discussion in the Programmer’s Guide.  The only requirement is 
that the Reference Guide and Programmer’s Guide files be in the same directory. 
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1.2 Performance 

������ 3HUIRUPDQFH�&RQVLGHUDWLRQV�
Under ideal circumstances R5 would receive instructions and data at its optimum handling 
rate.  The limiting factor for performance is then the processing path taken by the primitives.  
In order of decreasing speed, the possibilities are: 

• The primitive is not in view. 

• It is in view, but backface culled. 

• It is fully in view, but not backface culled. 

• It is partially in view, but not backface culled. 
A typical scene will have a mixture of primitives which are whole, clipped or backface culled 
and which will therefore make differing demands for processor resources and time. 

Performance also depends on the number and type of lights and texturing operations, the 
proportion of reused vertices (fans, meshes), the sequencing and complexity of rendering 
operations, and, of course, the efficiency of coding (among many other constraints).  For 
this reason performance figures are almost meaningless without suitable benchmarking 
contexts1 and an understanding of the programming paradigm and facilities available on 
this powerful integrated graphics processor. 

This manual is primarily intended to help programmers understand the techniques that can 
be used to programme R5 for optimum performance under a variety of real-world 
conditions.   Ideal performance figures are quoted (when available) in the R5 Reference 
Manual, volume I. 

������ ,QSXW�'DWD�)RUPDW�
There are a number of ways of loading R5 registers or issuing commands: 

• The host writes a value to the mapped address of the register.  This goes via the input 
FIFO even though the register appears to be written directly. 

• The host performs a Block Command Transfer by writing address and data values 
directly to the FIFO interface registers. 

• The host writes address-tag/data pairs into a host memory buffer and uses on-chip 
DMA to do the transfer. 

Regardless of the specific means chosen, the bulk of the data is likely to be vertex 
definitions. 

Each vertex of a primitive can be considered to consist of a three-component Cartesian 
coordinate and a three-component normal.  Each component is a single precision floating 
point number which takes 4 bytes. 

The most compact data format packs the vertex data into 7 words - one tag word and 6 
actual vertex data words.  In this case the tag is repeated for every vertex so there are 28 
bytes per vertex.  This format is useful in display lists where the driver has the time to work 
out the optimum format for vertices between a glBegin and glEnd. 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��%HQFKPDUN�UHVXOWV�IRU�5��ERDUG�LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV�DUH�DYDLODEOH�RQ�WKH��'ODEV�ZHEVDLWH�DW�
KWWS���ZZZ��GODEV�FRP�SURGXFW�FDUG��
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Note: The least compact format, but the one most suitable for ’on the fly’ processing (i.e. 
dispatching the data as soon as it is given to you) is: normal tag, three components, 
vertex tag, three components i.e. 8 words or 32 bytes per vertex. 

1.3 Further Reading 

This manual is not an introduction or tutorial on 3D graphics or OpenGL.  The reader is 
assumed to be familiar with these subjects.  Similarly the details of using and programming 
the GLINT rasterizer family are not covered here.  Suitable books or on-line material which 
cover these topics are: 

• 3TIR+0�4VSKVEQQMRK�+YMHI��Jackie Neider et al, Reading MA: Addison-Wesley 

• 3TIR+0�6IJIVIRGI�1ERYEP�� Jackie Neider et al, Reading MA: Addison-Wesley 

• 8LI�3TIR+0�+VETLMGW�7]WXIQ��%�7TIGMJMGEXMSR��:IVWMSR�����, Mark Segal and Kurt Akeley, SGI 

• 'SQTYXIV�+VETLMGW��4VMRGMTPIW�ERH�4VEGXMGI, James D. Foley et al, Reading MA: Addison-
Wesley. 

• 8LI�+0-28�6��4VSKVEQQIVkW�+YMHI, 3Dlabs Inc., Egham, Surrey, UK. 
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��
��*HQHUDO�3URJUDPPLQJ�1RWHV�

2.1 R5 Programming Model 

This manual does not try to specify all the interactions between the modes (for example 
when flat shaded, which vertex provides the color) - to do so would result in a substantial 
portion of the OpenGL specification being included.  R5 follows the OpenGL specification 
exactly and any deviations are unintentional. 3Dlabs would be very pleased to hear of them 
so they can be fixed in future products. 

Unless otherwise noted all input values are in single precision IEEE floating point format 
numbers.  Denormalized numbers are treated as if they were zero and NaNs are treated as 
if they are very large numbers. 

The remainder of this section describes the programming model for R5. It describes the 
interface conceptually rather than detailing specific registers and their exact usage. In-depth 
descriptions of how to program R5 for specific operations may be found in later chapters. 

R5 is an integrated graphics processor containing both Geometry Accelerator and 
Rasterizer.  Historically these were two separate chips which were in most respects 
programmed as one.  Physical integration, from the programmer’s point of view, simply 
follows a well-established virtual integration.   

2.2 R5 as a Register File or FIFO Interface 

The simplest way to view the interface to R5 is as a flat block of memory-mapped registers 
(M�I� a register file). This register file appears as part of Region 0 of the PCI address map for 
R5. See the R5 Reference Guide, Volume I, for details of the address map. 

When an R5 host software driver is initialized it can map the register file into its address 
space. Each register has an associated address tag giving its offset from the base of the 
register file (since all registers reside on a 64-bit boundary, the tag offset is measured in 
multiples of 8 bytes). The most straightforward way to load a value into a register is to write 
the data to its mapped address.  

In reality the chip interface comprises a 32 entry deep FIFO.  Each write to a register 
causes the written value and the register’s address tag to be written as a new entry in the 
FIFO. 

Programming R5 to draw a primitive consists of writing initial values to the appropriate 
registers followed by a write to a command register. The last write triggers the start of 
rendering. 

R5 has several hundred registers. All registers are 32 bits wide and should be 32-bit 
addressed. Many registers are split into bit fields. 

!�Íi: bit 0 is the least significant bit° 

Graphics registers are shown in bold font (for example: GeometryMode). In addition there 
are registers related to initialization and I/O which are documented in the R5 Reference 
Guide, Volume II.� 
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Note: In future chip revisions the register file may be extended and currently unused bits in 
certain registers may be assigned new meanings. Software developers should ensure 
that only defined registers are written to and that undefined bits in registers are always 
written as zeros.  

2.3 Register Types 

R5 has three main types of register: 

• Control and Data Registers 

• Command Registers 

• Internal Registers 

������ &RQWURO�DQG�'DWD�5HJLVWHUV��
Control and Data Registers are updated only by the host - the chip effectively uses them as 
read-only registers.  Examples of control registers are GeometryMode and LightingMode.  
Examples of data registers are FrontDiffuseColorGreen and ViewPortOffsetX.   

Once initialized by the host the chip only reads these registers.  They can be read back at 
any time, however writing to a register and then immediately reading it is not guaranteed to 
return the value written.  Writes are buffered in a FIFO so it may take several cycles before 
the register itself is updated.  The only way to be sure that a register is not about to be 
updated by state held in the FIFO or internal pipeline is to synchronize using the SyncÊ
command. 

To read back a particular register read the address you would use to write to the register.  
See the R5 Reference Manual, volume III, for readback capability of specific registers. 

All registers are loaded in the order they are given in and all commands are executed in 
order as well.  A register can be updated at any time and it is guaranteed never to corrupt or 
affect any command which may be in operation and which depends on the previous register 
contents for its correct operation.  Updating a register only affects subsequent commands. 

������ &RPPDQG�5HJLVWHUV�
Command Registers typically cause the chip to start rendering (or some other type of 
internal processing) when they are written to. Normally, the host initializes the appropriate 
control and data registers and then writes to a command register to start drawing.  
Command registers cannot be read back. 

Note: For convenience in this document we often refer to "sending an XXX command to R5" 
rather than saying "the XXX Command register is written to, which initiates drawing 
(or some other action)". 

R5 uses the fact that a vertex has been written to initiate an appropriate action.  This 
mechanism is used to reduce the amount of commands sent by the host to render a 
primitive - important when millions of primitives per second are being processed.  

R5 also supports direct access to the rasterizer to draw primitives using the DrawLine and 
DrawTriangle commands.  This is a cumbersome way to program the chip and is retained 
for legacy purposes only.   
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This manual does not cover rasterizer registers (shown in the R5 Reference Guide volume 
III without shaded headers), which can be reviewed elsewhere2.   Where R4 and R5 differ, 
for example hierarchical display lists and improvements in the Read Monitor unit, the 
changes are discussed below. 

������ ,QWHUQDO�5HJLVWHUV�
Internal RegistersÊare not accessible to host software. They are used internally by the chip 
to hold intermediate values and share information between adjoining primitives (e.g. in a 
mesh or polyline).  

For the most part internal registers can be ignored, however they do need to be saved and 
restored when context-switching during a primitive group (demarcated by a Begin and End 
pair of commands).  This is covered in a later chapter.  

2.4 Register behaviour 

������ 8SGDWLQJ�0RGH�5HJLVWHUV��DQG�RU��
Many of the mode registers have And and Or variants.  For example the GeometryMode 
register can also be written to using GeometryModeAnd or GeometryModeOr.   

The And and Or variants combine the new data with the existing register contents using a 
bitwise AND or a bitwise OR operation respectively.  This allows single bit fields to be set or 
cleared in a single write or multi-bit fields to be set to any value by first clearing the bits in 
question with the And variant and then using the Or variant to merge in the new value.   

This facility makes it unnecessary to keep a software copy so that the fields we wish to 
retain are not overwritten.  The real benefit is that updates to these mode registers can be 
held in native format display lists (i.e. display lists which don’t need to be parsed by 
software but can be read directly by R5).  Native display lists are obviously faster than input 
display lists which must be parsed. 

������ ,QLWLDOL]DWLRQ�
Very few registers are initialized by power-on reset or by the software reset.  It is advisable 
to set all registers into a well defined state before using R5. 

������ (IILFLHQF\�
Software developers wishing to write device drivers for R5 should become familiar with the 
different types of registers. Some registers such as the Vy and Vz registers have to be 
updated for almost every primitive whereas other control registers such as ViewPortScaleX 
or TransformMode can be updated much less frequently. Pre-loading the appropriate 
control registers can reduce the amount of data that has to be loaded into the chip for a 
given primitive thus improving efficiency.  

The entire register set for R5 is specified in the R5 Reference Guide volumes II and III.  
Graphics core registers are shown in volume III.   

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��)RU�D�GHWDLOHG�GLVFXVVLRQ�RI�UDVWHUL]HU�UHJLVWHUV�DQG�SURJUDPPLQJ�VHH�WKH�5��5HIHUHQFH�*XLGH�DQG�5��3URJUDPPHU
V�*XLGH���EXW�QRWH�
FKLS�VSHFLILF�GLIIHUHQFHV�LQ�&ORFN�SURJUDPPLQJ�HWF��
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Most of the registers used for programming are shown with shaded headers, e.g. 
BoundingVertexX.  Those without shading, such as DrawLine01, are rasterizer-specific 
and retained for compatibility with earlier GLINT products. 
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��
��/RDGLQJ�'DWD�LQWR�5��

 

The facilities for getting data into R5 are a superset of those available in earlier members of 
the GLINT family.  Some of these are aimed at increasing system performance while others 
introduce new functionality. 

The memory-mapped registers and input FIFO can still be used to pass commands and 
data to R5 but this limits the functionality available and requires significant management 
overhead to report the condition of the FIFO and control the order in which commands are 
executed. 

A general design philosophy is that much of the new functionality is driven via the DMA 
buffer rather than dedicated PCI registers or FIFO writes.    This brings many of the benefits 
normally associated with core commands such as queuing and asynchronous operation.  
R5 also allows data to be developed by the host and loaded outside the command stream, 
particularly using vertex data and index buffers and virtual texture cacheing. 

All memory reads and writes started by R5 go via the PCI/AGP interface to reach the host’s 
memory.  The PCI Interface also implements a layer of byte swapping (enabled by 
ControlDMAControl register bit 0) over and above any byte swapping described below. 

There are three basic ways of loading R5 registers or issuing commands: 

• The host writes a value to the mapped address of the register.  This is given the 
register tag value and forwarded to the input FIFO for processing. 

• The host performs a Block Command Transfer by writing the tag address and data 
values directly to the FIFO interface registers. 

• The host writes address-tag/data pairs into a host memory buffer and uses the on-chip 
DMA to do the transfer. 

3.1 Command FIFO 

The graphics processor FIFO access area is a direct route to the GP Input and Output 
FIFOs.  Writing to any address in this region causes the data to be sent to the Input FIFO; 
reading from any address accesses data from the Output FIFO. When writing to the raw 
FIFO address an address tag description must first be written followed by the associated 
data. In fact, the format of the tag descriptions and their data is identical to that described 
below for DMA buffers3. The DMA mechanism can be thought of as an automatic way of 
writing to the raw input FIFO address. 

Note: When writing to the raw FIFO address the FIFO full condition must still be checked by 
reading the InFIFOSpace register. However, writing tag descriptions does not put tag 
entries into the FIFO – it simply establishes a set of tags to be paired with the 
subsequent data. 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��)RU�H[DPSOH��LQVWHDG�RI�XVLQJ�WKH�5��'0$�LW�ZRXOG�EH�SRVVLEOH�WR�WUDQVIHU�GDWD�E\�FRQVWUXFWLQJ�D�'0$�VW\OH�EXIIHU�RI�GDWD�
DQG�WKHQ�FRS\LQJ�HDFK�LWHP�LQ�WKLV�EXIIHU�WR�WKH�UDZ�LQSXW�),)2�DGGUHVV��%DVHG�RQ�WKH�WDJ�GHVFULSWLRQV�DQG�GDWD�ZULWWHQ��5��
FRQVWUXFWV�WDJ�GDWD�SDLUV�WR�HQWHU�DV�UHDO�),)2�HQWULHV��
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Because direct writes to the FIFO do not place tag values in the FIFO itself, the FIFO space 
can be used for data only - free space need be ensured only for actual data items that are 
written (not the tag values).  For example, where each tag is followed by a single data item 
it would be possible to do 64 writes to an empty buffer before checking for free space. 

See the R5 Reference Guide for more details of the Graphics Processor FIFO Interface 
address range. 

������ 3&,�'LVFRQQHFW�
Setting bit 0 of the FIFODiscon register to 1 enables FIFO disconnection.  It does not 
require host polling, but forces host write retries until the data is accepted.  This may affect 
other time-critical peripherals on the PCI bus, e.g. sound cards, and it sometimes drops 
interrupts.   Despite the speed advantage it is therefore advisable to use this facility 
judiciously and for short transfers. 

������ 3ROOLQJ�,Q),)26SDFH�
The input FIFO is 32 entries deep and each entry consists of a tag/data pair. The 
InFIFOSpace register can be read to determine how many entries are free. The value 
returned by this register will never be greater than 64. 

An example of loading registers using the FIFO is given below. The pseudocode fills a 
series of rectangles. Details of the conventions used in the pseudocode examples may be 
found in Appendix B. 

Assume that the data to draw a single rectangle consists of 8 words (including the Render 
command).  

Note: Some data values are in 16.16 fixed point format. 

 
 for (i = 0; i < nrects; ++i) { 
 while (*InFIFOSpace < 8);   
  // wait for room 
 StartXDom(rect->x1 << 16); 
 StartXSub(rect->x2 << 16); 
 dXDom(0x0); 
 dXSub(0x0); 
 Count(rect->y2 - rect->y1); 
 YStart(rect->y1 << 16); 
 dY(1 << 16); 
 Render(GLINT R5_TRAPEZOID_PRIMITIVE); 

} 
 

Checking the status of the FIFO before each write is inefficient so it is checked before 
loading the data for each complete rectangle. Since the FIFO is 64 entries deep, a further 
optimization is to wait for all 64 entries to be free after every second rectangle. Further 
optimization is possible by moving dXDom, dXSub and dY outside the loop (as they are 
constant for each rectangle) and doing the FIFO wait after every third rectangle. 

The InFIFOSpace FIFO control register contains a count of the number of entries currently 
free in the FIFO. The chip increments this register for each entry it removes from the FIFO 
and decrements it every time the host puts an entry into the FIFO.  

The graphics core registers cannot be read through the core FIFO interface.  Command 
buffers generated to be sent to the FIFO interface can be read directly using the DMA 
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controller.  We discuss the difference between graphics core DMA and Control space DMA 
registers below. 

The input FIFO can be written to at any time, even when DMA is in progress.  This differs 
from earlier GLINT chips where the input FIFO was shared between the DMA controller and 
regular host use. 

3.2 DMA  

Loading individual registers directly via the FIFO is often an inefficient way to load data into 
R5. Given that the FIFO can accommodate only a small number of entries the FIFO has to 
be interrogated frequently to determine how much space is left.  Also, if an API function 
requires a large amount of data then the function cannot return until almost all the data has 
been consumed. This may take some time depending on the types of primitives being 
drawn. 

R5 supports DMA to improve data transfer efficiency at key points in the architecture.  The 
DMA types include: 

• Input DMA - various flavours discussed below 

• Output DMA - writes directly from the 8 word deep output FIFO to the host or PCI Bus 
devices.Ê 

• Bypass DMA - used to access memory, memory control registers, video unit and VGA. 

• Rectangular DMA - The rectangle DMA unit loads bit map data from system memory.  
It can request a rectangular array of packed data and separate out the individual pixels. 
Supported pixel sizes are 8, 16, 24 and 32 bits. 

• Texture DMA - Dedicated DMA engine to manage texture downloads, particularly with 
host-resident virtual textures. 

������ '0$�6HFXULW\�
R5 supports a security mode to avoid accidental writes during DMAs to registers which can 
hang the entire graphics pipeline.  When the Security register secure bit is set the following 
tags are filtered out of DMA command buffers: 

� FilterMode 

� VTGAddress 

� VTGData 

� Security 

� DMARectangleWrite 

� DMAOutputCount 

� DMAFeedback 

� ContextDump 

� ContextRestore 

� ContextData 

In Secure Mode these registers can only be accessed through the memory mapped control 
registers. 
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������ '0$�7DJ�)RUPDWV�
When a secondary DMA is carried out each 32-bit tag description in the DMA buffer 
conforms to the following format: 

� A packet is made up of a header followed by some number of data items. The format of 
the header is: 

 

Bits Field Description 

���� 2IIVHW� ,QGH[�LQWR����WDJV�LQ�HDFK�JURXS�

����� *URXS� ���WDJV�XVXDOO\�JURXSHG�E\�DVVRFLDWLRQ�

������ 0RGH� 7\SH�RI�SDFNHW���

�� �KROG�WDJ� �� �LQFUHPHQW�WDJ�

�� �LQGH[HG�WDJ� �� �UHVHUYHG�

������ &RXQW�RU�PDVN� 0HDQLQJ�FKDQJHV�ZLWK�W\SH�RI�SDFNHW�

 Table 3.1  DMA Tag Description Format 

�

� There are 3 different tag addressing modes for DMA: hold, increment and indexed. The 
different DMA modes are provided to reduce the amount of data which needs to be 
transferred, hence making better use of the available DMA bandwidth.  

Hold:   Tag formed from group and offset, kept constant for the next count + 1 
data items. 

Increment: Tag formed from group and offset, incremented by one for each of the 
next count + 1 data items. 

Index: Tag formed from group (offset ignored) and mask showing which of the 
16 tags in the group are valid. Tags formed in incrementing order and 
paired with the data. 

�������� '0$�7DJV���+ROG�)RUPDW�

In this format the 32-bit tag description contains a tag value and a count specifying the 
number of data words following in the buffer. The DMA controller writes each of the data 
words to the same address tag.  This is useful e.g. for image download where pixel data is 
continuously written to the FrameBuffer. The bottom 11 bits specify the register to which the 
data should be written; the high-order 16 bits specify the number of data words (minus 1) 
which follow in the buffer and which should be written to the address tag  

Note: The 2-bit mode field for this format is zero so a given tag value can simply be loaded 
into the low order 16 bits. 

A special case of this format is where the top 16 bits are zero indicating that a single data 
value follows the tag (i.e. the 32-bit tag description is simply the address tag value itself). 
This allows simple DMA buffers to be constructed which consist of tag/data pairs. For 
example to render a horizontal span 10 pixels long starting from (2,5) the DMA buffer could 
look like this: 

 

6WDUW;'RP�

��������

6WDUW<�
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��������

6WDUW;6XE�

���������

&RXQW�

��

5HQGHU�

�WUDSH]RLG�UHQGHU�

FRPPDQG��

�������� '0$�7DJV���,QFUHPHQW�)RUPDW�

 

DGGUHVV�WDJ�ZLWK�&RXQW Q����0RGH ��

YDOXH���

����

YDOXH�Q�

�

This format is similar to the Hold format except that as each data value is loaded the 
address tag is incremented (the value in the DMA buffer is not changed; R5 updates an 
internal copy). Thus, this mode allows contiguous R5 registers to be loaded by specifying a 
single 32-bit tag value followed by a data word for each register.  

The low-order 11 bits specify the address tag of the first register to be loaded. The 2 bit 
mode field is set to 1 and the high-order 16 bits are set to the count (minus 1) of the number 
of registers to update. To enable use of this format the register file has been organized so 
that registers which are frequently loaded together have adjacent address tags. For 
example, the 32 AreaStipplePattern registers can be loaded as follows: 

 

$UHD6WLSSOH3DWWHUQ����&RXQW ����0RGH ��

URZ���ELWV�

URZ���ELWV�

����

URZ����ELWV�

�������� '0$�7DJV���,QGH[HG�)RUPDW�

R5 address tags are 11 bit values. For the purposes of the Indexed DMA Format they are 
organized into major groups and within each group there are up to 16 tags. The low-order 4 
bits of a tag give its offset within the group. The high-order bits give the major group 
number.  The R5 Reference Guide volume III, chapter 6 lists the individual registers with 
their Major Group and Offset. 

This format allows up to 16 registers within a group to be loaded while still only specifying a 
single address tag description word. 

 

DGGUHVV�WDJ�ZLWK�0DVN��0RGH ��

YDOXH���

����

YDOXH�Q�
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If the Mode of the address tag description word is set to Indexed Mode then the high-order 
bits are used as a mask to indicate which registers within the group are to be used. The 
bottom 4 bits of the address tag description word are unused.  

The group is specified by bits 4 to 8. Each bit in the mask is used to represent a unique tag 
within the group. If a bit is set then the corresponding register will be loaded. The number of 
bits set in the mask determines the number of data words that should be following the tag 
description word in the DMA buffer. The data is stored in order of increasing corresponding 
address tag. For example, 

 

�[������)��

YDOXH���

YDOXH���

YDOXH���

 

The Mode bits are set to 2 so this is indexed mode. The Mask field (0x0032) has 3 bits set 
so there are three data words following the tag description word. Bits 1, 4 and 5 are set so 
the tag offsets are 1, 4 and 5. The major group is given by the bits 4-8 which are 0x0F (in 
indexed mode bits 0-3 are ignored). Thus the actual registers to update have address tags 
0x0F1, 0x0F4 and 0x0F5 corresponding to registers dRdx, dGdx and dRdyDom. These are 
updated with value 1, value 2 and value 3 respectively. 

�������� '0$�([DPSOH�

The following pseudo-code example shows how to draw a series of rectangles using the 
DMA controller. This example uses a single DMA buffer and the simplest case which is 
Hold Mode for the tag description words in the buffer. 

 
UINT32         *pbuf; 
DMAAddress(physical address of dma_buffer) 
while (*DMACount != 0) 
 ; // wait for DMA to complete 
pbuf = dma_buffer; 
  
*pbuf++ = GLINT R5TagdXDom; 
*pbuf++ = 0; 
*pbuf++ = GLINT R5TagdXSub; 
*pbuf++ = 0; 
*pbuf++ = GLINT R4TagdY; 
*pbuf++ = 1 << 16; 
for (i = 0; i < nrects; ++i) { 
 *pbuf++ = GLINT R5TagStartXDom; 
 *pbuf++ = rect->x1 << 16; // Start dominant edge 
 *pbuf++ = GLINT R5TagStartXSub 
 *pbuf++ = rect->x2 << 16; // Start of subordinate 
 *pbuf++ = GLINT R5TagCount; 
 *pbuf++ = rect->y2 - rect->y1; 
 *pbuf++ = GLINT R5TagYStart; 
 *pbuf++ = rect->y1 << 16; 
 *pbuf++ = GLINT R5TagRender; 
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 *pbuf++ = GLINT R5_TRAPEZOID_PRIMITIVE; 
} 
// initiate DMA 
DMACount((int)(pbuf - dma_buffer)) 

 

The example assumes that a host buffer has been previously allocated and is pointed at by 
“dma_buffer”. 

������ '0$�%XIIHU�$GGUHVVHV�
R5 DMA buffer addresses can be accessed either at physical locations or via logical-to-
physical lookup table.  Logical addressing allows DMA buffers to be in non-contiguous 
physical memory. 

Logical addressing is discussed below (DMA Address Mapping).    

������ '0$�,QWHUUXSWV�
R5 provides interrupt support as an alternative means of determining when a DMA transfer 
is complete.  The particular interrupt schemes depend on the type of DMA and are 
discussed in chapters 3 and 4 below. 

In practice, however, these are too time-consuming to be used extensively.  Normally the 
host develops data buffers and uses a compact DMA transfer method which eliminates 
unnecessary tags, duplicate vertices, unused parameters etc. 

There are several forms of DMA, or DMA machines, appropriate for specific tasks (for 
example indexed DMA for vertex loading, hierarchical DMA, Bypass DMA for memory and 
video control, Rectangle DMA, Texture DMA). 

������ ,QSXW�'0$�
R5 supports several types of DMA which can help to boost performance under differing 
conditions: 

• Control ("legacy", "Single" or "Primary") DMA:  the host writes DMA tag and value data 
directly to the PCI DMA registers4.  On completion of the transfer, usually signalled by 
an interrupt, a new Count value can be loaded to initiate a new transfer.  Control DMA 
does not support Hierarchical or Queued5 DMA. 

• Queued DMA: the host writes appropriate values to the DMA Address and DMA Count 
registers6 in the graphics core.  The GP FIFO is monitored for DMA tags, and when 
found they are used to reference a host DMA buffer which is sent to a DMA Controller 
for execution.  The DMA Controller can be thought of as a command shell - it manages 
its own FIFO buffer and processes the data transfer as instructed.  The PCI DMA 
Controller is distinct from the GP FIFO and manages its own buffer to prevent overflow.  
When the GPInFIFO is in queued DMA mode, DMA requests can be submitted up to 
the size of the GPInFIFO (max. 128 words depending on what other data is present).   

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��&RQWURO'0$$GGUHVV�DQG�&RQWURO'0$&RXQW�
��7KH�'0$0RGH�FRPPDQG�LQ�*DPPD���LV�QRW�VXSSRUWHG���'0$�WUDQVIHUV�FDQ�EH�TXHXHG�E\�DGGLQJ�WKHP�VHTXHQWLDOO\�WR�WKH�
*3,Q),)2�FRPPDQG�VWUHDP�XVLQJ�'0$$GGU�DQG�'0$&RXQW��RU�'0$&RQWLQXH��
��'0$$GGU��'0$&RXQW��WKHVH�PXVW�QRW�EH�SDUW�RI�DQ�LQGH[HG�RU�LQFUHPHQWLQJ�WDJ�
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• Continue DMA: This is not in fact a different kind of DMA but an extension to 
CommandDMA capabilities generally.  It allows extended DMA transfers by writing 
additional data to the DMA buffer and using DMAContinue to add to the Count value 
for the buffer most recently loaded.  This avoids most of the overhead needed to initiate 
a new transfer.   Continues can be used with any other DMA type including Control 
DMA.   

• Hierarchical DMA: As with Queued DMA, the host writes to the DMA Address and 
Count registers.  When the tags are encountered in the GPInFIFO, the buffer 
information is passed to a DMA Controller for execution.   But if the DMA Controller 
finds new Address and Count tags in the buffer while its count is non-zero, it spawns 
another DMA Controller to manage the new transfer, similar to a nested command 
shell.  The new DMA unrolls, then the previous transfer resumes.  This is particularly 
useful for OpenGL display lists.  Only two levels of nesting are supported. 

• Conditional DMA: As for Queued DMA, but instead of providing a DMACount value to 
initiate the transfer (by writing it to the DMA Controller’s FIFO) we use the 
DMABoundingBoxJump register to provide a Count value and test the current DMA 
Address buffer.  If the Bounding Box test fails, then a DMA transfer defined by 
DMAFailAddr and DMAFailCount is executed.   An improper Bounding Box test sets 
an error in CoreErrorFlags1.   This flavour of DMA is most useful in improving the 
performance of MIPmaps by discarding non-displayed geometry at an early stage in 
processing.  The Fail Address allows buffer data that should be implemented 
regardless of the bounding box test (e.g. setting the Current Color) to be carried out 
unconditionally.    

These are all described in greater detail on the following pages. 

Control DMA and Command DMA take different routes through the GPInDMA Controller..  
Their relationship is shown in the diagram below.   
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Figure 3.5 - GPIn DMA Controller 
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Also called Legacy, Primary or Single DMA, the address written to the PCI 
ControlDMAAddress is decoded and converted directly into a tag by inspecting its lower 
bits. The tag formed from the address is used to determine which register the data should 
be written to.  The ControlDMACount tag initiates the DMA transfer and is decremented as 
the transfer proceeds.   

The end of each DMA transfer can be signaled using the ControlDMA interrupt available in 
IntEnable.  In some cases a CommandInterrupt command may be useful to raise an 
interrupt at the end of a group of transfers or at some other defined point within the 
GPInFIFO or DMA buffer.   CommandInterrupt is convenient because it only sets an 
interrupt flag when the previous transfers, including nested transfers, have completed.  

Host software must generate the correct DMA buffer address for R5’s DMA controller.  R5 
includes address translation hardware so the address may be a logical address, in which 
case it is translated to the correct physical address via a page mapping table.  Alternatively 
if logical addressing isn’t being used the address passed to R5 must be the physical 
address of the DMA buffer in host memory and the buffer must also reside at contiguous 
physical addresses as accessed by R5.  This is expanded in section 3.2.5.6.    
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Command  DMA can be controlled by commands loaded through Control DMA.  Further, 
other Command DMAs may be controlled through Command DMAs to a nesting level of 2. 

�������� '0$�,QWHUUXSWV�

R5 provides DMA interrupt support as (among other things) a way of determining when a 
DMA transfer is complete. If enabled, the interrupt is generated whenever the last data item 
is transferred from the DMA buffer.   

The Interrupts and other flag and error conditions described in the IntFlags, IntEnable and 
ErrorFlagsl PCI registers apply to both Control and Command DMAs.  For example, a 
CommandInterrupt can be loaded as command register or as part of a DMA buffer. 

To enable interrupts the appropriate bit must be set in the IntEnable register. The interrupt 
handler should check the ControlDMA Flag bit in the IntFlags register to determine that a 
DMA interrupt has actually occurred. To clear the interrupt a word should be written to the 
IntFlags register with the DMAFlag bit set to one7. 

Control DMA sets a Commandinterrupt whenever the current DMA transfer is finished.  
Command DMA does not automatically set an interrupt - it must be seeded in the DMA 
buffer of FIFO using CommandInterrupt. 

Using interrupts frees the processor for other work while the DMA is being completed. 
Since the overhead of handling an interrupt is often quite high for the host processor the 
scheme should be used with care, and probably tuned to the target host and operating 
system to allow a period of polling before sleeping on the interrupt. 

A typical use of DMA interrupts might be as follows: 

 
prepare DMA buffer 
DMACount(n); // start a DMA transfer 
prepare next DMA buffer 
while (*DMACount != 0) { 
1111111 mask interrupts 
 set DMA Interrupt Enable bit in IntEnable register 
 sleep on interrupt handler wake up 
 unmask interrupts 
} 
DMACount(n) // start the next DMA sequence 
 

The interrupt handler could then be: 
if (*IntFlags & DMA Flag bit) { 
 reset DMA Flag bit in IntFlags 
 send wake up to main task 
} 

 

Interrupts are complicated and depend on the facilities provided by the host operating 
system. The above pseudocode only hints at the system details. 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
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Where Control DMA uses the PCI ControlDMAAddress and ControlDMACount registers 
to initiate the transfer, Command DMA uses the GPInFIFO registers DMAAddress and 
DMACount to place the DMA request in the GP FIFO command stream (see Figure 3-5 
above).   

At chip reset the BusMasterEnable bit in the CFGCommand register must be set to allow 
DMA to operate (see the R5 Reference Guide for further details). Then the host software 
has to prepare a host buffer containing register address tag descriptions and data values 
and/or packets constructed as discussed above.  

 

An optimization is to use a double buffered mechanism with two DMA buffers. This allows 
the second buffer to be filled before waiting for the previous DMA to complete thus further 
improving the parallelism between host and R5 processing. 

 
do any pre-work 
get free DMA buffer and mark as in use 
put render data into this new buffer 
DMAAddress(address of new buffer) 
while (*DMACount != 0) 
 ; // wait for DMA to complete 
  // using a back off algorithm 
DMACount(number of words in new buffer) 
mark the old buffer as free 
return 
 

Double Buffering is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4, section 4. 

Command DMA can be controlled by commands loaded through the primary DMA. The 
DMACurrentAddress register returns the position in a DMA that has been reached. It 
guarentees that the memory address it points to has been read by R5 and can be modified 
by the CPU. There is one register for each command unit.  Other Command DMAs can be 
controlled through Command DMA to a nesting level of 2. 

�������� 4XHXHG�'0$�

The host writes the base address of this buffer to the DMAAddress register and the count 
of the number of words to transfer to the DMACount register. Writing to the DMACount 
register starts the DMA transfer and the host can now perform other work. There is enough 
room in the GP input FIFO to queue up 64 pending DMA operations, assuming that each is 
in the address+tag format which requires 2 dwords. 

Any normal PCI writes to the ControlDMAAddress and ControlDMACount PCI registers 
while in this mode are simply placed in queue pending completion of the current transfers.  

Two DMA buffers can be maintained at the same time. If a new address is sent, it can be 
read from the FIFO before the current DMA completes.   

In general, if the complete set of rendering commands required by a given call to a driver 
function can be loaded into a single DMA buffer, then the driver function can return 
immediately. Meanwhile, in parallel, R5 is reading data from the host buffer and loading it 
into its FIFO.  

Some algorithms require that data be loaded multiple times (e.g. drawing the same object 
across multiple clipping rectangles). Since the DMA only reads the buffer data it can be 
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downloaded many times simply by restarting the DMA. This can be very beneficial if 
composing the buffer data is a time consuming task. 

An additional mechanism, the CommandID register, can be used to mark any point in the 
command stream so that the use of index and vertex buffers can be monitored. This is a 
register that is loaded with an ID field; and like the DMA address register it can be read at 
any time. 

�������� &RQWLQXHG�'0$�

The DMAContinue command is used as a lightweight DMA that concatenates with the 
DMA currently in progress. It is, in fact, simply an extension of Command DMA capabilities 
generally.  It holds a count as the data field that is used to extend the current DMA, so small 
DMAs may be combined into long bursts for better bus efficiency.  

To avoid the overhead of polling the input FIFO space every time a command is sent, the 
continue is absorbed immediately and added to the current count, so taking no space in the 
input FIFO.  

Two separate address/count pairs are maintained to enable double buffering of commands 
so that a new address may be loaded and Continues applied to it while the current DMA is 
executing, and still take no space in the FIFO. 

The CPU operates much more efficiently when it uses write-combining. If something is 
mapped in as write combined the CPU can empty its write-combine buffer in any order. R5 
supports a 64 byte buffer (16 dwords) so the lower 4 bits of the tag represent the position 
within the write combine buffer.  R5 uses them to put the data back to the correct order. 
When used in this mode, the CPU writes data to incrementing addresses, but the data may 
be sent to R5 jumbled up. 

Note:  Configuring R5 for Write Combining (bit 14, WC Enablein ChipConfig) automatically 
disables byte swapping. 

The normal mode of operation is that a start address for the DMA buffer is loaded, then 
DMAContinue commands are sent until the buffer has been completed, when a new 
address is sent. Using packets to load the DMAContinue command is inefficient because it 
takes two words (header plus continue). To make this more efficient, any data written to the 
address space marked as write-combine capable is interpreted as a DMAContinue 
command, and does not need a header. 

Actually write-combining the FIFO is a function of the CPU. If it is not enabled then the one 
word continue command still operates. If write-combining is enabled all writes must be to 
consecutive incrementing addresses and the first combined write following a non-combined 
write must be to an address on a 32 byte boundary. 

Note:  This behaviour is not the same as in previous GLINT rasterizers . 

�������� '0$�$GGUHVV�0DSSLQJ�

Logical to physical DMA buffer mapping allows the programmer to lock down pages of DMA 
buffers8 at non-contiguous addresses in host memory.  This avoids a common restriction of 
virtual host memory addressing which requires contiguous physical addresses.   

This simplifies DMA buffer allocation, especially if the allocation is done when the system 
has been up and running for some time and very few pages are still physically contiguous. 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
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Logical Addressing mode for Command DMA is set in AddressTranslationControl (PCI 
offset 0x3408) by selecting the DMA type (Bypass, InFIFO, Rasterizer, GPFIFO etc.) then 
enabling them for Logical Addressing by setting the Enable field.  For Control DMA, enable 
InputFIFOEnable in ArbiterRequestControl and GPEnable in AddressTranslation 
Control. 

When running in Logical Addressing mode reads and writes generated by the selected 
DMA controller(s) are translated into physical addresses before the memory read or write is 
issued on the primary PCI bus.  The address translation, or more accurately the page 
translation from the logical page number to the physical page number, is done by indexing 
into a page table held in the host’s memory.  This then returns the corresponding physical 
page address which is merged with low order address bits of the logical address to give the 
physical address. 

A typical setup routine is shown below: 

Note:  Code examples are taken out of context and are not intended to be workable as shown.  
All code examples are for purposes of illustration only. 

 
// Resgister defs 
// R5’s internal Gamma registers 
PADRANGE(12a, 0x3400-0x3178); 
GLINT_REG  G3R5ArbiterRequestControl; // 0x3400 
GLINT_REG  G3R5AddressTranslateControl; // 0x3408 -- 

Switches on logical translation and 32/64 bit addressing 
GLINT_REG  G3R5Unused1;  // 0x3410 
GLINT_REG  G3R5PhysicalAddressOffset; // 0x3418 - Bits 

32-63 of address when in 64 bit mode with translation 
reset (=0) 

GLINT_REG  G3R5PageTableBaseAddrLower; // 0x3420 -- Base 
address of page table in system memory 

GLINT_REG  G3R5PageTableBaseAddrUpper; // 0x3428 
GLINT_REG  G3R5MinLogicalPage;  // 0x3430 -- 

Minimum and max logical addresses 
GLINT_REG  G3R5MaxLogicalPage; // 0x3438 
GLINT_REG  G3R5Flush;  // 0x3440 
GLINT_REG  G3R5InvalidateTLB;  // 0x3448 
GLINT_REG  G3R5Restart;  // 0x3450 
GLINT_REG  G3R5Unused2;  // 0x3458 
GLINT_REG  G3R5PageFaultSource; // 0x3460 
GLINT_REG  G3R5ArbiterStatus;  // 0x3468 
GLINT_REG  G3R5ArbiterReadIndex; // 0x3470 
GLINT_REG  G3R5ArbiterReadData; // 0x3478 
GLINT_REG  G3R5PipeSelect;  // 0x3480 

 
 
// Sets the address and length of the translation table... 
 
 
void ProgramGammaPageTableAddress(PHW_DEVICE_EXTENSION 

hwDeviceExtension) 
{ 
 GAMMA_LOCKMEM_MASTER_REC Master = *hwDeviceExtension-

>GammaLockmemMaster; 
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 GLINT_DECL; 
 
 if (IS_GLINT_R5_ID(hwDeviceExtension-

>deviceInfo.DeviceId)) 
 { 
  // Set up page table address 
 

 VideoPortWriteRegisterUlong(G3R5_PAGE_TABLE_ADDR_L
OWER, Master.PhysTableAddress.LowPart); 

 
 VideoPortWriteRegisterUlong(G3R5_PAGE_TABLE_ADDR_U
PPER, Master.PhysTableAddress.HighPart); 

   
  // Set up page table address and size (Note: this 

assumes 32-bit operation). 
  VideoPortWriteRegisterUlong(G3R5_MIN_LOGICAL_ADDR, 

0); 
  VideoPortWriteRegisterUlong(G3R5_MAX_LOGICAL_ADDR, 

((Master.LogicalTableSize/4) * GAMMA_PAGE_SIZE)); 
 } 
 else // G1 and G2 
 { 
     GLINT_SELECT_SETUP_CHIP; 
  VideoPortWriteRegisterUlong(GAMMA_PAGE_TABLE_ADDR,   

Master.PhysTableAddress.LowPart); 
 

 VideoPortWriteRegisterUlong(GAMMA_PAGE_TABLE_LENGT
H, Master.LogicalTableSize / GAMMA_PAGE_SIZE); 

 } 
} 

 

The ArbiterRequestControl register enables DMA requests to be issued to the PCI and 
AGP bus masters.   Address translation is enabled by the AddressTranslationControl 
register and the individual enable bits for each source of request as described above.  

The page tables used for translation are in system memory.  Their base address is set by 
the PageTableBaseAddressLower and PageTableBaseAddressUpper registers.  

The format of an entry in the page table is:9 

 

Bit Name Description 

�� 5HVLGHQW� �� �SDJH�QRW�UHVLGHQW���� �SDJH�UHVLGHQW�

�� 5HDG� �� �HUURU�WR�UHDG�WKLV�SDJH���� �UHDG�DFFHVV�SHUPLWWHG�

�� :ULWH� �� �HUURU�WR�ZULWH�WKLV�SDJH���� �ZULWH�DFFHVV�SHUPLWWHG�

�� 9DOLG� �� �SDJH�LQYDOLG��HUURU�FRQGLWLRQ���� �SDJH�YDOLG�

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��7KH�SDJH�WDEOH�HQWULHV�DUH�DOZD\V�KHOG�LQ�OLWWOH�HQGLDQ�IRUPDW�LQ�V\VWHP�PHPRU\��2Q�D�ELJ�HQGLDQ�PDFKLQH�LW�LV�WKH�UHVSRQVLELOLW\�
RI�WKH�GULYHU�VRIWZDUH�WR�HQVXUH�WKH�SDJH�WDEOHV�DUH�LQ�WKH�FRUUHFW�IRUPDW�IRU�WKH�'0$�$UELWHU��DV�QR�PHFKDQLVP�LV�SURYLGHG�IRU�
E\WH�VZDSSLQJ�WDEOH�HQWULHV�DV�WKH\�DUH�UHDG��
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���� 3DJH6L]H� �� ������.�E\WH�SDJH�VL]H�

�� ������.�E\WH�SDJH�VL]H�

�� �����.�E\WH�SDJH�VL]H�

�� �����.�E\WH�SDJH�VL]H�

�� �����.�E\WH�SDJH�VL]H�

�� ����.�E\WH�SDJH�VL]H�

�� ����.�E\WH�SDJH�VL]H�

�� ����.�E\WH�SDJH�VL]H�

����� 5HVHUYHG� �

������ $GGUHVV� 6WDUW�DGGUHVV�RI�SDJH�LQ�SK\VLFDO�PHPRU\��

 Table 3-3 Translation Page Table Entry Format 

 

The standard table entry allows for a 64 bit byte aligned physical address.  To achieve this 
each entry takes 64 bits and is packed on 64 bit boundaries. If the TableFormat field in the 
AddressTranslationControl register is set to 32 bits then each entry is 32 bits wide and 
packed on 32 bit boundaries and the missing address bits (32-63) from the table entry are 
assumed to be zero. 

• PhysicalAddressFormat 
If the PhysicalAddressFormat field in AddressTranslationControl is set to 32 bits then 
the system is not capable of 64 bit addressing - the upper 32 bits of the physical 
address are ignored. The format of the table and the size of the physical address are 
orthogonal. 

• Valid 
The Valid bit is used to mark pages as valid or not valid for use; accessing an invalid 
page is an error and causes a page fault interrupt.  Attempting to access a page 
without the appropriate permission also results in a page fault interrupt.  

• Resident 
The Resident bit is used to mark pages which are valid but which are not resident in 
system memory.  These pages may need to be loaded from disk or allocated from a 
system heap. 

• Address 
Pages in system memory are always 4K bytes in size.  Each 4K page has its own page 
table entry, with the Address field giving the start address of that 4K page in physical 
memory.  

• PageSize 
The PageSize field in the page table provides further information about allocation, 
indicating that a number of 4K pages are allocated consecutively and start on a 
suitable boundary. For example, if the PageSize field is “2” it indicates the page is one 
of a group of four consecutive 4K byte pages in physical memory, and also that the 
logical and physical start addresses of this 16K “page” are aligned to a 16K byte 
boundary. The PageSize field allows address translation hardware to optimise reading 
of the page tables and reduce the number of TLB updates.  All entries in the Page 
Table must be defined so that every 4K page has an entry. 

DMAAddressDecoding 

The MinLogicalPage and MaxLogicalPage registers define the valid range of logical 
addresses. Even when address translation is enabled, any logical address outside this 
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range will be treated as a physical address which does not need to be translated. For each 
DMA source, requests are still issued to the bus masters in the order in which they arrive at 
the Arbiter, whether they are physical requests or logical requests requiring translation. The 
page starting at the logical address in MinLogicalPage is described by the first entry in the 
page tables, which is located at address PageTableBaseAddress in system memory. No 
page table entries need to be maintained for logical addresses outside the 
Min/MaxLogicalPage range since they will never be accessed by the hardware. 

When a page fault occurs that needs CPU intervention, the faulting address and the source 
of the address are made available in the relevant unit’s PageFaultAddress and 
PageFaultSource registers.  Each source of DMA requests can raise a Page Fault without 
affecting requests being issued from the other DMA sources.  A separate 
PageFaultAddress register is provided for each request source to handle this.  For 
example geometry processor read accesses can continue during a bypass page fault.  

Where request sources share a common pool of system memory or page table entries, it is 
the responsibility of page-fault handler sofware on the host CPU to disable all other affected 
request sources before updating the common resource pool. The ArbiterRequestControl 
register allows each source to be disabled individually for this purpose, and re-enabled 
once the fault has been fixed.  Once all affected requests sources are disabled, the page-
fault handler can read the ArbiterStatus register to check that the sources are idle.  If 
necessary the handler can write to the Flush register to ensure that AGP write data is 
flushed out to system memory. The ArbiterStatus register includes “write in progress” and 
“Flush in progress” flags to allow the page-fault handler to monitor the status of the PCI and 
AGP bus masters, as well as the status of each DMA request source. 

When the system memory has finally been made available and the page tables updated, a 
write to the Restart register triggers another read of the tables.  If everything is correct the 
transaction completes.  

Invalidating obsolete TLB entries 

If the page tables are modified then the Translation Look-aside Buffers (TLBs) may hold 
obsolete data.  

The TLB entries for each source can be invalidated by writing to the InvalidateTLB register. 
This must always be done if the page tables are modified and the TLBs When a bit in this 
register is set the corresponding TLB is invalidated and remains invalid until the bit is 
cleared. Leaving a bit set effectively disables caching of the page table entry and forces a 
new lookup for every request; this may be useful for debug. 

If the MinLogicalPage or MaxLogicalPage registers are to be updated, it is advisable to 
disable requests and wait for all request sources to become idle first. Once these control 
registers have been updated, then all TLB entries should be invalidated before requests are 
re-enabled, as the TLBs may now hold incorrect data. 

The contents of all the TLB entries can be read back using the ArbiterReadIndex and 
ArbiterReadData registers. As well as being useful for debugging, these registers provide 
information which allows the page fault handler to distinguish between a normal non-
resident page fault and an invalid access caused by a programming error. 

Note that setting the ArbiterReadIndex register to select the Geometry Processor TLB array 
stall the address translation for the Geometry Processor. When the required data has been 
read from the ArbiterReadData register the ArbiterReadIndex register should be set to point 
to a different part of the DMA Arbiter indirect address map, to allow Geometry Processor 
address translation to resume. 
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During a DMA transfer, if the DMAAddr and DMACount commands are encountered in the 
DMA buffer then the current DMA is temporarily suspended and a new DMA started with 
the new address and counts.  When a ’new’ DMA finishes the previously suspended DMA is 
restarted immediately after the DMACount command which initiated the new DMA. 

The motivation for hierarchical DMA is that it allows any number of individual DMAs to be 

queued up, independent of the input FIFO depth, and it supports hierarchical display lists. 

Display lists are held in ’native’ R5 format so they can be executed directly without having to 
be parsed by software first.  An OpenGL display list can call other OpenGL display lists and 
models are typically built as hierarchies of objects. 

Those familiar with previous chip families such as the GLINT MX may find it useful to know 
that restrictions on the use of Hierarchical DMA have largely vanished.  In particular, mode 
changes no longer require that the host keep a software copy of the register to re-generate 
the bits (in case the register contents change between the time the display list is created 
and the time it is executed).  All R5 mode registers now have an And and an Or version to 
allow individual bits to be changed without affecting the display list. 

 

Areas where some care is still required are: 

• Display lists which involve matrix generation and concatenation 
These still need host intervention.  When the user specifies a new view matrix in 
OpenGL it must be concatenated with the current model view matrix to allow 
hierarchical models.   

• Interdependencies in mode bits 
For example the framebuffer, in general, needs to be enabled for reading when alpha 
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blending is done, however some alpha blending modes don’t use the framebuffer 
contents.  Meanwhile, in a different mode register the logical operation may or may not 
require framebuffer data to be read as well.   

�������� 5HFWDQJOH�'0$��,QSXW��

Rectangle DMA image data may be a sub image of a larger image and have any natural 
alignment.  Information regarding the rectangle transfer is held in registers loaded from the 
input FIFO or a DMA buffer. 

The pixel data read from host memory is always packed, however when passed to R5 it can 
be in packed or unpacked format. 

The base address of the rectangle is written to the DMARectangleReadAddress register; 
the stride of the rectangle is loaded into the DMARectangleReadLinePitch register. The 
width and height of the rectangle are held in the DMARectangleRead command which 
triggers the DMA. This command also defines the pixel size and the packing of the pixels; 
the data is always packed in system memory, but if the pack bit is not set it it is broken into 
individual pixels on load. When the data is loaded it is assigned to the data type defined by 
the DMARectangleReadTarget register. 

The DMARectangleReadControl register holds system information about how to access 
the data. It defines the bus protocol to use (AGP or PCI) and whether to byte swap the data. 
It also has control over the burst size to use, and alignment control which breaks bursts on 
64 byte boundaries which can help some chip sets. 

If a CommandInterrupt is sent, it causes an interrupt to be sent when all previously started 
rectangle DMAs have completed. 

3.3 Vertex Loading 

The I/O units support various strategies to make data loading more efficient including early 
culling, vertex loading and texture formatting, described below.  Vertex loading allows a 
vertex to be described in 4 dwords and DMAd individually or as part of a more complex API 
array structure 

������ 3ULPLWLYHV�
Further I/O pre-processing is possible if the data represents a primitive. Vertex data for 
primitives can be loaded into graphics memory space in a number of ways.  It can be: 

� written directly to the appropriate vertex store 

� loaded indirectly from an index into a vertex array, or 

� loaded as part of a special vertex sequence corresponding to one of the following 
primitive types: 

�
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1DPH� 'HVFULSWLRQ�

7ULDQJOH/LVW� ,QGLYLGXDO�WULDQJOHV�ZLWK�QR�VKDUHG�YHUWLFHV��

7ULDQJOH)DQ� 7ULDQJOHV�ZLWK�D�FRPPRQ�FHQWHU�YHUWH[��DQG�DQRWKHU�VKDUHG�YHUWH[�EHWZHHQ�HDFK�

DGMDFHQW�WULDQJOH��

7ULDQJOH6WULS� 7ULDQJOHV�ZLWK�WZR�VKDUHG�YHUWLFHV�EHWZHHQ�DGMDFHQW�WULDQJOHV��

/LQH/LVW� ,QGLYLGXDO�OLQHV�ZLWK�QR�VKDUHG�YHUWLFHV��

/LQH6WULS� /LQHV�MRLQHG�KHDG�WR�WDLO��

3RLQW/LVW� ,QGLYLGXDO�SRLQWV�

 

Each of these is available in an indexed form (e.g. IndexedTriangleList) and a vertex form 
(e.g VertexTriangleList). The indexed form specifies vertices through an index into a 
vertex array; the vertex form specifies a vertex array directly, so the vertices must be in the 
correct order. 

The register tag marks the start of a primitive and the data field is a count of the number of 
vertices to be processed.  If the number is zero then the data is assumed to be inline and 
the primitive is terminated by another primitive command.  

IndexedVertex or IndexedDoubleVertex can be used as inline indices into a vertex array 
by first sending the IndexedTriangleList primitive (for example) with data equal to zero. 
IndexedVertex supplies a single 32 bit index into the array, IndexedDoubleVertex 
supplies two 16 bit indices into the vertex array. 

The vertex data can be loaded without specifying a primitive type using Vertex0, Vertex1, 
and Vertex2. These registers specify the vertex store to load, and the data field holds the 
index into the array. The VertexData register is used for inline vertex data. 

The format of the vertex is specified by four controls: 

� The vertex size controls the amount of memory each vertex takes (i.e. the Stride).  

� The tag list describes the order of the data within the vertex, so the tag loaded into 
TagList0 defines the data type of the first entry in the vertex.  

� The VertexFormat mask controls which data elements are present, so if bit 0 is clear 
but bit 1 set, the first data element read is associated with TagList1 instead of TagList0.  

� The VertexValid mask specifies which items of data within the current vertex should 
be read. 

Typically we would use the tag list to define the order in which data is delivered.  The format 
mask and vertex size set modes (so if z is enabled the z bit in the format mask is set and 
the vertex size increased by 1).  

Multiple Textures: The VertexValid mask is generally used for multi-pass algorithms, such 
as emulation of multiple textures. The vertex structure holds several sets of texture 
coordinates for the same x,y,z coordinates, and on each pass a different set is enabled by 
defining it as valid. Because invalid data is discarded the format only needs to recognize a 
single field (although the vertex size must be big enough to include all data). 

Context Switching:  A state register supports context switching within a primitive. This 
allows a primitive such as a triangle strip to be interrupted part way through and then 
restarted cleanly. If data is being read by DMA it completes before a sync can get through 
the pipeline:  this applies to single vertices read in by inline indexes and to multiple vertices 
read in via index arrays.  
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To restart an interrupted primitive the HostInState register should be restored along with 
the rest of the pipeline and the primitive continued from the point at which it was broken. 

������ 2YHUYLHZ�
The vertex array unit loads vertex data for processing by R5. It is used to access data that 
is not in the command stream but is held in separate buffers. This separation of data from 
commands is common in many APIs as it is generally more efficient. Examples are the 
flexible vertex format buffer in D3D and vertex arrays in OpenGL. 

The difference between OpenGL and D3D is the number of distinct data buffers they 
support: 

� D3D packs everything into a single buffer and requires the application to fit this format.  

� OpenGL trades simplicity for flexibility by giving each data type its own data buffer, 
specifically one each for position, normal, color, edge flags, and eight for each set of 
texture co-ordinates.  

Because OpenGL defines a stride for the data buffers, it can mimic the D3D format by 
interleaving its separate arrays. DX8 will support multiple data arrays, bringing it into line 
with OpenGL. 

Index buffer:  Both D3D and OpenGL also support an index buffer that holds an indirection 
to the data to be used. Both APIs define a single index that is used by all data types. There 
is some demand for separate indices for each data type because this can be more efficient 
and allow better meshing; 3DStudio Max would use this if it were available. 

The design allows a single index buffer and up to sixteen data buffers. All the data buffers 
are accessed via the same data block. The efficiency of bus transfers will decrease as more 
arrays are enabled. If more index buffers are needed, additional index blocks an be added - 
one for each buffer.To complete the unit a cache block removes unnecessary vertex loads if 
the data is already in the vertex stores, and the tag block assigns meaning to the data 
which is loaded. 

When the data has been loaded into R5 it has to be assigned to the correct message type. 
It may also be necessary to reorder the data to fit R5 protocol rules.  R5 requires the 
position data to be last in a vertex as it is used as a trigger to begin processing, but there is 
no guarantee that this will be the order in which the data is supplied (D3D guarantees that it 
will definitely not be the order). 

All the data discussed here is read from system memory, using either PCI or AGP 
protocols. This means that there can be a significant latency between requesting data and 
receiving it. It is also much more efficient to access incrementing consecutive addresses on 
PCI than random address; even AGP suffers if addresses do not maintain some degree of 
locality. Sometimes it is necessary to use PCI protocols even if AGP is available due to PCI 
cache coherency. 

������ 3URJUDPPLQJ�,QWHUIDFH�
The normal input format for the data associated with a vertex is IEEE single precision 
floating point numbers.  All the variants supported by OpenGL such as byte, long, double, 
etc. must be converted to single precision floats first.  The only exceptions to this are colors 
which can be accepted as unsigned packed bytes. 

The vertex parameters are multi valued entities (i.e. vectors) so the vectors are assembled 
before being processed as they can only be written one component at a time.  Frequently 
one or more of the vector components are left to take a default value, for example a vertex 
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coordinate is commonly specified with a w component  set to 1.0.  Allowing this component 
to take its default value saves sending 4 bytes to R5 which can amount to a substantial 
saving in bandwidth. 

The vector assembly uses the x component (for vertices and normals), the red component 
(for colors) and the s component (for textures) to indicate the assembled vector is complete 
and should be processed.  The address (or tag) of the trigger component used informs R5 
which of the shorthand formats to use.  Several shorthand formats exist to reduce the 
amount of information the host needs to provide.  The possible formats are: 

 

Vertex: xy, xyz and xyzw z = 0, w = 1 if missing 

5DVWHU�3RVLWLRQ�� [\��[\]�DQG�[\]Z� ]� ����Z� ���LI�PLVVLQJ�

1RUPDO�� ;\]� �

5HVHUYHG�� ;\]� �)DFH�QRUPDO��

&RORU�� 5JE��UJED� D� ���LI�PLVVLQJ�

7H[WXUH�� V��VW��VWUT� W� ����U� ����T� ���LI�PLVVLQJ�

 

Each shorthand format has a unique register for the trigger component (the number, when 
present, indicates the number of components supplied): 

 

Parameter Non-Trigger 
registers 

Trigger registers   

9HUWH[�� 9\��9]��9Z� 9[���9[���9[��

5DVWHU�3RVLWLRQ��� 53\��53]��53Z� 53[���53[���53[��

1RUPDO�� 1\��1]� 1[�

&RORU�� &J��&E��&D� &U���&U��

7H[WXUH�� 7W��7U��7T� 7V���7V���7V��

The components for a vector are sent in reverse order to ensure the trigger component is 
always last.  The tags are organized so this naturally fits in to the index tag format.  The 
main group for the vertex parameters allows any of the vertex formats, a normal, any of the 
color formats and the 0ÃÔ texture format to be encoded into one group.  This allows a 
Gouraud shaded, depth buffered meshed triangle to be described by only 7 words (index 
tag, !ã, !ß, !Þ, 7ã, 7ß, 7ÞÏ). 

The storage used to assemble a vector is shared by all vectors so it is not possible to mix 
components from different vectors.  Sending all the components associated with a vector 
together is not an onerous restriction. 

Some general rules when sending vertex parameters are: 

• Don’t mix up Vertex, Color, Normal, Face Normal, Raster Position or Texture 
components.  All the components for a particular vector type must be sent together. 

• The components must be sent in reverse order from the ’natural’ way.  For example 
send W, then Z, then Y and finally X (to the appropriate register). 

• All components are single precision IEEE floating point numbers. 
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• Shorthand formats will fill in some components for you to save having to send W =1, 
for example.  These are analogous to the OpenGL glVertex[2|3|4]f, glColor[3|4]f and 
glTexCoord[1|2|4]f function calls. 

• Only send the vertex coordinate after any color, normal or texture data has been sent.    
A vertex must be sent to provoke the triangle, line, etc. to be drawn  The color, normal 
and texture update the current color, normal and texture values respectively and are 
applied to vertices until subsequently changed. This follows the usual OpenGL rules. 

These rules are enforced automatically if the parameters are sent as a group using an index 
tag. 

Readback:  The above registers, except the vertex, can be read back.  All the trigger 
registers for a parameter read back the same register but the non trigger registers will not 
read back the current values until the trigger has been written.  Non trigger registers will 
return the default values if the last trigger register substituted the defaults for absent values. 

Packed colors: In addition to defining color information [via the Ca, Cb, Cg Cr3ÊandÊCr4RÊ
registers, two packed color formats are also available.  These are PackedColor3 and 
PackedColor4.  The format of each color component is an unsigned 8 bit number with red 
in the lower byte, then green, then blue and finally alpha in the upper byte.  In the 
PackedColor3 case the alpha byte is ignored and always interpreted as 255. 

The current edge flag is updated by writing to the EdgeFlag register.  The current edge flag 
is used for edges in polygons, independent triangles and independent quads to determine if 
they should be drawn when the polygon mode is set to Lines.  Connected primitives always 
have their edges drawn.  Interior edges introduced as part of the rendering process (for 
example decomposing a polygon in to several triangles) are never drawn. 

�������� 9HUWH[�)RUPDW�

The API and internal data formats are defined separately. The input is defined by the API in 
use, the internal format is defined by Gamma programming rules. This unit maps the API 
format to the internal format. 

The first step in programming this unit is to define the API data format. The input can be 
thought of as a stream of 32 bit words each holding data for a vertex. Each word has a 
particular meaning such as X position, texture coordinate S, Diffuse color. The data that 
makes up this stream may come from different data buffers or from the command stream, 
but the end result is a sequence of words that have to be loaded into Gamma registers. 

The internal data format is the same set of 32 bit words that make up the input, but 
reordered to meet R5 requirements. The data has to be loaded into R5 registers defined by 
the following table. The first column shows the type of data, the second column the register 
name (refered to by its tag) and the remaining 4 columns the contents of each 32 bit field in 
the 128 bit wide registers. If a field is empty it defaults to a sensible value. 

�

Type Tag 0..31 32..63 64..95 96..127 

3RVLWLRQ� 9[�� ;� <� � �

3RVLWLRQ� 9[�� ;� <� =� �

3RVLWLRQ� 9[�� ;� <� =� :�

5DVWHU3RVLWLRQ� 53[�� ;� <� � �

5DVWHU3RVLWLRQ� 53[�� ;� <� =� �

5DVWHU3RVLWRQ� 53[�� ;� <� =� :�
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Type Tag 0..31 32..63 64..95 96..127 

1RUPDO� 1[� ;� <� =� �

7H[WXUH� 7V�� 6� � � �

7H[WXUH� 7V�� 6� 7� � �

7H[WXUH$� 7V�$� 6� � � �

7H[WXUH$� 7V�$� 6� 7� � �

7H[WXUH$� 7V�$� 6� 7� 5� �

7H[WXUH$� 7V�$� 6� 7� 5� 4�

7H[WXUH$� 7V�$T� 6� 7� � 4�

7H[WXUH%� 7V�%� 6� � � �

7H[WXUH%� 7V�%� 6� 7� � �

7H[WXUH%� 7V�%� 6� 7� 5� �

7H[WXUH%� 7V�%� 6� 7� 5� 4�

7H[WXUH%� 7V�%T� 6� 7� � 4�

7H[WXUH&� 7V�&� 6� � � �

7H[WXUH&� 7V�&� 6� 7� � �

7H[WXUH&� 7V�&� 6� 7� 5� �

7H[WXUH&� 7V�&� 6� 7� 5� 4�

7H[WXUH&� 7V�&T� 6� 7� � 4�

7H[WXUH'� 7V�'� 6� � � �

7H[WXUH'� 7V�'� 6� 7� � �

7H[WXUH'� 7V�'� 6� 7� 5� �

7H[WXUH'� 7V�'� 6� 7� 5� 4�

7H[WXUH'� 7V�'T� 6� 7� � 4�

7H[WXUH(� 7V�(� 6� � � �

7H[WXUH(� 7V�(� 6� 7� � �

7H[WXUH(� 7V�(� 6� 7� 5� �

7H[WXUH(� 7V�(� 6� 7� 5� 4�

7H[WXUH(� 7V�(T� 6� 7� � 4�

7H[WXUH)� 7V�)� 6� � � �

7H[WXUH)� 7V�)� 6� 7� � �

7H[WXUH)� 7V�)� 6� 7� 5� �

7H[WXUH)� 7V�)� 6� 7� 5� 4�

7H[WXUH)� 7V�)T� 6� 7� � 4�

7H[WXUH*� 7V�*� 6� � � �

7H[WXUH*� 7V�*� 6� 7� � �

7H[WXUH*� 7V�*� 6� 7� 5� �

7H[WXUH*� 7V�*� 6� 7� 5� 4�

7H[WXUH*� 7V�*T� 6� 7� � 4�

7H[WXUH+� 7V�+� 6� � � �

7H[WXUH+� 7V�+� 6� 7� � �

7H[WXUH+� 7V�+� 6� 7� 5� �

7H[WXUH+� 7V�+� 6� 7� 5� 4�

7H[WXUH+� 7V�+T� 6� 7� � 4�
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Type Tag 0..31 32..63 64..95 96..127 

&RORU� &U�� 5� *� %� �

&RORU� &U�� 5� *� %� $�

(GJH)ODJ� (GJH)ODJ� )ODJ� � � �

3DFNHG&RORU� 3DFNHG&RORU�� 5*%� � � �

3DFNHG&RORU� 3DFNHG&RORU�� 5*%$� � � �

3DFNHG'LIIXVH� 3DFNHG'LIIXVH� 5*%$� � � �

3DFNHG6SDFXODU� 3DFNHG6SHFXODU� 5*%)� � � �

3DFNHG1RUPDO� 3DFNHG1RUPDO� ;<=� � � �

3DFNHG)DFH�1RUPDO� 5HVHUYHG� ;<=� � � �

 

The ArrayTagTable registers should be set to the order of the internal format. 
ArrayTagTable0 should hold the first register to load, ArrayTagTable1 the next, and so on. 
R5 requires that the last register loaded is the position data. 

The input data stream is mapped to the registers by the ArrayFormatRef and 
ArrayFormatField registers. The maximum size of a vertex is 64 dwords, and for each 
dword there is an entry in these registers. The ArrayFormatRef register holds the entry in 
the ArrayTagTable that the dword should use as a reference to the register to load. The 
ArrayFormatField register specifies which 32 bit word in the 128 bit wide register to load. 

The specification of data formats has so far assumed that all possible data for a vertex is 
being loaded. The ArrayFormatLoad register is used to specify that data which will be read 
from memory, so, for example, if texture is disabled no texture coordinates need be read. 
Using ArrayFormatLoad avoids reprogramming the ArrayFormatRef and 
ArrayFormatField registers when the vertex format changes. 

In some situations it may be useful to load data that will not be used, in which case the 
ArrayFormatValid register is used to specify data that has been loaded but should not be 
used. Normally this register can be set to 0xFFFFFFFF to mark all data as valid, but 
sometimes data needs to be skipped; for example, a multipass algorithm may need access 
one set of texture coordinates on the first pass and another set on the second pass. It may 
be more efficient (in terms of bus bandwidth) to load a vertex in a single operation even if 
some data will not be used, rather than load exactly the amount needed but in several 
smaller transfers. 

Note: All data is 32 bits wide, matching the normal floating point format. Some data such as 
color or normals may be packed, but they are always packed into 32 bits. Edge flags 
are single bit booleans, but are also held in 32 bit words. Although this is inefficient 
they are rarely loaded through a vertex array. 

�������� $UUD\�)RUPDW�

When the vertex format has been defined the source of the data has to be set up. The data 
can either be indexed or direct. If it is indexed an index has to be supplied that is used as an 
offset into an array of data. The index can be supplied inline with the command stream, or 
from a separate array. The index array reads from index array 0 (additional indexes will be 
supported in future). 

The index is used to access data arrays - it calculates the address to read data from using 
the formula: 

  address = array base address + (index * array stride) 
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Single and Multiple Vertex Loading: There are two ways to specify the index to load from 
an index buffer. The ArrayIndexSingle command has a data field that specifies the offset 
into the array of a single index to load. The other way to load an index from an index buffer 
is with the ArrayIndexMultiple command which has a count of the number of indices to 
load as its data field. The first index read is pointed to by the base address register 
combined with the ArrayIndexOffset register. 

An index can be 8, 16, or 32 bits, and this is controlled by the ArrayIndexSize register; also 
in the ArrayIndexSize register is the Stride field which can also be set to 8, 16, or 32 bits. 
The stride is used to describe the spacing between indices, so each 8 bit index can take 32 
bits of storage. The stride specifies how much data is loaded, while the size specifies how 
much of that data is used.  

Note:  The index array is different to the vertex data arrays which load only the data specified 
by the size field and use the stride field to jump between vertices. 

Some registers are unique for each index or data array supported. The array number that is 
added to the end of their name distinguishes these registers. For example, the base 
address for a data array is held in ArrayDataAddress, so the address for data array zero is 
in ArrayDataAddress0, for the next data array in ArrayDataAddress1, etc. In this text the 
array number may be replaced by the wildcard # if the reference is not specific. 

How Much Data to Read: The amount of data read for a vertex can be programmed 
through the size field in the ArrayDataSize# register, which is separate to the array stride 
that is in the stride field of the same register. Each data array is programmed to respond to 
a particular index array, set by the ArrayDataIndex# register. This register holds a mask of 
the indicies to respond to, making it possible for a data unit to be triggered by more than 
one index; this can be useful when vertices are blended and different index arrays point to 
the same data. In the example given here there is a single index array, zero, that can be 
read so all of the ArrayDataIndex registers are set to 0x0001. 

How to Load Additional Indices:  If more indices are needed than there are supported 
index arrays, the additional indices can be loaded in line. The ArrayDataIndex# register for 
appropriate data arrays are loaded with, for example, 0x0002 and ArrayIndex1 commands 
sent. These commands index into the selected data arrays (see below for an example). 

Data does not have to be loaded via an index, but can be read directly into R5. Two 
mechanisms are provided, ArrayDataSingle and ArrayDataMultiple. The 
ArrayDataSingle command reads a single item of data from the index specified by the data 
field of the command. The ArrayDataMultiple command loads the number of data items 
specified in the data field of the command starting at ArrayDataAddress# plus 
ArrayDataOffset and incrementing consecutively until all the data has been read. 

The ArrayEnable register specifies which index arrays and which data arrays are enabled. 
For OpenGL each data type comes from its own array, so the data array fields of 
ArrayEnable will match the ArrayFormat* register. D3D loads all data from a single buffer, 
so it only enables one array; OpenGL also has the concept of interleaved arrays which can 
be loaded as a single array. 

�������� ([DPSOH�����7\SLFDO�2SHQ*/�/D\RXW�

The diagram shows a typical OpenGL layout. The position and normal data has been 
separated. Each array can be referenced by a common index array (i.e. 
ArrayIndexMultiple), or they can be read as consecutive vertices (i.e. ArrayDataMultiple). 
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�������� ([DPSOH�����'�'�)OH[LEOH�9HUWH[�/D\RXW�

The diagram shows a D3D flexible vertex layout that groups all elements of a vertex in the 
same array. An index can be used to reference the data (using the command 
ArrayIndexMultiple), or the data array can be scanned in order (using ArrayDataMultiple). 
Note that although it is possible to view a single array as a number of interleaved arrays 
(see example above), it is better to treat it as a single array. This may be more efficient, and 
should never be less efficient, due to the pattern of accesses generated on the bus. 
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�������� ([DPSOH�����,QGH[�$UUD\�SHU�9HUWH[�$UUD\�

The next diagram shows an index array for each data array. In this example there is less 
position data than normal data because meshing has allowed sharing of position data even 
though each triangle represented by these vertices needs a different normal. This sort of 
data sharing relies on indirection through an index array, so this operation would be initiated 
by the ArrayIndexMultiple command. 
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�������� ([DPSOH�����/RDGLQJ�'DWD�,QOLQH�ZLWK�&RPPDQGV�

Data does not have to be read from a buffer, but can instead be loaded inline with the 
commands. This is done by writing to the VertexData register in the order that the data 
would have been read from memory. Data loaded in this way cannot be mixed with 
ArrayIndexMultiple or ArrayDataMultiple commands, but can be mixed with 
ArrayIndexSingle or ArrayDataSingle commands that cause a single item to be read. The 
data stream can be made up of an arbitrary combination of inline data and array 
commands. The diagram shows X, Y, and Z, being loaded inline with the command stream; 
ArrayIndexSingle inserted at the right point in the commands loads the normal data from a 
separate buffer. 

Command Stream
executes top to bottom
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�������� ([DPSOH�����8VLQJ�$UUD\'DWD6LQJOH�

The same effect as example 4 can be achieved by removing the indirection through the 
index array and going direct to the data with ArrayDataSingle commands. 
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VertexData (Z)

ArrayDataSingle

Vertex 2

Vertex 1

Vertex 0

Command Stream
executes top to bottom

�

�������� ([DPSOH�����(PXODWLQJ�,QGH[�%XIIHUV�ZLWK�DQ�,QOLQH�&RPPDQG�

This example shows how two index buffers can be emulated by an inline command. If a 
single index array is available then ArrayIndexSingle commands are issued that increment 
through the array. The other array is emulated with the ArrayIndex# command. If the data 
unit fetching the position data has been configured to respond to references from index 
buffer 1 (by setting ArrayDataIndex for that data unit to 0x0002) it reads the data as though 
the inline indices had been read from an array. The second index buffer is copied into the 
command stream, which requires the CPU to do an extra read per vertex. 
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Normal X

Normal Y

Normal Z

Normal X

Normal Y

Normal Z

Normal X

Normal Y

Normal Z

ArrayIndexSingle

ArrayIndexSingle

ArrayIndexSingle

Index

Index

Index

ArrayIndex1

ArrayIndex1

ArrayIndex1

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

Vertex 2

Vertex 1

Vertex 0

Command Stream
executes top to bottom

�

Note: The ArrayDataSingle commands used in example 5 can be replaced by ArrayIndex# 
commands if the data units have been set up appropriately. 

�������� 0DSSLQJ�WR�2SHQ*/�&RPPDQGV�

Each OpenGL vertex array command causes the following R5 registers to be modified: 

 

GL function R5 Register/Command 
*O(QDEOH&OLHQW6WDWH� $UUD\(QDEOH��$UUD\)RUPDW/RDG��$UUD\(QDEOH�

*O'LVDEOH&OLHQW6WDWH� $UUD\(QDEOH��$UUD\)RUPDW/RDG��$UUD\(QDEOH�

*O9HUWH[3RLQWHU� $UUD\'DWD6L]H���$UUD\'DWD$GGUHVV���$UUD\7DJ7DEOH�

*O&RORU3RLQWHU� $UUD\'DWD6L]H���$UUD\'DWD$GGUHVV���$UUD\7DJ7DEOH�

*O1RUPDO3RLQWHU� $UUD\'DWD6L]H���$UUD\'DWD$GGUHVV���$UUD\7DJ7DEOH�

*O(GJH)ODJ3RLQWHU� $UUD\'DWD6L]H���$UUD\'DWD$GGUHVV���$UUD\7DJ7DEOH�

*O7H[&RRUG3RLQWHU� $UUD\'DWD6L]H���$UUD\'DWD$GGUHVV���$UUD\7DJ7DEOH�

JO,QGH[3RLQWHU� $UUD\,QGH[6L]H���$UUD\,QGH[$GGUHVV��

JO$UUD\(OHPHQW� $UUD\'DWD6LQJOH�

JO'UDZ(OHPHQWV� %HJLQ��$UUD\,QGH[$GGUHVV���$UUD\,QGH[6L]H���$UUD\,QGH[0XOWLSOH�

JO'UDZ$UUD\V� %HJLQ��$UUD\'DWD2IIVHW���$UUD\'DWD0XOWLSOH�

 

Each data type is mapped to a particular array number that is used to define the # in the 
register names. If the implementation of R5 does not have enough data units the command 
stream would have to be constructed out of individual index commands described above. 
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��������� 9HUWH[�&DFKLQJ�

R5 supports meshed primitives such as triangle strips and triangle fans, but it is common 
practice for applications to represent meshes as separate triangles. Separate triangles 
specify all three vertices so take three times as much AGP bandwidth as a mesh, so this 
unit caches data in the vertex stores to reduce unnecessary reads. Caching applies to 
triangle lists and line lists only and is enabled in the ArrayMode register IndexCache 
Enable field. 

3.4 Texture Loading 

The need to load and manage texture maps usually imposes severe size and performance 
constraints on programmers and requires careful consideration of the tradeoffs between 
frame rates and scene realism.  

R5 implements logical and virtual texture management to remove many of the bottlenecks 
typically encountered during application development.  However the configuration and 
control of the various texture DMA options requires careful planning for optimal results.  The 
discussion below summarizes the use of the Texture DMA and texture loading. For a 
detailed description of Logical and Virtual texture management, see the R4 Programmers 
Guide Volume I, chapter 4 on "Buffer and Cache Management", particularly sections 4.9 
("Texture Mapping") and 4.10 (Virtual Texture Management"). 

More generally, Texture functionality is determined in the Geometry pipeline in the Matrix, 
Texture/Fog, Material and Texture Format units.  These control the use of (for example) 
Diffuse and Specular texture enables, clipping and co-ordinate transformation.  These are 
discussed below in "The 3D pipeline".   

Texture implementation (e.g. texture composition, texture application, logical and physical 
texture page setup, texture LUT and LOD calculations) takes place in the Rasterizer 
pipeline.10   

The design philosophy is that adequate texture control should be possible using OpenGL or 
D3D only - where functionality is required it will be available in the Geometry pipeline.  So, 
for example, the Begin register also contains fields duplicated from the Render and Draw* 
registers including the master texture enable.  This simplifies the match between R5 
facilities and API functions, e.g. glEnable() or glTexEnv*().   

������ 2YHUYLHZ�

�������� 6WDUW�RI�'D\�,QLWLDOLVDWLRQ�

Before any logical or virtual texture management can be done there are a number of areas 
which need to be initialized (in addition to the usual mode, etc. register initialization): 

� Space for the Logical Texture Page Table must be reserved in the local buffer and the 
table initialised to zero.  The LogicalTexturePageTableAddr and LogicalTexture 
PageTableLength must be set up. 

� Space for the working set must be reserved in the local buffer and/or framebuffer.  This 
need not be physically consecutive pages.  The BasePageOfWorkingSet register is 
set up. 

If virtual texture management is to be used then the following additional initialization is 
required: 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
���6HH�&KDSWHU���RI�WKH�5��5HIHUHQFH�*XLGH�9ROXPH�,�IRU�DQ�LOOXVWUDWLRQ�RI�WKH�5��SLSHOLQH�DUFKLWHFWXUH��
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� Space for the Physical Page Allocation Table is reserved in the local buffer and 
PhysicalPageAllocationTableAddr register is set up to point to it. 

� Bits 0…31 of each entry in the Physical Page Allocation Table is set to zero - to clear 
the valid bit. 

� Each page entry in the Physical Page Allocation Table is associated to one of the four 
pools based on which bank of memory it resides in.  All the pages in a pool are linked 
together as a double linked list by setting the NextPage and PrevPage fields.  The 
order is unimportant, but sequential is simplest.  The PrevPage field for the first entry in 
the double linked list and the NextPage field for the last entry can be set to any value 
as they are not used.   

� Finally the HeadPhysicalPageAllocation and TailPhysicalPageAllocation registers 
for this memory pool are updated with first and last page numbers.   

�

Each memory pool (to a maximum of 4) is set up as above.   

Note: Unused memory pools must not be referenced in the Logical Texture Page Table.   

The texture management hardware is ready to be used once logical textures have been 
created.  The texture management can be done on a global basis so all contexts/APIs share 
the same mechanisms, or can be done on a context by context basis. 

�������� &UHDWLQJ�DQG�/RDGLQJ�7H[WXUH�0DSV�

The sequence of events when the application asks for a texture to be loaded are as follows: 

� Host memory to hold the texture map is allocated and locked down.  This memory is 
private to the driver or ICD and not accessible to the application.  The pages do not 
need to be contiguous. 

� The logical pages to use for the texture map are allocated from the Logical Texture 
Page Table.  These may be new pages or currently assigned.  If they are currently 
assigned then the texture management hardware will do any necessary housekeeping 
to prevent aliasing of physical pages to the same logical page (thereby degrading the 
performance although still functioning correctly). 

� The host physical page (or host virtual page when host virtual addressing is used) of 
each page reserved for the texture is found and the HostPage field for each 
corresponding entry in the Logical Texture Page Table is updated with it. 

� The memory pool this texture is to be stored in is determined11 and each logical entry 
has its MemoryPool field set appropriately. 

� The Length field for each logical entry will normally be set to 0x100 (i.e. 4096 bytes), 
however as an optimisation if only part of the 4K page is used (must be the lower part) 
then the number of 64 bit words used can be used instead. 

� The application's texture is copied into the previously allocated host memory and 
during the copy the texture map is patched and aligned as required by the setting the 
texture map will be invoked with12. 

 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��7KLV�PD\�EH�GLIILFXOW�WR�GHWHUPLQH�DV�WKH�XVDJH�RI�WKH�WH[WXUH�PDSV�LV�QRW�DYDLODEOH���,GHDOO\�WH[WXUH�PDSV�WR�EH�XVHG�
VLPXOWDQHRXVO\�VKRXOG�EH�LQ�GLIIHUHQW�SRROV��XQOHVV�WKH\�FDQ�ERWK�ILW�LQWR�WKH�VDPH��.�SDJH����
��,W�LV�LPSRVVLEOH�WR�GR�DQ\�SDWFKLQJ�RU�DOLJQLQJ�ZKLOH�WKH�SDJH�RI�WH[WXUH�LV�GRZQORDGLQJ�DV�WKH�GRZQORDG�PHFKDQLVP�KDV�QR�
NQRZOHGJH�RI�WKH�GLPHQVLRQV�RI�WKH�WH[WXUH�PDS��LWV�EDVH�DGGUHVV��OD\RXW�RU�WH[HO�VL]H��
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The preferred way to update the Logical Texture Page Table is to use the  
SetLogicalTexturePage and UpdateLogicalPageInfo commands.  The SetLogical 
TexturePage command takes the logical page to update in the least significant bits.  The 
UpdateLogical PageInfo command sets bits 0…31 to zero and updates bits 32…63 with 
the given data.  The entry to update was set by the SetLogical TexturePage command and 
this is auto incremented after the update.  All the necessary housekeeping is done. 

Alternatively the Logical Texture Page Table can be edited by software by reading and/or 
writing it directly to the table in memory using bypass memory accesses. In this case it is 
the software's responsibility to do the necessary housekeeping to remove any references to 
the updated logical pages in the Physical Page Allocation Table.   

After this set up has been done the texture map can be bound and used.  Note that the 
texture map (or pages of it) are not loaded until it is actually used. 

�������� 3UH/RDGLQJ�7H[WXUH�0DSV�

Although the texture map is only downloaded when it is used it can sometimes useful to 
ensure it is downloaded when it is created.  This is done using the Load mode to load each 
logical page in the texture map.  Alternatively when a texture map is bound (to a context) 
you may want to ensure it is resident at that time, rather than wait for a page fault.  If the 
page is already resident then there is no need to load it (as the Load mode would do) so the 
Touch mode can be used instead.  These can be done using the command 
TouchLogicalPage.  This command has the following data fields: 

 

Bit No. Name Description 

�«��� 3DJH� 7KLV�ILHOG�VHW�WKH�ILUVW�/RJLFDO�3DJH�WR�WRXFK��

��«��� &RXQW� 7KLV�ILHOG�KROGV�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�SDJHV�WR�WRXFK��

��«��� 0RGH� 7KLV�ILHOG�LV�VHW�WR���WR�WRXFK�D�SDJH�V��RU�WR���WR�ORDG�D�SDJH�V���

 

As each page is touched the corresponding texture data is downloaded. 

�������� (GLWLQJ�7H[WXUH�0DSV�

To edit the texture map (for example as part of a TexSubImage operation in OpenGL) the 
host's copy is edited.  The texture management hardware is notified that the texture pages 
(if resident) are stale by using TouchLogicalPage to mark these pages as non resident.   
This command has the following data fields: 

�

%LW�1R�� 1DPH� 'HVFULSWLRQ�

�«��� 3DJH� 7KLV�ILHOG�VHW�WKH�ILUVW�/RJLFDO�3DJH�WR�PDUN�DV�VWDOH��

��«��� &RXQW� 7KLV�ILHOG�KROGV�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�SDJHV�WR�PDUN�DV�VWDOH��

��«��� 0RGH� 7KLV�ILHOG�LV�VHW�WR���WR�PDUN�WKH�SDJHV�DV�VWDOH��L�H��QRQ�UHVLGHQW���

The primary texture cache is invalidated (using the InvalidateCache command) to ensure it 
doesn't hold any stale texel data for the texture map just edited. 
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�������� 'HOHWLQJ�7H[WXUH�0DSV�

Texture maps do not need to be deleted.  Simply reusing the logical address achieves the 
same thing.  If you really want to delete the pages then the TouchLogicalPage command 
can be used to mark them non resident13. 

�������� /RFNLQJ�'RZQ�7H[WXUH�0DSV�

The best way to have locked down texture maps (i.e. they don’t get swapped out) is to avoid 
using logical/virtual management and have them as physical textures.  If a texture is to be 
locked down after is has been created as a logical texture then the software must edit the 
Physical Page Allocation Table (and possibly the HeadPhysicalPageAllocation and/or 
TailPhysicalPageAllocation registers for the affected pools).  The system must be idle 
before these edits can take place to avoid texture downloads in mid-edit with unpredictable 
results. 

�������� 8VLQJ�/RJLFDO�0DSSLQJ�ZLWKRXW�9LUWXDO�0DQDJHPHQW�

Logical texture mapping can be used without virtual management.  This allows textures to 
be mapped over non-contiguous physical memory without automatic loading.  Set up this 
way, textures are managed similarly to the GLINT MX, but memory management is simpler 
because physical memory allocation is now done on pages rather than variable-size texture 
maps. 

To do this all current logical textures must be resident so a page fault will never occur.  
When a texture is created the software needs to do two things: 

� Allocate the physical memory and update the Logical Texture Page Table with the 
logical to physical mappings.  The physical page for each corresponding logical page is 
stored in bits 0…15 and the resident bit (bit 16) is set.  The second word in each entry 
is not used (it would only be accessed on a page fault).  The Logical Texture Page 
Table can be modified directly via the bypass (after syncing) or can be updated via the 
command stream.  The DownloadAddress register and DownloadData commands 
can be used to update an arbitrary region of memory.  This allows them to be used to 
update the logical entries in the Logical Texture Page Table14. 

� The texture map must be downloaded into the physical pages.  This can be done via 
the bypass mechanisms or through the command stream.  In either case it is the 
software's responsibility to do any patching and alignment consistent with how the 
texture map will be used.   

Note  The texture download mechanism which can do the patching doesn’t have any method 
of remapping the addresses so cannot work with non-contiguous physical memory.  The 
DownloadAddress register and DownloadData command can be used to download 
each page of texture (pre-patched, if necessary) into its corresponding physical page. 

������ 3URJUDPPLQJ�1RWHV�IRU�+RVW�7H[WXUHV�
Texture maps stored in host memory can be managed by the virtual management 
hardware.  This allows a texture map to be split over non-contiguous pages of host memory 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
���7KLV�GRHV�QRW�PHDQ�WKDW�WKHVH�SDJHV�DUH�PDGH�WKH�OHDVW�UHFHQWO\�XVHG�SDJHV�VR�WKH\�JHW�UHXVHG�VRRQHU���WKH\�ZLOO�SHUFRODWH�WR�
WKLV�VWDWXV�VXEVHTXHQWO\�MXVW�WKURXJK�LQDFWLYLW\��
��7KH�8SGDWH/RJLFDO3DJH,QIR��FRPPDQG�FDQQRW�EH�XVHG�DV�LW�]HURV�WKH�SK\VLFDO�SDJH�ILHOG�DQG�XSGDWHV�WKH�ILHOGV�FRQFHUQHG�
ZLWK�SDJH�IDXOWV���$OVR�WKLV�FRPPDQG�GRHV�KRXVHNHHSLQJ�ZRUN�RQ�WKH�3K\VLFDO�3DJH�$OORFDWLRQ�7DEOH��ZKLFK�SUHVXPDEO\�ZLOO�QRW�
KDYH�EHHQ�VHW�XS�LI�WKH�YLUWXDO�WH[WXUH�PDQDJHPHQW�LV�QRW�EHLQJ�XVHG��
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(without relying on the AGP GART table to do the logical to physical mapping) and texture 
maps to be paged in and out of this memory. 

The host pages are not part of the physical memory pool managed by the hardware so all 
host pages are allocated (or reallocated) by host software.   

�������� 6WDUW�RI�'D\�,QLWLDOLVDWLRQ�IRU�+RVW�7H[WXUHV�

Assuming the range of logical pages reserved for host texture management is already 
included in the length of the Logical Page Table then no further initialisation is needed other 
than to set up the BasePageOfWorkingSetHost register with the address of the region to 
manage.  This is a 256MByte region and can be positioned anywhere in the 4G host 
address range.  

No changes to the Physical Page Allocation Table are needed. 

�������� &UHDWLQJ�/RJLFDO�7H[WXUH�0DSV�IRU�+RVW�7H[WXUHV�

The sequence of events when the application asks for a texture to be loaded is as follows: 

• Host memory to hold the texture map is allocated and locked down15.  This memory is 
private to the driver or ICD and not accessible to the application.  The pages do not 
need to be contiguous. 

• The logical pages to use for the texture map are allocated from the Logical Texture 
Page Table.  These may be new pages or currently assigned.  If they are currently 
assigned then the TLB should be invalidated to prevent it from holding stale addresses. 

• Each logical page has its physical page, resident and host texture fields in the Logical 
Page Table updated with the corresponding host physical page where the texture is 
located.  The length field must be set to zero (to disable a download from occurring).  
The pool field and the HostPage field are not used (but are available to software to hold 
information about this page). 

• The application’s texture is copied into the previously allocated host memory.  During 
the copy the texture map is patched and aligned as required by the setting the texture 
map will be invoked with16 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��9LUWXDO�KRVW�PHPRU\�FRXOG�EH�XVHG��KRZHYHU�WKH�GULYHU�ZLOO�QHHG�WR�UHVSRQG�WR�HYHU\�SDJH�IDXOW�DQG�PDNH�WKH�WH[WXUHV�DYDLODEOH�
LQ�ORFNHG�SK\VLFDO�PHPRU\�EHIRUH�VWDUWLQJ�WKH�'0$�RII�WR�GRZQORDG�WKHP��
��,W�LV�LPSRVVLEOH�WR�GR�DQ\�SDWFKLQJ�RU�DOLJQLQJ�ZKLOH�WKH�SDJH�RI�WH[WXUH�LV�GRZQORDGLQJ�DV�WKH�GRZQORDG�PHFKDQLVP�KDV�QR�
NQRZOHGJH�RI�WKH�GLPHQVLRQV�RI�WKH�WH[WXUH�PDS��LWV�EDVH�DGGUHVV��OD\RXW�RU�WH[HO�VL]H��
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�������� /RJLFDO�3DJH�7DEOH�

The Logical Page Table has one entry per logical page and each entry has the following 
format: 

%LW�1R�� 1DPH>QXPEHU�
RI�ELWV�LI�QRW��@�

'HVFULSWLRQ�

�«��� 3K\VLFDO3DJH>��@� 7KHVH�ELWV�KROG�WKH�SK\VLFDO�SDJH�QXPEHU�UHODWLYH�WR�WKH�
VWDUW�RI�WKH�ZRUNLQJ�VHW�ZKHUH�WKLV�ORJLFDO�SDJH�LV�KHOG���,I�
WKH�SDJH�LV�QRW�UHVLGHQW��QH[W�ILHOG��WKHQ�WKHVH�ELWV�DUH�
LJQRUHG��EXW�ZLOO�IUHTXHQWO\�EH�VHW�WR�]HUR����7KLV�ILHOG�LV�
QRUPDOO\�PDLQWDLQHG�E\�3���H[FHSW�ZKHQ�WKH�SDJH�LV�PDUNHG�
DV�D�+RVW7H[WXUH��

��� 5HVLGHQW� 7KLV�ELW��ZKHQ�VHW��PDUNV�WKLV�ORJLFDO�SDJH�DV�UHVLGHQW�LQ�WKH�
ZRUNLQJ�VHW����7KLV�ILHOG�LV�QRUPDOO\�PDLQWDLQHG�E\�3���
H[FHSW�ZKHQ�WKH�SDJH�LV�PDUNHG�DV�D�+RVW7H[WXUH��

��� +RVW7H[WXUH� 7KLV�ELW��ZKHQ�VHW��PDUNV�WKLV�ORJLFDO�SDJH�DV�UHVLGHQW�LQ�WKH�
KRVW�PHPRU\�DQG�LW�VKRXOG�EH�DFFHVVHG�XVLQJ�$*3�WH[WXUH�
H[HFXWH�PRGH�UDWKHU�WKDQ�GRZQORDGLQJ�LW���7KH�/HQJWK�ILHOG�
VKRXOG�DOVR�EH�VHW�WR�]HUR��

��«��� UHVHUYHG� 7KLV�ILHOG�LV�QRW�XVHG�EXW�LV�VHW�WR�]HUR�ZKHQHYHU�WKH�
5HVLGHQW�ELW�LV�XSGDWHG��

��«��� /HQJWK>�@� 7KLV�ILHOG�KROGV�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�����ELW�ZRUGV�WR�WUDQVIHU�
ZKHQ�D�SDJH�IDXOW�RFFXUV���7KLV�DOORZV�D�SDJH�WR�KROG�D�
WH[WXUH�PDS�VPDOOHU�WKDQ��.�ZLWKRXW�VSHQGLQJ�WKH�H[WUD�
GRZQORDG�WLPH�RQ�WKH�XQXVHG�ZRUGV���7KHUH�LV�QR�ZD\�WR�
GRZQORDG�WR�XQXVHG�SRUWLRQ�ZLWKRXW�RYHUZULWLQJ�WKH�XVHG�
SDUW���:KHQ�WKH�SK\VLFDO�SDJH�LV�LQ�KRVW�PHPRU\�WKH�OHQJWK�
ILHOG�PXVW�EH�VHW�WR�]HUR��
7KLV�ILHOG�LV�PDLQWDLQHG�E\�WKH�KRVW��

��«��� 0HPRU\3RRO>�@� 7KLV�ILHOG�KROGV�WKH�PHPRU\�SRRO�WKLV�ORJLFDO�SDJH�VKRXOG�EH�
DOORFDWHG�RXW�RI����
7KLV�ILHOG�LV�PDLQWDLQHG�E\�WKH�KRVW��

��� 9LUWXDO+RVW3DJH� 7KLV�ELW��ZKHQ�VHW��LQGLFDWHV�WKH�+RVW3DJH��QH[W�ILHOG��LV�D�
YLUWXDO�SDJH�LQ�KRVW�PHPRU\�VR�FDQQRW�EH�DFFHVVHG�GLUHFWO\���
6HWWLQJ�WKLV�ELW�ZLOO�JHQHUDWH�DQ�LQWHUUXSW�DQG�LQYROYH�WKH�
KRVW�LQ�SURYLGLQJ�WKLV�SDJH�RI�WH[WXUH�GDWD���:KHQ�WKLV�ELW�LV�
��WKH�+RVW3DJH�LV�WKH�SK\VLFDO�SDJH�DQG�ZLOO�EH�UHDG�GLUHFWO\�
ZLWK�QR�KRVW�LQWHUYHQWLRQ��
7KLV�ILHOG�LV�PDLQWDLQHG�E\�WKH�KRVW��

��«��� +RVW3DJH>��@� 7KLV�ILHOG�KROGV�WKH�SDJH�LQ�KRVW�PHPRU\�ZKHUH�WKH�WH[WXUH�
GDWD�LV�KHOG���7KLV�LV�D�YLUWXDO�KRVW�SDJH�RU�D�SK\VLFDO�KRVW�
SDJH�DV�LQGLFDWHG�E\�WKH�9LUWXDO+RVW3DJH�ELW��SUHYLRXV�ILHOG���
7KLV�ILHOG�LV�PDLQWDLQHG�E\�WKH�KRVW��

 

The first word in each entry is basically read and written during the memory management 
activities unless the page is a host texture in which case the host is responsible for the first 
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word as well.  The second word is written by the host (either directly via the bypass or via 
the core using messages) and just read by R5. 

�

The preferred way to update the Logical Texture Page Table is to use the Download 
Address and DownloadData commands.  The DownloadAddress command takes the 
byte address in memory of the Logical Page Table Entry to update.  The DownloadData 
command writes its data to memory and then auto increments the address.  Two words are 
written per logical page entry.  After the Logical Page Table has been updated the TLB 
must be invalidated to prevent it holding stale data (use the InvalidateCache command with 
bit 2 set) and WaitForCompletion used to ensure the table in memory has been updated 
before any rendering can start17. 

Alternatively the Logical Texture Page Table can be edited by software by reading and/or 
writing it directly to the table in memory by using bypass memory accesses methods.  In 
this case it is the software’s responsibility to Sync with the chip first to ensure no 
outstanding rendering is going to use a logical page about to be updated.  The TLB still 
needs to be invalidated after the bypass updates have been done.  After this set up has 
been done the texture map can be bound and used. 

�������� 3UH/RDGLQJ�7H[WXUH�0DSV�IRU�+RVW�7H[WXUHV�

This is not meaningfull unless they are virtually managed, in which case they can be 
touched like non-host textures.  This is because the texels are read on demand and not 
downloaded as pages. 

�������� (GLWLQJ�7H[WXUH�0DSV�IRU�+RVW�7H[WXUHV�

The procedure is identical to that for non-host textures (above). 

�������� 'HOHWLQJ�7H[WXUH�0DSV�IRU�+RVW�7H[WXUHV�

Texture maps do not need to be deleted explicitly.  Reusing the logical page has the same 
effect.  

�������� 9LUWXDO�+RVW�7H[WXUHV�

Virtual host textures are textures which live in virtual host memory so do not need to be 
locked down into physical memory.  As a result they are not guaranteed to be present when 
a corresponding page fault occurs, and in any case the Logical Texture Page Table only 
holds the virtual page address and not the physical page address.   

The Logical Texture Page Table will have the VirtualHostPage bit set, the resident bit clear, 
the host texture bit set and length field zero for these logical pages. 

The DMA controller raises an interrupt (even though no download is needed the DMA 
controller is involved so the same software interface can be used). 

On receiving this interrupt the HostTextureAddr, LogicalPage and TextureOperation PCI 
registers are read to identify the faulting texture page.  When the data is available in locked 
memory the Logical Page Table is updated via the bypass and the HostTextureAddress 
PCI register is written (the data is not used).  The write to the HostTextureAddress 
register will wake up the texture download DMA controller but because the length field is 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��7KH�ZULWHV�WR�WKH�/RJLFDO�3DJH�7DEOH�DUH�GRQH�DV�)UDPHEXIIHU�:ULWHV�VR�PD\�VWLOO�EH�TXHXHG�XS�RQ�WKH�VXEVHTXHQW�7/%�PLVV��
KHQFH�VWDOH�SDJH�GDWD�ZLOO�EH�UHDG�IURP�WKH�/RJLFDO�3DJH�7DEOH���7KH�:DLW)RU&RPSOHWLRQ�FRPPDQG�HQVXUHV�WKLV�FDQQRW�KDSSHQ��
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zero no download is done or physical page (from the Physical Page Allocation Table) 
allocated.  The TLB is automatically invalidated. 

In servicing the interrupt a physical page (or pages if the interrupt is used to allocate a 
whole texture rather than just a page) must be allocated by software.  If these physical 
pages are already assigned then the corresponding logical pages must be marked as non 
resident in the Logical Texture Page Table.  If these newly non resident logical pages are 
subsequently accessed (maybe by a queued texture operation) they themselves will cause 
a page fault and be re assigned.  Hence no knowledge of what textures are waiting in the 
DMA buffer to be used is necessary.  The physical pages are allocated from the host 
working set whose base page is given by BaseOfWorkingSetHost register. 

 

������ /RDGLQJ��'�DQG�2WKHU�7H[WXUHV�

�������� �'�7H[WXUHV�

A 3D texture map is one where the texels are indexed by a triplet of coordinates: (u, v, w) or 
(i, j, k) depending on the domain and is typically used for volumetric rendering.   

The texture map is stored as a series of 2D slices.  Each slice is stored in an identical 
fashion to all other 2D texture maps.  The first slice (at k = 0) is held at the address given by 
TextureBaseAddr0 and the remaining slices are held at integral multiples of 
TextrueMapSize (measured in texels) from TextureBaseAddr0. 

3D texture mapping is in this unit is enabled by setting the Texture3D bit (bit 11) in 
TextureReadMode0 (the same bit in TextureReadMode1 is always ignored). The layout, 
texel size, texture type and width should be set up the same for texture 0 and texture 1. 

When 3D texture is enabled then any bits to control dual textures or mip mapping are 
ignored.  The CombinedCache mode bit should not be set when 3D textures are being 
used. 

�������� %LWPDSV�

Bitmap data can be stored in memory and accessed via the texture mapping hardware.  
The resulting ’texel’ data is treated as a bitmap and used to modify the pixel or color mask 
used in a span operation. 

The bitmap data can be held at 8, 16, 32 or 64 bit texels and is zero extended (when 
necessary) to 64 bits before being optionally byte swapped, optionally mirrored, optionally 
inverted and ANDed with the pixel mask or the color mask.  Bitmaps use the secondary 
texture cache, not the primary texture cache. 

The bitmap data can only be held in Linear or Patch64 layouts - Patch32_2 or Patch2 
formats are not supported, however no interlocks prevent their use - the results are just not 
interesting or useful.  The bitmap data can be stored as logical or physical textures. 

The bitmap data can be held as packed 8, 16, 32 or 64 bit data, usually with one scanline of 
the glyph held per texel.  Glyphs wider than 64 bits will take multiple texels to cover the 
width.  Packing multiple scanlines together reduces the waste of memory (in MX the texel 
size was limited to 32 bits for spans), and makes the cacheing more efficient. 

Before the texel can be used it is processed as follows: 

• The bitmap texel is zero extended up to 64 bits. 

• The texel is byte swapped according to TextureReadMode0.ByteSwap field.  If the 64 
bit word has bytes labelled: ABCDEFGH then the three bits swap the bytes as follows: 
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�

%LW���

�ORQJ�VZDS��

%LW���

�VKRUW�VZDS��

%LW���

��E\WH�VZDS��

6ZDSSHG�

$%&'()*+�

�� �� �� $%&'()*+�

�� �� �� %$'&)(+*�

�� �� �� &'$%*+()�

�� �� �� $%&'()*+�

�� �� �� ()*+$%&'�

�� �� �� )(+*%$'&�

�� �� �� *+()&'$%�

�� �� �� +*)('&%$�

• Next the texel is optionally mirrored.  This is controlled by the TextureReadMode0 
Mirror bit.  The mirror swaps bits: 

• (0,. 63), (1, 62), (2, 61),…(31, 32). 

• The texel is next optionally inverted under control of the TextureReadMode0 Invert bit. 

• When TextureReadMode0 field OpaqueSpan is zero the texel is ANDed with the pixel 
mask to remove pixels from the mask.  When TextureReadMode0.OpaqueSpan is 1 
the texel is ANDed with the color mask instead.   

• Transparent spans just use one color for the foreground pixels and the background 
pixels are not written.  Opaque spans write to foreground and background pixels using 
FBBlockColor for the foreground pixels and FBBlockColorBack for the background 
pixels. 

 

Windows normally supplies its bitmasks as a byte stream with successive bytes controlling 
8 pixel groups at increasing x (i.e. towards the right edge).  Bit 7 within a byte controls the 
leftmost pixel (for that group) and bit 0 the right most pixel.  To match up the pixel mask 
order (bit 0 controls the left most pixel, bit 63 the right most pixel) the three byte swap bits 
are all set and the mirror bit set. 

�������� ,QGH[HG�7H[WXUHV�

Indexed textures are a special case because they are stored as 8 bit texels and expanded 
to 32 bit texels when loaded.  This makes the addressing and cache management slightly 
more complicated as addressing uses 8 bit texels while cache management uses 32 bit 
texels. 

The secondary cache holds the texture data in its 8 bit format which reduces the number of 
memory reads when the access path is mainly in u across the texture map. 

�������� <89�����7H[WXUHV�

YUV textures are a special case because two texels are stored in a 32 bit word (so in this 
sense they are 16 bit texels), however the U and V components are shared so the 32 bit 
word represents two 24 bits texels (the spare 'alpha' byte is set to 255).  If the input bytes in 
the 32 bit word are labelled: 

 Y1  V0  Y0  U0 (U0 in the ls byte) 

then the two output words are formed (in the internal format): 
 255  V0  U0  Y0    and     255  V0  U0  Y1    (Y in the ls byte) 
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This arrangement of the YUV pixels in memory is called YVYU, but an alternative memory 
format (called VYUY) is also supported.  In this case the bytes are labelled: 

 V0  Y1  U0  Y0 (Y0 in the ls byte) 

�������� %RUGHUV�

Borders (in the OpenGL sense) are used only when the filter mode is bilinear and the 
wrapping mode is clamp.  In this case when one of the filter points goes outside the texture 
map the border texel is read or (if it is not present) the border color is used.  The border, if 
present, still needs to be skipped over and this will have already been done by incrementing 
the i, j indices before they arrive. 

The width of a texture map is (2n + 2b) where b is 0 (no border) or 1 (border).  Unfortunately 
the texture map width cannot simply be set to this value because the lower resolution mip 
map levels ’divide out the border’ as the width is divided by 2 for each successive level.  
The TextureMapWidth0 and TextureMapWidth1 registers hold the width of the texture 
map without the border (in bits 0…11).  If a border is present the border bit (bit 12) in 
TextureMapWidth0 or TextureMapWidth1 is also set.  

If a 1x1 texture map has a border then the 3x3 map is stored as a 4x4 map as shown: 

E�� E�� E�� � E�� E�� E�� E��

E�� W�� E�� � E�� E�� E�� E��

E�� E�� E�� � E�� W�� E�� E��

� � � � E�� E�� E�� E��

 

Texels which fall into the border when no border is present are flagged - these texels are 
not checked in the cache and no texels are read from memory.  The T0BorderColor… 
T7BorderColor flags used for this purpose select the BorderColor0 (T0…T3) or 
BorderColor1 (T4…T7) registers instead of the primary cache to provide the texture data.  
The BorderColor0 and BorderColor1 registers would normally be set to the same value 
for OpenGL when mip mapping. 

������ 7H[WXUH�'0$�&RQWUROOHU�DQG�7H[WXUH�,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ�
This topic is discussed in the chapters covering use of texture in the Geometry and 
Rasterizer pipelines.  See Section 7, 3D Pipeline, below, and the GLINT R4 Reference 
Guide for more information. 
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��
��*HWWLQJ�'DWD�2XW�RI�5��

�
The Output DMA Controller provides a means to transfer data from the Host Out FIFO in R5 
to the host’s memory.  The output DMA is useful for image uploads, returning Feedback 
data, returning Select data and Context Dumps.   

The DMA is initiated by commands (rather than PCI register writes) so it can be queued up 
in the Input FIFO or input DMA buffers.   

The output DMA runs asynchronously to the input DMA so command and register updates 
are unaffected. If a second output DMA is initiated before the first one has finished then all 
subsequent command and register processing is suspended until the first output DMA has 
finished.  Writing to any of the registers while a DMA is in progress will not disrupt the DMA 
as a local copy of each register is taken at the start of a DMA. 

An interrupt can be generated whenever an output DMA transfer completes.  This is 
enabled by bit 14, CommandInterruptEnable, in the IntEnable PCI register18.  An interrupt 
can also be generated selectively by placing a CommandInterrupt tag into the FIFO or 
DMA buffer19. A side effect of this is that any subsequent command and register 
processing is also held until the output DMA finishes.  

4.1 Linear DMA Transfers 

A simple linear DMA transfer can be set up using the DMAOutputAddress register and the  
DMAOutputCount command.  This is a subset of the Feedback Mode transfer (described 
below) which does not use packing or stride data.  The output rectangle DMA function is 
used to transfer data from the output of the graphics processor to system memory.  

The DMAOutputAddress register holds the address (logical or physical) where the stream 
of 32 bit words is to be written.  The start address is given as a byte address but the lower 
two bits are ignored. The DMAOutputCount command holds the number of 32 bit words to 
transfer and starts the transfer if the output DMA controller is idle.  The count is held as a 
24 bit number. 

The data to write to memory is read from the HostOut FIFO so FilterMode must be 
configured to allow the required data and/or tags through.  

For linear DMA transfers the DMARectangleWrite register specifies the pixel size and 
whether to pack pixels received from the core into 32-bit words before writing the data 
across the PCI bus. Supported pixel sizes are 8, 16, 24 and 32 bits.  The unit maps each 
“Rectangular” DMA message into a series of Linear DMA transfers, one for each line of the 
rectangle to be transferred. 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
���7KH�*DPPD���DQG���3&,�&RPPDQG0RGH�DQG�&RPPDQG6WDWXV�UHJLVWHUV�DUH�QR�ORQJHU�VXSSRUWHG��
���7KLV�ZRXOG�QRUPDOO\�JHQHUDWH�WKH�LQWHUUXSW�DV�VRRQ�DV�WKH�LQSXW�'0$�FRQWUROOHU�IRXQG�LW�DQG�QRW�ZKHQ�WKH�RXWSXW�'0$�KDG�
ILQLVKHG���7R�IRUFH�&RPPDQG,QWHUUXSW�WR�ZDLW�IRU�WKH�RXWSXW�'0$�WR�ILQLVK�EHIRUH�JHQHUDWLQJ�WKH�LQWHUUXSW��VHW�ELW���
�2XWSXW'0$��WR���� 21���
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4.2 Feedback and Select Mode DMA Transfers 

Writing to the DMAFeedback register triggers a DMA that may be stopped before the full 
count (set in the DMAFeedback register) has expired if the graphics processor outputs an 
EndOfFeedback signal. 

When the output DMA is used for image uploading or context dumps the amount of data to 
read from R5 is deterministic, however returning Feedback data presents the host with a 
problem in that it doesn’t know how much feedback data is going to be generated20.  A 
similar situation exists for Select data. 

The Feedback DMA mechanism allows the collection and transfer of an unspecified amount 
of data from the HostOut FIFO.  This can be used for OpenGL Feedback and Select 
modes.  

A Feedback DMA transfer is set up by using the DMAOutputAddress register and the  
DMAFeedback command to specify the target address and number of dwords to transfer.  
DMAOutputAddress holds the start address (logical or physical) where the feedback or 
select data is to be written   The addres1s is given as a byte address but the lower two bits 
are ignored.  The DMAFeedback command with the length of the memory buffer (in words) 
is sent to start the Output DMA controller.  Data is never written beyond the end of the given 
buffer length. 

Once all the data to write to memory has been transferred the EndOfFeedback command 
is sent to R5.  The Output DMA controller, when it reads this tag from the Host Out FIFO, 
terminates the DMA transfer and updates the PCIFeedbackCount PCI register with the 
number of words written into memory. 

During the transfer one of two situations will be detected: 

• The memory buffer will become full before the EndOfFeedback tag in the Host Out 
FIFO is detected.  In this case the DMA is terminated and the host informed, however 
the host output FIFO will continue to be read and its contents discarded until the 
EndOfFeedback tag is found.  The EndOfFeedback tag and its data will also be 
discarded.   

• The EndOfFeedback tag is detected before the memory buffer has become full.  In 
this case the DMA is terminated and the host informed. 

The PCIFeedbackCount register holds the actual number of words transferred.  

FilterMode is set up so that both the tag and data are entered into the FIFO - the Output 
DMA controller is looking for a specific tag (EndOfFeedback).  All tags are discarded and 
never written into the buffer.  The data for valid tags is also written into the buffer while data 
for invalid tags is discarded.  Valid tags in this mode are:  

• FeedbackX 

• FeedbackY 

• FeedbackZ 

• FeedbackW 

• FeedbackRed 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��)HHGEDFN�PRGH�LQ�2SHQ*/�UHWXUQV�WKH�YHUWH[�SDUDPHWHUV�UDWKHU�WKDQ�GRLQJ�WKH�DFWXDO�UHQGHULQJ�WKHVH�YHUWH[��SDUDPHWHUV�
UHSUHVHQW���9HUWLFHV�DUH�UHWXUQHG�DIWHU�SRO\PRGH��EDFNIDFH�FXOOLQJ�DQG�FOLSSLQJ�VR�WKHUH�LV�QR�HDV\�ZD\�IRU�WKH�KRVW�VRIWZDUH�WR�
SUHGLFW��ZLWKRXW�GRLQJ�DOO�WKH�JHRPHWU\�ZRUN�LQ�H[DFWO\�WKH�VDPH�RUGHU�DQG�WR�WKH�VDPH�SUHFLVLRQ�DV�5�����)RU�H[DPSOH�D�VLQJOH�
WULDQJOH�JRLQJ�LQ�PD\�HQG�XS�SURGXFLQJ������«�������YHUWLFHV�RXW���$�FOLSSHG�WULDQJOH�FRXOG��LQ�WKH�ZRUVW�FDVH��\LHOG�D����VLGHG�
SRO\JRQ�DQG�WKLV�ZLOO�EH�UHWXUQHG�DV����WULDQJOHV�RU�������YHUWLFHV��
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• FeedbackGreen 

• FeedbackBlue 

• FeedbackAlpha 

• FeedbackS 

• FeedbackT 

• FeedbackR 

• FeedbackQ 

• FeedbackToken 

• PassThrough 

• SelectRecord 

• ContextData 

• EndOfFeedback 

All these tags are part of the previously undocumented Remainder group (bits 14 and 15) in 
the FilterMode and both these bits must be set for Feedback DMA to work.  The remaining 
filter groups do not need to be disabled as they are automatically filtered by the Output 
DMA controller when in feedback mode. 

Note: Feedback mode can also be used for context dumps. 

4.3 Rectangular DMA Transfers   

The Rectangle DMA unit, part of the Vertex Unit, supports Linear and Feedback output 
DMA as well as rectangulat DMA images allows image data to be transferred from R5 to 
host memory.  The image data written to memory may be a sub image of a larger image 
and have any natural alignment or pixel size.  Information regarding the rectangle transfer is 
held in registers loaded from the input FIFO or a DMA buffer. 

The pixel data written to host memory is always packed, however when read from R5 it can 
be in packed or unpacked format. 

Tag Use 

DMARectangle 
Write 

7KLV�FRPPDQG�LQLWLDWHV�WKH�LPDJH�GDWD�WUDQVIHU���6HH�EHORZ�IRU�D�

GHVFULSWLRQ�RI�WKH�GDWD�ILHOG��

DMARectangle 
WriteAddress 

7KLV�UHJLVWHU�SURYLGHV�WKH�E\WH�DGGUHVV�RI�WKH�ILUVW�SL[HO�LQ�WKH�LPDJH�RU�VXE�

LPDJH�WR�ZULWH���7KLV�LV�WUHDWHG�DV�D�ORJLFDO�RU�SK\VLFDO�DGGUHVV�GHSHQGLQJ�

RQ�WKH�/RJLFDO$GGUHVVLQJ�FRQWURO�ELW�LQ�WKH�'SQQERH1SHI�3&,�UHJLVWHU���

7KH�DGGUHVV�VKRXOG�EH�DOLJQHG�WR�WKH�QDWXUDO�VL]H�RI�WKH�SL[HO��H[FHSW�IRU����

ELW�SL[HOV�ZKLFK�PD\�EH�DOLJQHG�WR�DQ\�E\WH�ERXQGDU\��

DMARectangle 
WriteLinePitch 

7KLV�UHJLVWHU�GHILQHV�WKH�DPRXQW��LQ�E\WHV��WR�PRYH�IURP�RQH�VFDQOLQH�LQ�

WKH�LPDJH�WR�WKH�QH[W�VFDQOLQH���)RU�D�VXE�LPDJH�WKLV�LV�EDVHG�RQ�ZLGWK�RI�

WKH�ZKROH�LPDJH���7KH�SLWFK�LV�KHOG�DV�D����ELW��
V�FRPSOHPHQW�QXPEHU���

7KLV�LV�QRUPDOO\�DQ�LQWHJHU�PXOWLSOH�RI�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�E\WHV�LQ�D�SL[HO��

Table 4.1 Write Command and Registers for Rectangular DMA 
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DMARectangleWrite 

1DPH� 7\SH� 2IIVHW� )RUPDW�

'0$5HFWDQJOH:ULWH� 5HFWDQJOH'0$� �[$�&�� %LWILHOG�

� &RQWURO�UHJLVWHU� �

� � �

%LWV�

�

1DPH� 5HDG� :ULWH� 5HVHW� 'HVFULSWLRQ�

����� :LGWK� ✕ ✔ [� :LGWK�RI�WKH�UHFWDQJOH�LQ�SL[HOV���5DQJH��«�����

������ +HLJKW� ✕ ✔ [� +HLJKW�RI�WKH�UHFWDQJOH�LQ�SL[HOV���5DQJH��«�����

������ 3L[HO6L]H� ✕ ✔ [� 7KH�VL]H�RI�WKH�SL[HOV�LQ�WKH�VRXUFH�LPDJH�WR�UHDG���

7KH�SL[HO�VL]H�LV�XVHG�GXULQJ�DOLJQPHQW�DQG�SDFNLQJ���

7KH�YDOXHV�DUH��

�� ���ELWV���� ����ELWV���� ����ELWV���� ����ELWV�

��� 3DFN� ✕ ✔ [� �� �GDWD�LV�ULJKW�MXVWLILHG�DQG�DQ\�XQXVHG�ELWV��LQ�WKH�

PRVW�VLJQLILFDQW�HQG�RI�WKH�ZRUG��DUH�VHW�WR�]HUR���

�� �GDWD�UHDG�IURP�WKH�+RVW�2XW�),)2�LV�SDFNHG����

1�%��WKLV�LV�WKH�LQYHUVH�RI�WKH�ELW�VHWWLQJ�LQ�

'0$5HFWDQJOH5HDG�

������� 5HVHUYHG� �� �� [� �

 
1RWHV�� ��� 7KH�5HFWDQJOH�'0$�PHFKDQLVP�DOORZV�LPDJH�GDWD�WR�EH�WUDQVIHUUHG�IURP�5��WR�KRVW�PHPRU\���

7KH�LPDJH�GDWD�PD\�EH�D�VXE�LPDJH�RI�D�ODUJHU�LPDJH�DQG�KDYH�DQ\�QDWXUDO�DOLJQPHQW�RU�SL[HO�VL]H���

,QIRUPDWLRQ�UHJDUGLQJ�WKH�UHFWDQJOH�WUDQVIHU�LV�KHOG�LQ�UHJLVWHUV�ORDGHG�IURP�WKH�LQSXW�),)2�RU�D�

'0$�EXIIHU����

 Note: Failure to supply an EOF may have unpredictable results. 

��� 7KH�SL[HO�GDWD�ZULWWHQ�WR�KRVW�PHPRU\�LV�DOZD\V�SDFNHG��KRZHYHU�ZKHQ�UHDG�IURP�WKH�+RVW�2XW�

),)2�LW�FDQ�EH�LQ�SDFNHG�RU�XQSDFNHG�IRUPDW���1RWH�WKDW�LW�LV�SDFNHG�ZKHQ�5HVHW���,W�FDQ�DOVR��

RSWLRQDOO\��EH�DOLJQHG�RQ����E\WH�ERXQGDULHV����

��� 7KH�PLQLPXP�QXPEHU�RI�3&,�ZULWHV�DUH�XVHG�WR�DOLJQ�DQG�SDFN�WKH�LPDJH�GDWD����

��� 5��LV�VHW�XS�WR�UDVWHUL]H�WKH�VRXUFH�DUHD�IRU�WKH�SL[HO�GDWD��GHSWK��VWHQFLO��FRORU��HWF���HQDEOHG�LQ�WKH�

5HQGHU�FRPPDQG���7KLV�LV�GRQH�EHIRUH�WKH�5HFWDQJXODU�'0$�LV�VWDUWHG���

��� 6HH�DOVR��'0$5HFWDQJOH5HDG$GGUHVV��'0$5HFWDQJOH5HDG/LQH3LWFK��

'0$5HFWDQJOH5HDG7DUJHW�

�

The minimum number of PCI writes are used to align and pack the image data. 

R5 is set up to rasterize the source area for the pixel data (depth, stencil, color, etc.) with 
the FilterMode set up to allow the appropriate data through (the tag should not be 
included).  The rasterization is best set up before the Rectangular DMA is started, but as 
this is asynchronous it is not necessary to do things in this order. 
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������ ,QWHUUXSWV�ZLWK�2XWSXW'0$�
Since the DMACount register is decremented every time a data item is transferred from 
the DMA buffer this happens when the last data item is transferred from the DMA buffer: 
case CommandInterruptTag: 
   if (Data != 0) 
  { 
   // Assert interrupt at end of current output DMA. 
   if (CheckFifoEmpty(PciWriteControlFifo)) 
   { 
    HICommandInterrupt = True; 
    Code = True; 
   } 
   else 
    Code = False; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   HICommandInterrupt = True; 
   Code = True; 
   } 
   break; 
 

Interrupts are enabled as discussed in section 3.2.5.2, DMA Interrupts, above21. 

������ 8VLQJ�5XQ�/HQJWK�(QFRGLQJ��
Image data frequently contains runs of the same pixel data.  Run Length Encoding (RLE) is 
a convenient image compression method which counts adjacent identical pixel values 
instead of replicating them.  This does not speed up the image transfer from the core’s 
viewpoint (it still needs to read the data) but it reduces the amount of data carried over the 
PCI bus and, potentially, the host effort in processing/copying the image data. 

When run length encoded output DMA is enabled (by setting the RunLengthEncodeData bit 
in the FilterMode register) then any data (except tags) which matches the 32 bit run length 
value is added to the run length count instead of being written to the FIFO.  The 
accumulated run length is written to the FIFO when: 

� The new 32 bit word is different from the run being encoded. 

� A new scanline is started. 

� The end of the primitive occurs. 

The amount of data produced during the run length encoding is not known when the DMA 
controller is set up so an alternative mechanism is used to tell the DMA controller the 
upload data has finished.  This is done by using the EndOfFeedback command.  When 
detected in the DMA controller the DMA can be terminated as all the data has been 
received. 

Note: There is the potential for the software to hang if the Output DMA controller is in 
Feedback Mode and the RunLengthEncodeData bit is not set.   

If the RLE bit is not set during Feedback mode DMA, the EndOfFeedback tag is ignored by 
the DMA controller, hence the software will not be informed the upload has finished.  The 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
���,QWHUUXSW�KDQGOLQJ�LV�QRW�FRPSDWLEOH�ZLWK�3&,�LQWHUUXSWV�LQ�HDUOLHU�*DPPD�FKLSVHWV��
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graphics core, etc. will continue to function as normal but the Output DMA controller will 
loop forever discarding data once the buffer count has expired.  If the software is running 
with a time-out the Output DMA controller can be recovered by setting the 
RunLengthEncodedData bit in the FilterMode register and sending an EndOfFeedback.   

Note:  This situation only arises during Feedback Mode DMA with RLE, since in all other 
cases the amount of data to load is known. 

Software must make allowance for the fact than run length encoding is not guaranteed to 
result in a smaller representation of the image and in the worst case could double the size. 

Run length encoding is done 32 bits at a time irrespective of the pixel depth and is masked 
by the RLEMask register before the comparison is done.  This allows bits in the data to be 
excluded from the test, e.g. because they are unused and have ’random’ values.  The 
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��
���'�3LSHOLQH�

The 3D pipeline defines the normal sequence of operations applied to vertices and 
primitives and is well covered in the computer graphics literature.    

We start the discussion with the Transformation Unit, by which time significant processing 
has already taken place in the Command, Vertex Array, Rectangle DMA and Matrix Units as 
discussed above. 

Each of the pipeline stages will be described briefly to introduce the register(s) used to 
control them.   

5.1 Transformation 

Transformation describes the process of converting the 3-dimensional vertices and other 
characteristics of an object to a set of pixels positions on screen.   The typical 
transformation process involves: 

• Modelling, viewing and projecting transformations, such as rotation, translation, 
scaling and projections 

• Clipping to remove objects outside the wondow or behind the clip plane. 

• Viewport transformation, to map the transformed primitives to screen pixels. 

The math modelling required for transformations is discussed in the OpenGL Programming 
Guide in Chapter 3, Viewing.  Please refer to this for background information. 

R5 Transformation includes: 

• Vertex Blending.  Before the incoming vertex (in the Vertex message) is transformed it 
can be optionally blended with a second vertex (provided in the BlendVertex message).  
The blending is done by the following vector equation: 

  v = Vertex * VBFactor0 + BlendVertex * VBFactor1 

…where VBFactor0 and VBFactor1 are floating point scalars loaded by messages of the 
same name.  No restrictions are places on the scalar values but typically they are 
configured with alpha and 1-alpha with 0 <= alpha <= 1 to simulate linear interpolation. 

• Transforming Vertices. The incoming vertex in the Vertex message is optionally 
transformed by zero, one or two matrices (4x4) under control of the 
UseModelViewMatrix and UseModelViewProjectionMatrix bits in the TransformMode 
register.  The ModelView matrix is used to generate eye space vertex coordinates 
which are required by some geometry and lighting configurations.  The 
ModelViewProjection matrix generates clip space vertex coordinates and should 
normally be enabled.  There is no matrix stack or mechanism to concatenate matrices 
in this unit so this must be done by software.. 

������ 9HUWLFHV�
The most involved set of operations are done on vertex coordinates and these pass through 
the following coordinate systems (in order): 
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Object Coordinates.  The ModelView matrix equation transforms the coordinates from 
those of the 4-dimensional model space input (o suffix) to the eye space coordinates (c 
suffix) in which the model is being viewed. 
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Eye coordinates.  The Projection matrix equation converts four dimensional eye space 
coordinates into clip coordinates (e suffix).   
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Clip coordinates.  The perspective division operation converts the clip co-ordinates (after 
any necessary clipping) into normalized device co-ordinates (d suffix). 
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Normalised Device Co-ordinates. This coordinate space defines object to be drawn (or 
the visible parts, if clipped), but the coordinates are normalized to be in the range ± 1.0. 

Window Co-ordinates. The window coordinates (suffix w) are the normalized device 
coordinates, but now scaled to the size of the window.  This scaling is done by the view port 
mapping defined by the S and O vectors.  The x and y components of S and O are related 
to the window's size and the z components to the depth range. 
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R5 holds two matrices used for vertex transformation.  The first matrix is the ModelView 
matrix and this is stored in the ViewModelMatrix[0…15] registers.  The second matrix is 
the combined ModelView and Projection matrix (i.e. MxP matrices from above) and this is 
stored in the ModelViewProjectionMatrix[0…15]  registers.  Both these matrices are 4x4 
and are laid out in the registers as follows: 
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M0 M4 M8 M12

M1 M5 M9 M13

M2 M6 M10 M14

M3 M7 M11 M15

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

The numerical subscripts give the order the elements are stored in the matrix registers (i.e. 
M0 is stored in ModelViewMatrix[0], for example) and these follow the column-major order 
convention.  Note this is different from the convention C uses which follows the row-major 
order. 

The viewport mapping scale and offset values are held in the ViewPortScaleX, 
ViewPortScaleY, ViewPortScaleZ, ViewPortOffsetX, ViewPortOffsetY and 
ViewPortOffsetZ registers. 

The transformation of the vertices is controlled by bits 0 and 1 in the TransformMode 
register:  

TransformMode 
TransformModeAnd 
TransformModeOr 

1DPH� 7\SH� 2IIVHW� )RUPDW�

7UDQVIRUP0RGH� 7UDQVIRUP� � LQWHJHU�

7UDQVIRUP0RGH$QG� 7UDQVIRUP� �[$$��� %LWILHOG�/RJLF�0DVN�

7UDQVIRUP0RGH2U� 7UDQVIRUP� �[$$��� %LWILHOG�/RJLF�0DVN�

� &RQWURO�UHJLVWHU� � %URDGFDVW�0RGH�

� � � �

%LWV�

�

1DPH� 5HDG� :ULWH� 5HVHW� 'HVFULSWLRQ�

�� 8VH0RGHO9LHZ

0DWUL[�

✓  ✓  [� :KHQ�VHW�� ���FDXVHV�WKH�LQFRPLQJ�YHUWH[�WR�EH�
PXOWLSOLHG�E\�WKH�0RGHO9LHZ�PDWUL[���7KLV�LV�RQO\�
QHFHVVDU\�LI�WKH�YHUWH[�LQ�H\H�VSDFH�LV�QHHGHG�IRU�
VXEVHTXHQW�SURFHVVLQJ���$�VPDOO�JDLQ�LQ�SHUIRUPDQFH�
ZLOO�EH�VHHQ�ZKHQ�WKLV�WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ�LV�GLVDEOHG���7KH�
H\H�VSDFH�YHUWH[�LV�XVHG�IRU�(\H/LQHDU�7H[*HQ��XVHU�
FOLSSLQJ�SODQHV��IRJ��OLJKWLQJ��RU�DXWR�JHQHUDWLRQ�RI�WKH�
IDFH�QRUPDO���

�� 8VH0RGHO�9LHZ�

3URMHFWLRQ�

0DWUL[�

✓  ✓  [� :KHQ�VHW�� ���FDXVHV�WKH�LQFRPLQJ�YHUWH[�WR�EH�
PXOWLSOLHG�E\�WKH�0RGHO9LHZ3URMHFWLRQ�PDWUL[�WR�
FDOFXODWH�FRRUGLQDWHV�LQ�FOLS�VSDFH���7KLV�ELW�VKRXOG�
QRUPDOO\�EH�VHW��

�� 7UDQVIRUP�

1RUPDO�

  � :KHQ�VHW�FDXVHV�DQ\�LQFRPLQJ�YHUWH[�QRUPDO�WR�EH�

PXOWLSOLHG�E\�WKH�1RUPDO�PDWUL[���

7KH�QRUPDO�WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ�KDSSHQV�LQ�D�GLIIHUHQW�

XQLW��
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�«��� 5HVHUYHG��   � �

��� %OHQG9HUWH[�   � 7KLV�ELW��ZKHQ�VHW��HQDEOHV�WKH�EOHQGLQJ�RI�YHUWLFHV�

EHIRUH�WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ��

Table 5.1 TransformMode Register Vertices Control Bits 

 

5.2 Cull 

Culling is the process of rejecting polygons based on the vertex ordering (either clockwise 
or counter-clockwise) when projected onto the screen.  This can typically reject 50% of the 
triangles in a scene, however the onus is on the application programmer or modeler to 
provide the polygons in a consistent order22. 

• Points, Lines and Triangles are clip-tested against the new view frustrum (the 
perspective viewing pyramid section specified by glFrustrum in OGL) and discarded if 
out of view.  The vertices within the viewing volume are projected and mapped to a 
viewport as Window co-ordinates for forwarding to the Geometry unit. 

• Points and lines inside the viewing volume are stripe filtered against the stripes 
allocated to the R5.  If visible in one or more stripes the primitive is passed on with the 
Port Mask field suitably set. 

• Triangles are backface tested before any other processing.takes place 

R5 provides two methods of doing culling: 

• The first method, as done by OpenGL, is to test the sign of the projected area of the 
polygon. 

• The second method is to use a user provided face normal, as done by QuickDraw3D.  
The sign of the z component of the transformed face normal (assuming its 
transformation is enabled) is used to determine the orientation.  If no face normal is 
provided then the area based method will be used (until a face normal is provided).  
Normalization of the face normal is not necessary if the face normal is just used for 
culling. 

These two methods are mutually exclusive so only one form of culling is applied at a time.  
The orientation of a face (i.e. front facing or not) is still determined even if culling is disabled 
as this also selects which Polygon Mode to apply and which material to calculate the 
lighting with for two sided lighting. 

Culling is largely controlled by the GeometryMode register (see Reference Guide Volume 
III).    

�

5.3 Geometry 

The Geometry Unit controls clip testing and (if necessary) clipping,  perspective division, 
viewport mapping, polymode processing for triangles etc. for all primitives which have not 
been culled.  The Geometry Unit also: 
• Applies the PolygonOffset when enabled. 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��$�WULDQJOH�VWULS��IRU�H[DPSOH���UHYHUVHV�WKH�RUGHU�IRU�VXFFHVVLYH�WULDQJOHV�KRZHYHU�WKLV�LV�DXWRPDWLFDOO\�DOORZHG�IRU�ZKHQ�FXOOLQJ��
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• Monitors parameter storage in the Delta Unit so that only changed parameters are ever 
sent23. 

• Controls the Texture Fog Unit, Normalisation Unit, Lighting Unit and Material Unit so 
they only process valid vertices.  The Material Unit is also instructed to generate colour 
information for intermediate vertices produced when a primitive is clipped. The Texture 
Fog Unit is also instructed to generate texture and fog information for intermediate 
vertices produced when a primitive is clipped. 

• The OpenGL Feedback and Select modes are also supported so that Picking and 3D 
selection are also accelerated. 

In R5, Texture and Fog processing have been moved to a new Texture/Fog unit while Face 
Normalization and Culling are exclusively handled by the new Cull Unit (above). 
The unit is controlled by the GeometryMode register and it controls which vertices are 
processed in the downstream units (Texture Fog, Normalisation, Lighting and Material). 
The RenderMode specified in the GeometryMode register selects one of three major 
modes: Rendering, Select and Feedback.  These are also discussed in this section. 

������ &OLSSLQJ�
Clipping is done before any lighting, fog or texture calculations are done so that the 
(expensive) lighting is only done for vertices which are guaranteed to be used for rendering.  
Traditional clipping is done once all the parameters (texture, colour, fog, etc.) have been 
evaluated for the primitive, however deferring the lighting (and texture, fog, etc. 
calculations) until after clipping prevents these calculations being done if the primitive is 
subsequently shown to be out of view24.  Another saving is that during the clipping process 
many intermediate vertices are generated and the interpolated parameters do not need to 
be calculated for these intermediate points. Only the final intersection points once clipping 
is done have the full set of parameters calculated for them. 

All vertices (original, intermediate and final intersection points) are defined using barycentric 
coordinates25.  The value of a parameter at the intersection point is given by the linear 
combination of that parameter at each of the three vertices.  The weighting given to a 
parameter at a vertex is given by the associated barycentric component.  If the barycentric 
coordinate for the intersection point is (a, b, c) and the parameter at vertex a is Pa, at vertex 
b is Pb, etc. then the parameter at the intersection point is given by: 

 
P i = aPa + bPb + cPc  
For line primitives the same method is used but now c = 0.  No attempt is made to optimise 
the equations  in this case to factor out the unused term.  

The clipping is done against the 3d viewing frustum and up to 6 user defined clipping 
planes.  The viewing frustum is  by the by the planes: 

OHIW� [� ��Z�

ULJKW� [� ��Z�

WRS� \� ��Z�

�����������������������������������������������������������������
���7KLV�LV�QRW�VR�LPSRUWDQW�ZKHQ�WKH�'HOWD�8QLW�LQ�*DPPD�LV�XVHG�EXW�FRQVHUYHV�EXV�EDQGZLGWK�ZKHQ�WKH�SDUDPHWHUV�DUH�VHQW�WR�
DQRWKHU�FKLS�DFURVV�WKH�3&,�EXV��
��5HFDOO�WKDW�WKH�FOLS�WHVW�PD\�VKRZ�D�SULPLWLYH�LV�SDUWLDOO\�LQ�YLHZ��EXW�LQ�IDFW�LW�QRW�EH�LQ�YLHZ�DW�DOO��
��7KH�EDU\FHQWULF�FRRUGLQDWH�IRU�YHUWH[�D�LV������������IRU�YHUWH[�E�����������DQG�YHUWH[�F�LV�������������1R�DWWHPSW�LV�PDGH�WR�VSHFLDO�
FDVH�ZKHQ�DQ�RULJLQDO�YHUWH[�LV�UHIHUHQFHG��WR�VDYH�WKH�OLQHDU�FRPELQDWLRQ�FDOFXODWLRQ��WR�VLPSOLI\�WKH�EHKDYLRXUDO�PRGHO���7KLV�ZLOO�
UHVXOW�LQ�VOLJKWO\��ORZHU�SHUIRUPDQFH�EXW�DV�FOLSSLQJ�LV�QRW�D�SHUIRUPDQFH�FULWLFDO�RSHUDWLRQ�WKLV�LV�DFFHSWDEOH��
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ERWWRP� \� ��Z�

QHDU� ]� ��Z�

IDU� ]� ��Z�

where w is the forth component of the vertex.   

The user clipping planes are defined in eye space by the 4 coefficients (per clip plane) 
UserClipX, UserClipY, UserClipZ and UserClipW which are synonymous with the a, b, c, 
and d parameters respectively in usual plane equation formula.  A point is in view, if after 
substitution into the user clip plane equation,  the result is positive. 

The result of comparing a vertex against the 6 frustum planes and the 6 user clipping 
planes is held in a 12 bit outcode variable.  If the vertex is visible with respect to one of the 
planes then the corresponding bit is zero. 

The algorithm used is the Sutherland and Hodgman Polygon clipper.  This clipper clips the 
whole polygon against each clipping plane in turn.  The new output polygon is submitted to 
the next clipping plane and so on.  This clipping process is documented in the paper 
"Reenterant Polygon Clipping by I. Sutherland and G. Hodgman" and summarised in any 
good Computer Graphics text, however a brief description is included here for 
completeness.  An extract from  the paper: 

The clipping algorithm for a polygon against a single clipping plane considers the input 
vertices P1, P2, ... Pn one at a time.  For each such input vertex zero, one or two of the 
output vertices Q1, Q2, ... Qm  will be generated, depending on the input with respect to the 
clipping plane.  Each input vertex, P, except the first is considered to be the terminal vertex 
of an edge: namely the edge defined by the input vertex value, P, and the position, S, of the 
just previous input vertex saved internally in a register.  The algorithm will generate output 
vertices  from the set Q1, Q2, ... Qm depending on the relationship between the input 
vertex, P, the saved vertex, S, and the clipping plane.  The four basic relationships between 
the plane and the edge SP are: 

6�DQG�3�DUH�ERWK�YLVLEOH� 2XWSXW�3��

6�DQG�3�DUH�ERWK�LQYLVLEOH� 2XWSXW�QRWKLQJ��

6�LV�YLVLEOH�DQG�3�LV�QRW� &RPSXWH�WKH�LQWHUVHFWLRQ�RI�63�ZLWK�WKH�SODQH�DQG�RXWSXW��

3�LV�YLVLEOH�DQG�6�LV�QRW� &RPSXWH�WKH�LQWHUVHFWLRQ�RI�63�ZLWK�WKH�SODQH�DQG�RXWSXW���

$OVR�RXWSXW�3��

The beginning and end of the polygon need to be handled as a special case. 

The simplest was to clip the polygon against multiple planes is to clip against the first plane 
as outlined above.  This results in a new polygon which is clipped against the next plane 
and so on until all the planes have been used. 

This paper also describes a very elegant method of implementing this algorithm recursively, 
but this has not been used as it complicated the hardware implementation, it is considerably 
more difficult to understand and offers no real advantages in terms of performance (which 
isn’t  critical here), or storage. 

Each vertex is defined by the four values: x, y, z and w and is visible only if all the following 
conditions are met: 

�OHIW�� �Z���[��Z� �ULJKW��

�ERWWRP�� �Z��\��Z� �WRS��

�QHDU�� �Z���]���Z� �IDU��

(DFK�RQH�RI�WKHVH���FRQGLWLRQV�LV�UHSUHVHQWHG�E\�D�ELW�LQ�DQ�RXWFRGH�ZRUG���,I�D�FRQGLWLRQ�LV�WUXH�WKHQ�WKH�

FRUUHVSRQGLQJ�ELW�LV����

,I�WKH�XVHU�FOLSSLQJ�SODQH�LV�GHILQHG�E\�WKH�IRXU�YDOXHV��D��E��F�DQG�G�WKHQ�WKH�YHUWH[�LV�YLVLEOH�LI��
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� ax + by + cz + d ≥ 0 �
,I�WKLV�FRQGLWLRQ�LV�WUXH�IRU�D�JLYHQ�XVHU�FOLS�SODQH�WKHQ�WKH�FRUUHVSRQGLQJ�ELW�LQ�WKH�RXWFRGH�ZRUG�LV����

:KHQ�DQ�LQWHUVHFWLRQ�SRLQW�LV�WR�EH�FDOFXODWHG�WKH�EDU\FHQWULF�FRRUGLQDWHV�DUH�IRXQG�UDWKHU�WKDQ�WKH�[\]Z��UJED��I��

VWT��NV�DQG�NG�YDOXHV�DV�WKH\�WDNH�XS�OHVV�VWRUDJH���)RU�LQWHUVHFWLRQ�SRLQWV�ZKLFK�DUH�QHYHU�XVHG�WKHUH�LV�D�

FRPSXWDWLRQ�VDYLQJ��EXW�LQWHUVHFWLRQ�SRLQWV�ZKLFK�DUH�XVHG�QHHG�H[WUD�FRPSXWDWLRQV��WR�\LHOG�WKH�SDUDPHWHU�YDOXHV�

DW�WKH�LQWHUVHFWLRQ��

7KH�LQSXW�DQG�RXWSXW�FOLSSHG�SRO\JRQV�DUH�VWRUHG�LQ�D�FLUFXODU�EXIIHU�UDWKHU�WKDQ�WZR�VHSDUDWH�EXIIHUV�ZKLFK�DUH�

SLQJ�SRQJHG�EHWZHHQ�DV�WKLV�WDNHV�XS�PXFK�OHVV�VWRUDJH���(DFK�FOLS�SODQH�FDQ�DGG�DW�PRVW�RQH�H[WUD�YHUWH[�VR�ZLWK�

���FOLS�SODQHV�DQG���YHUWLFHV���ZH�QHHG�HQRXJK�VWRUDJH�IRU�D�PD[LPXP�RI����YHUWLFHV��RU����LI�WZR�VHSDUDWH�

EXIIHUV�ZHUH�WR�EH�XVHG���

$�FLUFXODU�EXIIHU�ZRUNV�EHFDXVH�RQFH�DQ�HQWU\�KDV�EHHQ�SURFHVVHG�LW�LV�QRW�QHHGHG�DJDLQ�DQG�WKH�HQWULHV�DUH�

SURFHVVHG�VHTXHQWLDOO\���

6KRUW�OLQHV�DQG�VPDOO�WULDQJOHV�FDQ�RSWLRQDOO\�DYRLG�EHLQJ�FOLSSHG�SURYLGLQJ�WKH\�GRQ
W�FURVV�WKH�QHDU�RU�IDU�

IUXVWXP�FOLSSLQJ�SODQHV�RU�DQ\�RI�WKH�XVHU�FOLS�SODQHV���,Q�WKLV�FDVH�WKH�ZKROH�OLQH�RU�WULDQJOH�LV�UDVWHULVHG�LQ�IXOO�DQG�

WKH�VFUHHQ�DQG�ZLQGRZ�VFLVVRU�LV�XVHG�WR�GLVFDUG�RXW�RI�YLHZ�IUDJPHQWV���7KLV�FDQ�EH�PRUH�HIILFLHQW�WKDQ�GRLQJ�D�

IXOO�FOLS���7KH�WKUHVKROG�DW�ZKLFK�FOLSSLQJ�RFFXUV�IRU�OLQHV�DQG�WULDQJOHV�LV�XVHU�GHILQHG��

�������� 9LHZSRUW�0DSSLQJ�

The viewport mapping takes the 4D homogeneous vertex coordinates and converts them 
into a 3D coordinate by dividing through by the homogenous component ’w’.  The resulting 
coordinate is often called the Normalised Device Coordinate (or NDC)27.   

The NDC is converted to the device coordinate by multiplying by the ViewportScale vector 
and then adding the ViewportOffset vector.  The X and Y values are scaled so the true NDC 
range (±1.0) fills the window (or viewport) while the Z value is nominally scaled to be in the 
range 0.0…1.0, although the OpenGL glDepthRange function can be used to change this. 

It is preferable to bias the window coordinates (x, y) into a range where the number of 
fraction bits are constant from the minimal value in the range to the largest value in the 
range28.  This can be done by adjusting the ViewportOffset, however this bias will need to 
be removed in the Delta Unit when the actual rasteriser coordinates are calculated.  Also as 
this is an internal adjustment done for numerical reasons it is not visible to the user so any 
coordinate information returned during feedback mode will need to have any bias removed 

�������� 6HOHFW�0RGH�

The select mode disables rendering and keep tracks of the minimum and maximum Z value 
of all vertices which passes the clipping and backface testing processes.  A hit flag is set 
when such a vertex if found. 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��7KH�ILUVW�YHUWH[�LV�UHSHDWHG�VR�WKH�FORVLQJ�HGJH�GRHV�QRW�QHHG�WR�EH�WUHDWHG�DV�D�VSHFLDO�FDVH��
��7KLV�LV�D�VOLJKW�PLVQRPHU�LQ�WKLV�FDVH�EHFDXVH�WKLV�LV�SULRU�WR�FOLSSLQJ�VR�WKH�1'&�PD\�H[WHQG�EH\RQG�WKH������UDQJH�XVXDOO\�
DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK�QRUPDOLVHG�QXPEHUV��
��7KLV�HQVXUHV�WKDW�FDOFXODWLRQ�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�ZLQGRZ�FRRUGLQDWHV�VXFK�DV�WKH�WULDQJOHV�DUHD�DUH�SRVLWLRQ�LQGHSHQGHQW�ZLWK�D�
ZLQGRZ�DQG�QRW�VXVFHSWLEOH�WR�HUURUV�DULVLQJ�IURP�IHZHU�IUDFWLRQ�ELWV�EHLQJ�DYDLODEOH�LQ�WKH�WRS�ULJKW�FRUQHU�WKDQ�LQ�WKH�ERWWRP�
OHIW�FRUQHU��
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�������� )HHGEDFN�0RGH�

The feedback mode provides a mechanism where the window coordinates, texture 
coordinates and colour values for primitives (or their clipped versions) can be read out.  No 
rendering is done during feedback mode.  See Programming Notes for more details. 

�������� 3RO\JRQ�2IIVHW�

The offset applied to each vertex, when suitably enabled is given by: 

 

offset = m × PolygonOffsetFactor + PolygonOffsetBias

where

PolygonOffsetFactor and PolygonOffsetBias are user supplied values

m = max
∂z

∂x
,

∂z

∂y

 
 
 

 
 
  

 

The Z value is clamped29 to be in the range 0.0…1.0 after the offset is added. 

5.4 Normalization 

The Normalization Unit transforms and normalizes vertex normals.  Vertex normals are only 
transformed (if enabled) and normalised (if enabled) when a vertex has passed the clipping 
and backface tests in the Geometry Unit.  This unit is controlled by the Geometry Unit using 
the VertexColour register.  When this message arrives it ensures the correct normals are 
present in the Lighting Unit and Texture Fog Unit before any colours are calculated. 

This unit holds the normal, but before it is updated from the message stream any 
outstanding normals will be transformed first. 

This unit is also responsible for monitoring any material or lighting related tags so that if we 
are in the middle of primitive processing then the colour and texture30 can be calculated 
before a material property (for example) is changed.  This is only necessary because the 
colour calculations are deferred until as late as possible.  The subsequent units are forced 
to calculate any outstanding colours via the ValidateVertexColours message. 

The inverse length of antialiased lines is also calculated.  This functionality logically belongs 
in the Delta Unit, however moving it to this unit is pragmatic: it increases performance, 
reduces gate count, uses resources which would otherwise be idle and simplifies the Delta 
Unit.  The Delta Unit tags are monitored and the XY coordinate information interscepted 
and stored in the vertex store.   

Before the incoming vertex normal (in the Normal message) is transformed and normalised 
it can be optionally blended with a second normal (provided in the BlendNormal message).  
The blending is done by the following vector equation: 

  v = Normal * NBFactor0 + BlendNormal * NBFactor1 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��7KLV�LV�GRQH�LQ�WKH�'HOWD�8QLW��
���7KH�QRUPDO�LV�RQO\�XVHG�LI�WKH�6SKHUH0DS�7H[*HQ�PRGH�LV�XVHG��
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where NBFactor0 and NBFactor1 are floating point scalars loaded by messages of the 
same name.  No restrictions are places on the scalar values but typically they are 
configured with alpha and 1-alpha with 0 <= alpha <= 1 to simulate linear interpolation. 

 

5.5 Texture/Fog 

The incoming texture coordinates, or the texture coordinates generated under TexGen 
control (see later) are transformed by the 4x4 Texture matrix held in the 
TextureMatrix[0…15]  registers. This matrix is laid out in the registers as follows: 

 

T0 T4 T8 T12

T1 T5 T9 T13

T2 T6 T10 T14

T3 T7 T11 T15

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

The numerical subscripts give the order the elements are stored in the matrix registers (i.e. 
T0 is stored in TextureMatrix[0],  for example) and these follow the column-major order 
convention.  Note this is different from the convention C uses which follows the row-major 
order. 

The transformation of the texture is controlled by one bit in the TransformMode  register 
see Error! Reference source not found. . 

5.6 Lighting  

R5 implements the full OpenGL RGB lighting model.  The Color Index lighting model is not 
supported.  The ambient, diffuse and specular lighting components are given by the 
following vector equations (vectors in bold).  The subscripts used are 

G color 
T position 
Q material 
P light 
M light number 
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where ,  and  are the attenuation coefficients for light .

mode.Spotlight is true
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mode.Spotlight is false

where  is the spotlight cutoff angle for light 
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local viewer true
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 lights (numbered 0 through 15).  The registers for light 0 are shown in Table 5.2.  For other 
lights substitute the appropriate number for 0.  Note the successive light parameters follow 

in sequential registers so it is easy to generate the tag number or register address 
algorithmically rather than always using symbolic tokens. 

ghtspecularLixturespecularTe

htdiffuseLightambientLigaeturediffuseTex

sghtspecularLidhtdiffuseLigahtambientLigaaec

=
+++=

∗+∗+∗+∗+=

cmcm

cmcmcmcscmcm
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Register Equation 
symbol 

Offset from 
LightMode 

Description 

/LJKW�0RGH� � �� 0RGH�FRQWURO�IRU�/LJKW��VHH�ODWHU���

/LJKW�$PELHQW,QWHQVLW\5HG� � �� $PELHQW�UHG�LQWHQVLW\�LQ�IORDWLQJ�SRLQW�IRUPDW��

/LJKW�$PELHQW,QWHQVLW\*UHHQ� EGPM� �� $PELHQW�JUHHQ�LQWHQVLW\�LQ�IORDWLQJ�SRLQW�

IRUPDW��

/LJKW�$PELHQW,QWHQVLW\%OXH� � �� $PELHQW�EOXH�LQWHQVLW\�LQ�IORDWLQJ�SRLQW�IRUPDW��

/LJKW�'LIIXVH,QWHQVLW\5HG� � �� 'LIIXVH�UHG�LQWHQVLW\�LQ�IORDWLQJ�SRLQW�IRUPDW��

/LJKW�'LIIXVH,QWHQVLW\*UHHQ� HGPM� �� 'LIIXVH�JUHHQ�LQWHQVLW\�LQ�IORDWLQJ�SRLQW�IRUPDW��

/LJKW�'LIIXVH,QWHQVLW\%OXH� � �� 'LIIXVH�EOXH�LQWHQVLW\�LQ�IORDWLQJ�SRLQW�IRUPDW��

/LJKW�6SHFXODU,QWHQVLW\5HG� � �� 6SHFXODU�UHG�LQWHQVLW\�LQ�IORDWLQJ�SRLQW�IRUPDW��

/LJKW�6SHFXODU,QWHQVLW\*UHHQ� WGPM� �� 6SHFXODU�JUHHQ�LQWHQVLW\�LQ�IORDWLQJ�SRLQW�

IRUPDW��

/LJKW�6SHFXODU,QWHQVLW\%OXH� � �� 6SHFXODU�EOXH�LQWHQVLW\�LQ�IORDWLQJ�SRLQW�IRUPDW��

/LJKW�3RVLWLRQ;� � ��� ;�SRVLWLRQ�RI�WKH�OLJKW�LI�3RVLWLRQ:� ����

RWKHUZLVH�LW�LV�WKH�QRUPDOL]HG�;�GLUHFWLRQ��

/LJKW�3RVLWLRQ<� 3TPM� ��� <�SRVLWLRQ�RI�WKH�OLJKW�LI�3RVLWLRQ:� ����

RWKHUZLVH�LW�LV�WKH�QRUPDOL]HG�GLUHFWLRQ��

/LJKW�3RVLWLRQ=� � ��� =�SRVLWLRQ�RI�WKH�OLJKW�LI�3RVLWLRQ:� ����

RWKHUZLVH�LW�LV�WKH�QRUPDOL]HG�=�GLUHFWLRQ��

/LJKW�3RVLWLRQ:� � ��� :�SRVLWLRQ�RI�WKH�OLJKW���:KHQ�]HUR��LW�FKDQJHV�

WKH�PHDQLQJ�RI�WKH�3RVLWLRQ�YDOXHV�WR�EH�

GLUHFWLRQV��

/LJKW�6SRWOLJKW'LUHFWLRQ;� � ��� 1RUPDOL]HG�;�FRPSRQHQW�IRU�WKH�VSRWOLJKW�

GLUHFWLRQ�RU�WKH�QRUPDOL]HG�;�FRPSRQHQW�RI�

WKH�KDOI�YHFWRU�ZKHQ�WKH�OLJKW�LV�QRW�D�VSRWOLJKW��

/LJKW�6SRWOLJKW'LUHFWLRQ<� WHPM� ��� 1RUPDOL]HG�<�FRPSRQHQW�IRU�WKH�VSRWOLJKW�

GLUHFWLRQ�RU�WKH�QRUPDOL]HG�<�FRPSRQHQW�RI�

WKH�KDOI�YHFWRU�ZKHQ�WKH�OLJKW�LV�QRW�D�VSRWOLJKW��

/LJKW�6SRWOLJKW'LUHFWLRQ=� � ��� 1RUPDOL]HG�=�FRPSRQHQW�IRU�WKH�VSRWOLJKW�

GLUHFWLRQ�RU�WKH�QRUPDOL]HG�=�FRPSRQHQW�RI�

WKH�KDOI�YHFWRU�ZKHQ�WKH�OLJKW�LV�QRW�D�VSRWOLJKW��

/LJKW�6SRWOLJKW([SRQHQW� VUOL� ��� 6SRWOLJKW��H[SRQHQW����7KLV�LV�KHOG�DV�DQ�

XQVLJQHG�����IL[HG�SRLQW�QXPEHU��

/LJKW�&RV6SRWOLJKW&XWRII$QJOH� GVPM� ��� &RVLQH�RI�WKH�VSRWOLJKW�FXW�RII�DQJOH���,WV�UDQJH�

LV�����WR�����LQFOXVLYH��

/LJKW�&RQVWDQW$WWHQXDWLRQ� O�M� ��� &RQVWDQW�DWWHQXDWLRQ�IDFWRU��

/LJKW�/LQHDU$WWHQXDWLRQ� O�M� ��� /LQHDU�DWWHQXDWLRQ�IDFWRU��

/LJKW�4XDGUDWLF$WWHQXDWLRQ� O�M� ��� 4XDGUDWLF�DWWHQXDWLRQ�IDFWRU��

Table 5.2 Light 0 Registers 

 

Each light has a mode word associated with it and the definition of its control bits are shown 
in Table 5.3 (these flags are used to optimize the calculations): 
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Bit No. Name Description 
�� /LJKW2Q� :KHQ�VHW�LQGLFDWHV�WKH�OLJKW�LV�RQ�DQG�FRQWULEXWHV�LOOXPLQDWLRQ�WR�WKH�VFHQH��

RWKHUZLVH�LW�GRHV�QRW��

�� 6SRWOLJKW� :KHQ�VHW�LQGLFDWHV�WKH�OLJKW�LV�D�VSRWOLJKW���,I�LW�LV�QRW�VHW�WKHQ�WKH�OLJKW�LV�QRW�D�VSRW�

OLJKW�DQG�WKH�6SRWOLJKW'LUHFWLRQ�LV�XVHG�WR�KROG�WKH�QRUPDOL]HG�KDOI�YHFWRU�EHWZHHQ�

WKH�YLHZHU�DQG�WKH�OLJKW��

�� $WWHQXDWLRQ� :KHQ�VHW�LQGLFDWHV�WKH�OLJKW�LV�WR�EH�DWWHQXDWHG��RWKHUZLVH�QR�DWWHQXDWLRQ�LV�GRQH����

�� /RFDO/LJKW� :KHQ�VHW�LQGLFDWHV�WKH�OLJKW�LV�ORFDO�DQG�WKH�IXOO�OLJKWLQJ�HTXDWLRQV�VKRXOG�EH�XVHG���

7KLV�DOORZV�D�OLJKW�WR�EH�ORFDO�ZLWKRXW�LW�KDYLQJ�WR�EH�D�VSRWOLJKW�RU�KDYH�DQ\�

DWWHQXDWLRQ�DSSOLHG�WR�LW��

Table 5.3 Light Mode Word Control Bits Definitions  

Most of the lighting parameters should be self explanatory, however there are a few which 
will be clarified: 

• The light’s position and direction vectors are not transformed automatically when 
loaded into R5 and any transformation required to locate them in eye space (the 
coordinate system where lighting is done, i.e. the view vector is always (0, 0, 1)) 
should be done in software before they are loaded. 

• All direction vectors (i.e. Position vector when the W component is zero, 
SpotlightDirection and the half vector) must all be normalized. 

• The Light mode bits should be set up as necessary.  Any special values assumed by 
OpenGL (for example the spotlight cut-off angle of 180Û��DUH�LJQRUHG���7KH�SUHIHUDEOH�
state of each bit is zero to avoid some or all of the lighting calculation and the bits are 
generally set up as shown in Table 5.4 (to follow OpenGL conventions for identifying 
some light mode or operation that is not required). 

 

Bit No. Name Description 
�� 6SRWOLJKW� 6HW�ZKHQ�WKH�VSRWOLJKW�FXW�RII�DQJOH�LV�QRW�����GHJUHHV��

�� $WWHQXDWLRQ� 6HW�ZKHQ�WKH�OLJKW
V�SRVLWLRQ�KDV�D�QRQ�]HUR�:��WKLV�LQGLFDWHV�WKH�SRVLWLRQ�KROGV�D�

SRVLWLRQ�DQG�QRW�D�GLUHFWLRQ��DQG�WKH�VXP�RI�WKH�DWWHQXDWLRQ�IDFWRUV�LV�QRW�XQLW\�DUH�

QRW���������IRU�FRQVWDQW��OLQHDU�DQG�TXDGUDWLF�UHVSHFWLYHO\��

�� /RFDO/LJKW� 6HW�ZKHQ�WKH�OLJKW
V�SRVLWLRQ�KDV�D�QRQ�]HUR�:��WKLV�LQGLFDWHV�WKH�SRVLWLRQ�KROGV�D�

SRVLWLRQ�DQG�QRW�D�GLUHFWLRQ���

Table 5.4 Lighting Calculation Bit Set up 

• When the Light mode indicates the light is not a spotlight the SpotlightDirection vector 
used to hold the normalized half vector.  The half vector between the light’s position 
vector and the eye vector is given by the following equation: 

  h = ˆ P pli + 0 0 1( )  

• The nominal range for the light's intensity colors (and the material colors) is 0.0…1.0 
inclusive.  Values outside this range (and even negative ones) can be used and the 
final vertex colors are clamped (if enabled) to be in the range 0.0…1.0 during the 
primitive's set up calculations prior to rasterization. 

The material parameters are held in the registers shown in Table 5.5.  There are two 
identical sets to hold the front and back materials used during two sided lighting. 
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Register Equation symbol 
)URQW(PLVVLYH&RORU5HG�  
)URQW(PLVVLYH&RORU*UHHQ� IGQ�
)URQW(PLVVLYH&RORU%OXH� �
)URQW$PELHQW&RORU5HG� �
)URQW$PELHQW&RORU*UHHQ� EGQ�
)URQW$PELHQW&RORU%OXH� �
)URQW'LIIXVH&RORU5HG� �
)URQW'LIIXVH&RORU*UHHQ� HGQ�
)URQW'LIIXVH&RORU%OXH� �
)URQW$OSKD� �
)URQW6SHFXODU&RORU5HG� �
)URQW6SHFXODU&RORU*UHHQ� WGQ�
)URQW6SHFXODU&RORU%OXH� �
)URQW6SHFXODU([SRQHQW� WVQ�
%DFN(PLVVLYH&RORU5HG�  
%DFN(PLVVLYH&RORU*UHHQ� IGQ 
%DFN(PLVVLYH&RORU%OXH�  
%DFN$PELHQW&RORU5HG�  
%DFN$PELHQW&RORU*UHHQ� EGQ 
%DFN$PELHQW&RORU%OXH�  
%DFN'LIIXVH&RORU5HG�  
%DFN'LIIXVH&RORU*UHHQ� HGQ 
%DFN'LIIXVH&RORU%OXH�  
%DFN$OSKD�  
%DFN6SHFXODU&RORU5HG�  
%DFN6SHFXODU&RORU*UHHQ� WGQ 
%DFN6SHFXODU&RORU%OXH�  
%DFN6SHFXODU([SRQHQW� WVQ 
6FHQH$PELHQW&RORU5HG�  
6FHQH$PELHQW&RORU*UHHQ� EGW�
6FHQH$PELHQW&RORU%OXH�  

Table 5.5 Material Parameters Registers 

The OpenGL specification associates an alpha value with each lighting term, however only 
the diffuse alpha is used.  The diffuse alpha value is held in the FrontAlpha or BackAlpha 
registers.   
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The lighting calculations are very expensive and can easily dominate the overall 
performance so it is very worth while to check the light’s parameters to see if a simpler form 
of the lighting equation can be used (by setting the appropriate bits in the LightModeÊ
register)  For example if the Constant Attenuation is set to 1.0 and both the Linear and 
Quadratic Attenuation factors are set to 0.0 then the attenuation part of the calculation can 
be avoided. 

In a similar line if the product of the attenuation and spot values for a light falls below the 
value given in the AttenuationCutOff register then (if suitably enabled) the calculations for 
this light will be automatically terminated.  This optimization allows lights which are 
becoming too faint to contribute to be terminated early.  A suitable value is given by: 
1.0/512R where R is the number of lights.  The 512 constant was chosen as it is less than 
the smallest representable color when converted to a byte integer assuming the light and 
material colors are restricted to the range 0.0…1.0. 

The lighting calculations are controlled by the LightingModeÊand the MaterialMode register.  
Refer to the R5 Reference Guide volume III for register field descriptions. 
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�ÍÊ
!�°Ê

!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê

0 Enable When set causes the vertex to be lit using the lighting equations,
otherwise the current color is assigned. 

1, 2 TwoSidedLighting The three options are: 
0 Use the front side material. 
1 Use the back side material and invert the normal before it is 

used in the lighting calculations. 
2 Use the orientation of the face to select between front or back

materials and lighting.  The orientation is determined by field
in the �i��iÍÀß �`i register. 

3 LocalViewer When set causes the viewer to be at (0, 0, 1) in eye coordinates, 
otherwise the viewer is at (0, 0, �����:KHQ�WKH�YLHZHU�LV�DW�LQILQL
some of the lighting equations can be simplified so run faster, 
however the position of the specular highlights are not as correc

4 FlipNormal When set causes the absolute value of the lighting dot products t
be taken, otherwise negative dot products are clamped to zero.  
Clamping is used for OpenGL, but some other APIs allow the 
normal to be flipped - this gives a cheap form of two sided lighti
and is useful when the normals are not consistently facing 
’outwards’ in the model or scene. 

5 AttenuationTest When set forces the lighting calculation for the current light to b
aborted when the product of EXXM and WTSX (in the lighting equation
for the light falls below the threshold given in the 
�ÍÍi�Ö>Í����ÖÍ#vv register.   

6…14 NumberLights This 9 bit field holds the number of lights to use.  Its legal range
0…16 inclusive.  Numbers greater than 16 are clamped to be 16

15 SpecularLightingE
nable 

When this bit is set the specular part of the lighting calculations 
done, otherwise they are skipped.  This bit would normally be se
for OpenGL, however some APIs allow non specular lighting 
models to be used. 

16 Reserved  

7DEOH�����/LJKWLQJ0RGH�5HJLVWHU�)LHOGV�
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�ÍÊ
!�°Ê

!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê

0 Enable When set causes the vertex to be calculated from the 
lighting equations otherwise the current color is assigned. 

1 DiffuseTextureEnable When set allows the diffuse texture color to be calculated 
and sent to GLINT.  This is further qualified by the 
TextureEnable bit in the 
i}�� command so is only done 
when texture mapping is enabled. 

2 SpecularTextureEnable When set allows the specular texture color to be calculated 
and sent to GLINT.  This is further qualified by the 
TextureEnable bit in the 
i}�� command so is only done 
when texture mapping is enabled. 

3 MonochromeDiffuseTe
xture 

When set the diffuse texture color is converted to a 
monochrome value before it is sent to GLINT.  This 
allows the diffuse texture DDA in GLINT 500TX  to be 
set up. 
When clear the true color value is sent and is used when 
the target rendering chip is GLINT MX as it has true color 
diffuse texture DDAs. 

4 MonochromeSpecularT
exture 

When set the specular texture color is converted to a 
monochrome value before it is sent to GLINT.  This 
allows the specular texture DDA in GLINT 500TX to be 
set up. 
When clear the true color value is sent and is used when 
the target rendering chip is GLINT MX as it has true color 
specular texture DDAs. 

5 PremultiplyAlpha When set premultiplies the diffuse and ambient colors by 
the material alpha value. 

6 ColorSource This field selects where the color should be taken from 
when the Enable field is 0.  The options are: 
0: Current color value. 
1: Diffuse material value. 

7, 8 TwoSidedLighting The three options are: 
0 Use the front side materials. 
1 Use the back side materials. 
2 Use the orientation of the face to select between front 

or back materials and lighting. 

7DEOH�����0DWHULDO0RGH�5HJLVWHU�)LHOGV�
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The selection between Gouraud and flat shading is controlled by the FlatShading bit in 
�i��iÍÀß �`i.  The SmoothShadingEnable bit in the i�Í> �`i register is ignored. 

5.7 Material 

5.8 Primitive Set-Up 

The general primitive set up operation is controlled by the i�Í> �`i register.  Where 
additional control is needed for individual primitive types this can be found in the +���Í �`i, 
���i �`i, 0À�>�}�i �`i and -iVÍ>�}�i �`i registers. 

The i�Í> �`i register fields are shown in Table 5.8 (it is identical to the i�Í> �`i 
register in GLINT Delta, but with the addition of BiasCoordinates, ColorDiffuse, 
ColorSpecular and FlatShadingMethod fields). 
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�ÍÊ!�°Ê!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê
0, 1 TargetChip This two bit field selects which chip the calculations are tailored to.  The options are: 

 0 = 300SX 
  1 = 500TX, MX  

2, 3 DepthFormat This two bit field defines the depth format GLINT is working in and hence the final form
of the depth parameters to be written into GLINT.  The options are: 
  1 = 16 bits (300SX, 500TX, MX) 
  2 = 24 bits (300SX, 500TX, MX) 
  3 = 32 bits (300SX, 500TX, MX) 
The depth format is used regardless of any other modes bits. 

4 FogEnable When set enables the fog calculations.  This is qualified by the FogEnable bit in the 
i}��
or À>Ý* commands. 

5 TextureEnable When set enables the texture calculations.  This is qualified by the TextureEnable bit in 
the 
i}�� or À>Ý* commands. 

6 SmoothShadingEnable When set enables the color calculations.  This field only has an effect when the À>Ý* 
commands are used and is ignored when the R5 3D pipeline is used.  In this case the 
FlatShading bit in the �i��iÍÀß �`i register is used. 

7 DepthEnable When set enables the depth calculations. 
8 SpecularEnable When set enables the specular texture calculations.  This is qualified by the TextureEnabl

in the 
i}�� or À>Ý* commands. 
9 DiffuseEnable When set enables the diffuse texture calculations.  This is qualified by the TextureEnable

in the 
i}��ÊorÊÀ>Ý* commands. 
10 SubPixelCorrectionEnabl

e 
When set provides the subpixel correction in Y.  This is qualified by the 
SubPixelCorrectionEnable in the 
i}��ÊorÊÀ>Ý* commands. 

11 DiamondExit When set enables the application of the OpenGL ’Diamond-exit’ rule to modify the start 
and end coordinates of lines. 

12 NoDraw When set prevents any rendering from starting after the set up calculations are done and 
parameters sent to GLINT.  This only effect the À>Ý* commands and is ignored when th
R5 3D pipeline is used. 

13 ClampEnable When set causes the input values to be clamped into a parameter specific range.  Note tha
the texture parameters are not included.  This should normally be set. 

14, 15 TextureParameterMode This two bit  field causes the texture parameters to be: 
  0 = Used as given 
  1 = Clamped to lie in the range -1.0 to 1.0 
  2 = Normalized to lie in the range -1.0 to 1.0 
The normal setting for this field is to select texture normalization. 

16…18 reserved  
19 BiasCoordinates When set causes the 9
�>Ã and :
�>Ã registers values to be added to the x and y 

coordinates respectively.   
20 ColorDiffuse When set causes the diffuse texture calculations to be done on the red, green and blue 

components, otherwise the red component (representing monochrome) is done by itself. 
21 ColorSpecular When set causes specular texture calculations on red, green and blue components, 

otherwise the red component (representing monochrome) is done by itself. 
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22 FlatShadingMethod This field determines how the ColorDDA unit in GLINT is to do flat shading.  The t
options are use the ���ÃÍ>�Í����À register (0) or the DDA (1) by setting zero gradie
The rasterization performance is the same in both cases, however the ConstantColor 
method is faster to set up.  Consider the situation when smooth shading is enabled (i
�i��iÍÀß �`i register) and a point is to be drawn.  The point is always flat shaded
field would normally be the inverse of the FlatShading field in the �i��iÍÀß �`i 
register. 

7DEOH�����'HOWD0RGH�5HJLVWHU�)LHOGV�

How a primitive gets rendered depends on the primitive type given with the 
i}��  command 
and the PolyMode setting (for triangles, quads and polygons) in the �i��iÍÀß �`i register.   

Antialiasing is controlled by the AntialiasEnable and AntialiasingQuality bits in the individual 
point, line and triangle mode registers.  Antialiasing will only occur for a particular primitive if 
it is enabled in the corresponding mode register and the AntialiasEnable bit in the 
i}�� 
command is also set. 

The x and y coordinates for point, line, triangle and 3D rectangle can optionally have a bias 
added to them before rendering.  This is controlled by the BiasCoordinates bit in the 
i�Í> �`i register and the biases are held in the 9
�>Ã and :
�>Ã registers.  This biasing 
facility has several uses: 

• The coordinates may be window relative (almost guaranteed with 3D graphics) but the 
rasterizer may be set up to do screen relative rendering.  Adding a bias value will do 
the conversion. 

• The view port mapping may be set up to add a bias to remove any differences in the 
accuracy of the set up calculations as a function of the primitive’s position on the 
screen.  This bias needs to be removed before rendering is actually done.   

More consistent (or position independent) set up calculations can be achieved by biasing 
the x and y coordinates coming out of the view port mapping.  This ensures that all the 
calculations on the x and y coordinates all have the same degree of precision irrespective of 
their location on the screen.  Consider a floating point value of 1.0 - this will have 23 bits of 
fractional precision whereas a value of 1024.0 will only have 14 bits of fractional precision.  
Biasing the values by 8K (for example) forces both cases to have 11 bits of fractional 
precision and hence yield the same rasterized pixels for a given triangle anywhere on the 
screen. 

Note: This bias will need to be removed from any coordinate information returned during 
Feedback mode or by reading back the Raster Position because the application will not 
be expecting biased coordinates to be returned. 

������ 3RLQWV�
The +���Í �`i, +���Í.�ãi and ��+���Í.�ãi registers control how points are drawn.   

�������� $OLDVHG�3RLQWV�

For aliased points the +���Í.�ãi register holds the desired point size.  The range of actual 
integral point sizes are 1…255 held in the bottom 8 bits; a 0 point size is treated as a point 
size of 1.  Points are drawn according to the OpenGL rules so wide points are drawn as 
squares centered on the vertex.  Any parameters (such as color, depth, etc.) are held 
constant for each fragment rasterized as part of the point. 
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�������� $QWLDOLDVHG�3RLQWV�

Antialiased points have their width, as a floating point number, defined by the ��+���Í.�ãi 
register.  In theory any size antialiased points can be defined, however GLINT places some 
restrictions on what these widths can be.  The Point Table in GLINT restricts the diameter 
of antialiased points to be from 0.5 to 16.0 in steps of 0.25 when the antialiasing quality is 
4x4 or 0.25 to 8.0 in steps of 0.125 for 8x8 quality.  R5 does not set up the Point Table.  
Points with a zero size will draw a single fragment and points with a negative size will draw 
a point of the same positive size.  

It is the user’s responsibility to have set up any alpha blending modes.  The style of 
rendering used for a point is determined by the following registers: 

The antialiasing quality is held in the +���Í �`iÊregister. 


�ÍÊ
!�°Ê

!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê

0 AntialiasEnable This field, when set, enables antialiasing of points.  
This is qualified by the AntialiasEnable field in the 

i}�� command.  Note the Point Table in GLINT 
must be set up for the corresponding point size (held 
in ��+���Í.�ãi register) and the selected antialiasing 
quality (next field). 

1 AntialiasingQual
ity 

This field defines the quality of antialiased points: 
 0 = 4x4 
 1 = 8x8 
The Point Table in GLINT must be set up 
appropriately for the quality and the ��+���Í.�ãi° 

7DEOH�����$QWLDOLDVLQJ�LQ�WKH�3RLQW0RGH�5HJLVWHU�

������ /LQHV�
The ���i �`i, ���i8�`Í�, ���i8�`Í�#vvÃiÍ and �����i8�`Í� registers control how lines are 
drawn. 

�������� $OLDVHG�/LQHV�

For aliased lines the ���i8�`Í� register holds the desired line width.  The range of actual 
integral line widths are 1…255 held in the bottom 8 bits; a 0 line width is treated as a line 
width of 1.  Lines are drawn according to the OpenGL rules so wide lines are drawn as a 
sequence of lines offset in X or Y depending on whether the line is X major or Y major.  The 
���i8�`Í�#vvÃiÍ register is normally set to (line width - 1) / 2.  For one pixel wide lines the 
���i8�`Í�#vvÃiÍ is set to 0. 

If line stipples are enabled (in the ���i �`i register) then wide aliased lines will be stippled 
correctly by repeating the line (offset in X or Y), but with the stipple position re-established 
for each line used to make up the width. 
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�������� $QWLDOLDVHG�/LQHV�

Antialiased lines have their width defined as a floating point number by the �����i8�`Í� 
register so can take any width.  Lines with a zero width will not be drawn. Lines with a 
negative width will draw a line of the same positive width.  An antialiased line is drawn as 
rectangle aligned to the direction of the line.  This is decomposed into trapezoids so no 
retained alpha buffer is needed (which would be the case if the line were decomposed into 
two triangles). 

It is the user’s responsibility to have set up any alpha blending modes. 

If line stipples are enabled (in the ���i �`i register) then antialiased lines will be stippled 
using the RepeatFactor, StippleMask and Mirror fields in the ���i �`i register.  These 
fields would normally track the fields of the same name in the GLINT ���i.Í�««�i �`i 
register.  The stipple pattern is converted into a series of short lines which are drawn as 
antialiased lines.  

The line stipple hardware in GLINT is not used and does not get updated for stippled 
antialiased lines, however this does not cause a problem because OpenGL does not allow 
switching between aliased and antialiased lines between polyline segments and the stipple 
pattern is always reset on a 
i}�� command 


�ÍÊ
!�°Ê

!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê

0 StippleEnable This field, when set, enables the stippling of lines.  It only 
effects wide lines or antialiased lines.  This will normally be
the same value as the Enable field in the ���i.Í�««�i �`i 
GLINT register. 

1…9 RepeatFactor This 9 bit field holds the repeat factor for antialiased stipple
lines.  This will normally be the same value as the 
RepeatFactor field in the ���i.Í�««�i �`i GLINT register
The repeat factor stored here is one less than the desired 
repeat factor. 

10…
25 

StippleMask This 16 bit field holds the stipple pattern to use for 
antialiased lines.  This will normally be the same value as th
StippleMask field in the ���i.Í�««�i �`i GLINT register.

26 Mirror This field, when set, will mirror the StippleMask before it i
used for antialiased lines.  This will normally be the same 
value as the Mirror field in the ���i.Í�««�i �`i GLINT 
register. 

27 AntialiasEnable This field, when set, enables antialiasing of lines.  This is 
qualified by the AntialiasEnable field in the 
i}�� comman

28 AntialiasingQu
ality 

This field defines the quality of antialiased lines: 
 0 = 4x4 
 1 = 8x8 

7DEOH���������/LQH0RGH�5HJLVWHU�)LHOGV�
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������ 3RO\JRQV�
Triangles, quads and polygons are controlled by the 0À�>�}�i �`i register. 


�ÍÊ
!�°Ê

!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê

0 AntialiasEnable This field, when set, enables antialiasing of 
triangles.  This is qualified by the 
AntialiasEnable field in the 
i}�� command.   

1 AntialiasingQuality This field defines the quality of antialiased 
triangles: 
 0 = 4x4 
 1 = 8x8 

2 UseTrianglePacketInte
rface 

This field, when set, causes the triangle set up to 
use the Triangle Packet Interface to send the 
triangle parameters to GLINT.  This is only 
supported in GLINT MX and provides a higher 
triangle throughput. 

7DEOH������7ULDQJOH0RGH�5HJLVWHU�)LHOGV�

������ �'�5HFWDQJOH�
OpenGL rectangles are positioned and given depth, color, texture, etc. parameters using 
the glRasterPos function (which translates into writes to the -+ÞÏ, -+ß, etc. registers).  The 
width and height of the rectangle is held in the -iVÍ>�}�i8�`Í� and -iVÍ>�}�i�i�}�Í registers 
as floating point numbers and the -iVÍ>�}�i �`i register holds data to pass to GLINT in the 
-i�`iÀ command.  When the -+ÞÔ, -+ÞÏ or -+Þ{ registers are written to the coordinate is 
transformed, clipped, colored and textured as required by OpenGL and the results saved to 
be used by the �i��-iVÍ>�}�i command. 
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�ÍÊ
!�°Ê

!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê

0, 1 Type These two bits define the type of rectangle to be inserted 
into the feedback buffer.  They have no effect when not in 
feedback mode.  The options are: 
 0 = Bitmap 
 1 = DrawPixel 
 2 = CopyPixel 
 3 = Don’t insert into the feedback buffer. 

2 OffsetEnable When this bit is set the x and y offset values held in 
->ÃÍiÀ+�Ã9#vvÃiÍ and ->ÃÍiÀ+�Ã:#vvÃiÍ registers 
respectively displace the raster position window 
coordinates when the rectangle is rendered.  This does not 
update the raster position state. 

3 SelectEnable When this bit is set the rectangle takes part in the selection 
process. 

7DEOH������*HRP5HFWDQJOH�&RQWURO�)LHOGV�

If the rectangle passes the clip test then it is rendered with the above parameters.  The fill 
direction is always bottom to top (i.e. increasing Y), left to right so any download data or 
bitmask QYWX be provided in this order.  If the rectangle is clipped out (this is an all or nothing 
test, unlike lines, triangles or quads which do geometric clipping of the primitive) then any 
following image data or bitmasks are automatically discarded. 

The floating point ->ÃÍiÀ+�Ã9#vvÃiÍ and ->ÃÍiÀ+�Ã:#vvÃiÍ registers are temporarily added to 
the current raster position X and Y coordinates respectively before the rectangle is set up in 
the rasterizer.  The original raster position coordinates are not updated.  This temporary 
offset, measured in pixels,  is useful when an OpenGL primitive requires several passes or 
is processed in strips because the color formatting or transfers modes are not handled 
directly by GLINT. 

The floating point ->ÃÍiÀ+�Ã9��VÀi�i�Í and ->ÃÍiÀ+�Ã:��VÀi�i�Í registers are added to the 
current raster position X and Y coordinates respectively after the rectangle is rendered but 
not if the clip test fails.  This auto increment cannot be disabled so if it is not desired the 
increment values should be set to zero.  The increment is measured in pixels.  

������ �'�5HFWDQJOH�
The À>Ý-iVÍ>�}�iÔ command provides a convenient way to set up the GLINT rasterizer 
to draw a rectangle.   

The origin of the rectangle is supplied as data with the À>Ý-iVÍ>�}�iÔ command.  The 
least significant 16 bits hold the 2’s complement X coordinate while the most significant 16 
bits hold the 2’s complement Y coordinate. 

The width and height of the rectangle,  SyncOnHostData, SyncOnBitMask, SpanOperation 
mode and fill direction are defined by the -iVÍ>�}�iÔ �`i register.  The choice of using 
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spans to fill the rectangle is determined by the least significant bit of the -iVÍ>�}�iÔ���ÍÀ�� 
register. 


�ÍÊ
!�°Ê

!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê

0…11 Width Width of the rectangle.  Twelve bit field with range 
0…4095 

12…2
3 

Height Height of the rectangle.  Twelve bit field with range 
0…4095 

24 AreaStippleEnabl
e 

Passed to rasterizer in the -i�`iÀ command. 

25 SyncOnBitMask Passed to rasterizer in the -i�`iÀ command. 
26 SyncOnHostData Passed to rasterizer in the -i�`iÀ command. 
27 TextureEnable Passed to rasterizer in the -i�`iÀ command. 
28 FogEnable Passed to rasterizer in the -i�`iÀ command. 
29 SpanOperation Passed to rasterizer in the -i�`iÀ command. 
30 HorizontalDirecti

on 
Sets the horizontal rasterization direction. 
 0 = Left to Right 
 1 = Right to Left 

31 VerticalDirection Sets the vertical rasterization direction. 
 0 = Increasing Y 
 1 = Decreasing Y 

7DEOH������5HFWDQJOH�'0RGH�)LHOGV�

For OpenGL the main use of this is to clear the framebuffer.  Note that in this case the 
ability to use the faster span method of clearing depends if GID window clipping is being 
used.  OpenGL does not necessarily know when a window is clipped so by having the 
ownership of the -iVÍ>�}�iÔ���ÍÀ�� register reside with the Display Driver the Display 
Driver can change the rasterization method independent of OpenGL as a function of the 
window clipping.   

The colors and modes set up by OpenGL for the clear operation need to satisfy span and 
non span clears. 

For colors spans use �

��V�����À while non spans use ���ÃÍ>�Í����À.  Also spans ignore 
many mode settings, such as Depth compare and Alpha blend.  The additional set up is not 
really a performance issue as clear operations are infrequent and tend to take a 
comparatively long time. 

For Display Driver GUI operations the -iVÍ>�}�iÔ command provides a very fast way of 
setting up rectangles - just one register and one command compared to the 6 registers and 
one command when programming GLINT directly (this is obviously reduced when multiple 
rectangles are drawn one after the other). 

The 9
�>Ã and :
�>Ã are ignored for this primitive type.
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��
��&RQWH[W�6DYH�DQG�5HVWRUH�

The natural boundary for context switching in a DMA driven system is on the completion of 
a DMA buffer.  This requires that no internal state is carried over from one DMA buffer to 
the next as there are no mechanisms for saving and restoring the internal state.  This has 
not been a problem so far because the main time this could arise is between the upper and 
lower trapezoids in a triangle - a situation which is easy to avoid. 

OpenGL places no restrictions on the number of primitives between a Begin/End pair so 
circumstances will occur when it crosses one or more DMA buffer boundaries.  With GLINT 
Delta this was not a problem as no private internal state was carried from one primitive to 
the next, however R5 carries a significant amount of state from one primitive to the next, 
especially for meshed primitives.  The readback mechanism allows all user loadable 
registers to be read back, however it cannot return any of the internal state. 

The software solution to this is for the software to track the last three vertices so a 
Begin/End sequence can be terminated at the end of a DMA buffer and restarted in the 
next DMA buffer without any change to the semantics of the original Begin/End sequence.  
The main objection to this technique is that the overheads of this tracking will seriously 
effect the system performance, particularly as the R5 interface only requires the minimal 
amount of host work to copy (and convert number formats) the vertex and normal 
arguments to the DMA buffer. 

R5 has a mechanism which allows all the state (public as well as private) to be saved and 
restored in a consistent manner31.  The context switch can only happen on a register load 
or command boundary so cannot happen part way through any internal processing, for 
example during clipping, so many intermediate results  are not required to be saved.  This 
simplifies the hardware while giving the software a convenient level of granularity to work 
with. 

Even with this new context switching method, context switching in the middle of an image or 
texture download is not handled: 

The R5 context switch is done by sending the Ö�«���ÍiÞÍ command.  The data sent with 
this command (the context mask) dictates what subset of the full context is to be dumped.  
The context data (with the ���ÍiÞÍ>Í> tag) will appear in the Host Out FIFO in GLINT.  The 
last tag and data in the FIFO will be the Ö�«���ÍiÞÍ tag and the context mask.  The 
context data is read from the Host Out FIFO and stored in memory in a context buffer 
(excluding any tags), the context mask is typically discarded.  This context buffer can be 
restored by prefixing it with the three words: -iÃÍ�Ài���ÍiÞÍ tag,  context mask (used to 
generate the buffer in the first place) and the ���ÍiÞÍ>Í> tag and loading it all back into R5.  
The ���ÍiÞÍ>Í> tag has the upper 16 bits set to the number of words of GSRXI\X�HEXE in the 
buffer minus one32.  The layout of the data in the context dump buffer is not important 
because no massaging of the data is necessary before it can be restored, and in fact, is 
largely undocumented. 

�����������������������������������������������������������������
��7KLV�ZLOO�DOVR�EH�DYDLODEOH�LQ�IXWXUH�UDVWHUL]HU�FKLSV��KRZHYHU�H[LVWLQJ�UDVWHUL]HU�FKLSV�ZLOO�QHHG�WR�XVH�WKH�QRUPDO�UHDG�EDFN�
PHFKDQLVPV�IRU�FRQWH[W�VZLWFKLQJ��
��$�WDJ�ZLWK�D�FRXQW�LQ�WKH�XSSHU����ELWV�LV�D�KROG�PRGH�WDJ�VR�DOO�WKH�VXEVHTXHQW�GDWD�LV�DXWRPDWLFDOO\�JLYHQ�WKH�VDPH�WDJ��
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Restoring the context data is easily accomplished by the DMA controller.  Saving the 
context data can also be done by the Output DMA controller, with a probably 10X speed up 
over software.  The Output DMA controller can be used in one of two modes (see Section 0 
for a more comprehensive description and details on how to initiate output DMA 
operations): 

• Fixed Count.  In this mode the Output DMA controller is given the I\EGX number of 
words of context data to read from GLINT’s Host Out FIFO.  This count should also 
include the extra context mask.  Setting an inappropriate count for the supplied context 
mask will likely lead to a lock up situation.  The ���ÍiÀ �`i register should be set up to 
only allow the context data and not tags through, and the Host Out FIFO should also 
be empty so as not to interpret any left over contents as context data. 

• Variable Count.  In this mode the Output DMA controller is placed in Feedback mode 
so will continue to transfer data from the GLINT’s Host Out FIFO until an 
��`#v�ii`L>V� tag is found.  The ���ÍiÀ �`i register should be set up to allow both 
context data and tags through so tags and data inappropriate to this mode can be 
discarded and the ��`#v�ii`L>V� tag can be identified.  The Host Out FIFO does not 
need to be empty, however this would be preferable.  The PCI �ii`L>V�.i�iVÍ��Ö�Í 
register will hold the number of words written to memory when the Output DMA has 
finished.  This method relieves the programmer from knowing before hand how much 
context data will be saved, however there may be a performance penalty in that one 
extra word (to hold the tag) passes on the secondary PCI bus between R5 and GLINT.  
This extra word may or may not effect the overall system performance depending on 
the primary PCI bus and host write performance. 

The sequence of events to do a context switch are: 

• Update the ���ÍiÀ �`i register by setting bits 14 and 15 to enable the context tags and 
data respectively to be written into the host Output FIFO.  These two bits are not 
documented in the GLINT Programmer Reference manual. 

• Start the Output FIFO DMA controller transferring R words of context data, or in 
Feedback mode so the context data is terminated by the ��`#v�ii`L>V� command. 

• Send the ���ÍiÞÍÖ�« command to R5. 

• Send the ��`#v�ii`L>V� command if the Output FIFO DMA controller is being used in  
feedback mode. 

• Send the ���ÍiÞÍ-iÃÍ�Ài command to R5 (for the new context). 

• Copy the new context data into R5. 

• The following observations can be made about this: 

• No synchronization is necessary to context switch and the queued command DMA 
controller facility also helps here. 

• The Output FIFO DMA controller cannot have transfers queued.  In general this is not 
necessary as it is returning data which the application has asked for so it is already 
delayed waiting for the data. This does mean that the context switching software 
cannot just assume the Output FIFO DMA controller is always free. 

• In a system with a R5 and one of the existing rasterizer chips the context save and 
restore will have to be done in two parts because the ���ÍiÞÍÖ�« command is not 
available in the rasterizer.  The rasterizer context is saved using the normal .ß�V and 
readback methods.  The R5 context is saved using the ���ÍiÞÍÖ�« command. 
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• Changing the state of the Host Out Unit in GLINT to allow the context data through will 
mean that the original context of this unit is not being saved.  For existing rasterizer 
chips this will not matter as the context save is done in two parts.  Future rasterizer 
chips will address this problem. 

• The context dump method with the Output FIFO DMA controller should be capable of 
saving the context to host memory at an estimated rate of 40 to 60MB/s (this is ZIV] 
host dependent).  This contrasts to the readback method of 4 to 6MB/s. 

• All the context data is tagged with the ���ÍiÞÍ>Í> tag and this is most easily achieved 
using a hold tag with a count.  Tag and data pairs can be used but this is clearly less 
bandwidth and memory efficient. 

R5 holds a considerable amount of state (public and private) and future rasterizer chips will 
add to this.  Switching between two 3D contexts requires all (or nearly all) the context to be 
saved, while switching from a 3D context to a 2D context can get by with far fewer registers.  
The data associated with the ���ÍiÞÍÖ�« and ���ÍiÞÍ-iÃÍ�Ài commands give some 
control over what is saved and restored and obviously the same setting QYWX be used with 
paired saves and restores. 

 


�
ÍÊ

!>�iÊ ���ÍiÞÍÊ`>Í>Ê��V�Ö`iÃÊ 8�À`

0 GeneralCont
rol 

Mode and general control registers. 17 

1 Geometry Some user geometric state and much of the internal 
state. 

377 

2 Matrices The user defined matrices. 82 
3 Material The user defined material parameters. 27 
4 Lights0_7 The user defined light parameters for lights 0 to 7. 176 
5 Lights8_15 The user defined light parameters for lights 8 to 15. 176 
6 RasterPos The raster position related state.  This is expanded 

below so the current raster position, color, etc. can be 
read back to satisfy  the OpenGL Get calls. 

19 

7 CurrentState The current state.  This is expanded below so the 
current texture, color, etc. can be read back to satisfy  
the OpenGL Get calls. 

12 

8 TwoD The 2D related control registers. 2 
9 DMA The DMA related registers. 7 
10 Select The select related registers and name stack. 67 

7DEOH�����&RQWH[W�0DVN�)LHOGV�

The actual contents of the context buffer is not particularly useful for a programmer to know 
- the user defined state is readily available via the read back mechanism and the internal 
state of R5 is not publicly documented. 
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The context dump mechanism is also used as a convenient way to report some internal 
state which can be queried by OpenGL, namely the current state (color, normal and texture) 
and the raster position.  This data is in single precision floating point format unless 
otherwise noted. 

If a context dump is done with only the CurrentState bit set then the resultant context buffer 
will hold the following information (the tags and context mask are assumed to have been 
discarded): 

2IIVHW� 'DWD�

�� &XUUHQW�HGJH�IODJ�LQ�ELW���

�� &XUUHQW�QRUPDO��;�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�QRUPDO��<�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�QRUPDO��=�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�WH[WXUH��6�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�WH[WXUH��7�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�WH[WXUH��5�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�WH[WXUH��4�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�FRORU��5HG�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�FRORU��*UHHQ�FRPSRQHQW�

��� &XUUHQW�FRORU��%OXH�FRPSRQHQW�

��� &XUUHQW�FRORU��$OSKD�FRPSRQHQW�

If a context dump is done with only the RasterPos bit set then the resultant context buffer 
will hold the following information (the tags and context mask are assumed to have been 
discarded).  Note that some user defined state is also included: 

2IIVHW� 'DWD�

�� :LQGRZ�FRRUGLQDWH��;�FRPSRQHQW�

�� :LQGRZ�FRRUGLQDWH��<�FRPSRQHQW�

�� :LQGRZ�FRRUGLQDWH��=�FRPSRQHQW�

�� (\H�FRRUGLQDWH��=�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &OLS�FRRUGLQDWH��:�FRPSRQHQW�

�� 7H[WXUH��6�FRPSRQHQW�

�� 7H[WXUH��7�FRPSRQHQW�

�� 7H[WXUH��5�FRPSRQHQW�

�� 7H[WXUH��4�FRPSRQHQW�

�� )RJ�

��� ,Q�9LHZ��ELW������ �RXW�RI�YLHZ���� �LQ�YLHZ��

��� [,QFUHPHQW��XVHU�UHJLVWHU��

��� \,QFUHPHQW��XVHU�UHJLVWHU��

��� [2IIVHW��XVHU�UHJLVWHU��

��� \2IIVHW��XVHU�UHJLVWHU��

��� &RORU��5HG�FRPSRQHQW�

��� &RORU��*UHHQ�FRPSRQHQW�

��� &RORU��%OXH�FRPSRQHQW�

��� &RORU��$OSKD�FRPSRQHQW�
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The ���ÍiÞÍ-iÃÍ�Ài with the CurrentState bit set can also be used to restore new current 
values such as might be required during the OpenGL glPopAttrib API function.  In this case 
the new current values must be propagated through out R5 by using the 0À>�Ãv�À��ÖÀÀi�Í 
command.  This command takes a four bit mask to specify  which parameters are to be 
refreshed and in this case the simplest thing is to set all four bits (see the reference section 
for a description of these bits).  Note if a full chip context restore is being done then the 
0À>�Ãv�À��ÖÀÀi�Í command is not needed, however it will do no harm if it is sent after the 
full context restore, or indeed at any time. 

The 2D operations do not make much use of R5 and can be completely switched using the 
TwoD and DMA settings.
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7.1 Polygon Mode 

Polygon mode allows primitives submitted as triangles, quads or polygons to be rendered 
as filled primitives, points at the vertices or lines connecting vertices. 

The polygon mode can be different for front facing polygons and back facing polygons.   


�ÍÊ
!�°Ê

!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê

4, 5 FrontPolyMod
e 

This field selects how a triangle, quad or polygon should 
be drawn when its orientation is forwards facing .  The 
options are: 
 0 = Point 
 1 = Line 
 2 = Fill 

6, 7 BackPolyMod
e 

This field selects how a triangle or quad or polygon 
should be drawn when its orientation is backwards 
facing.  The options are: 
 0 = Point 
 1 = Line 
 2 = Fill 

7DEOH�����*HRPHWU\0RGH�5HJLVWHU��ILHOGV�WKDW�FRQWURO�WKH�3RO\JRQ�0RGH���

7.2 Polygon Offset 

Polygon offset provides a mechanism whereby a polygon is offset in Z by an amount given 
by the following equation: 

 offset = m × factor + bias  

where factor and bias are the +��ß}��#vvÃiÍ�>VÍ�À and +��ß}��#vvÃiÍ
�>Ã registers 
respectively and Q is an approximation to the ^ gradient of the triangle: 

 m = max
∂zw

∂xw

,
∂zw

∂yw

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

The bias is the product of two components: a user defined value (called YRMXW in the OpenGL 
API) and an implementation constant, V�  The constant, V, is the minimum resolvable 
difference (i.e. is the smallest difference in window coordinate ^ values that is guaranteed to 
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remain distinct throughout polygon rasterization and in the depth buffer).  Typical values for 
V  are given by: 

 
3.0

2n −1
 

where R is the number of bits in the depth buffer and 3.0 is a constant found empirically to 
give good results. 

Polygon offset is used to draw co-planar polygons slightly offset so the visual order of the 
polygons are guaranteed and no depth bleeding occurs between them.  Examples of where 
this is useful is in adding decals to surfaces, shadow polygons or reflection polygons. 

Polygon offset only applies to polygons, however a submitted polygon can be drawn as a 
series of points or lines under control of the Polygon Mode.  Polygon offset can be enabled 
individually in each case and is controlled by three bits in the �i��iÍÀß �`i register. 


�ÍÊ!�°Ê !>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê
28 PolygonOffsetPo

int 
This field, if set, causes the polygon offset to be calculated 
and applied to the points of a polygon when PolyMode is 
set to Point. 

29 PolygonOffsetLi
ne 

This field, if set, causes the polygon offset to be calculated 
and applied to the lines of a polygon when PolyMode is set 
to Line. 

30 PolygonOffsetFil
l 

This field, if set, causes the polygon offset to be calculated 
and applied to the triangles of a polygon when PolyMode is
set to Fill. 

7DEOH�����&RQWUROOHG�%LWV�LQ�WKH�*HRPHWU\0RGH�5HJLVWHU�

7.3 Texture Generation 

Texture generation allows some or all of the texture coordinates to be derived automatically 
from the incoming vertex coordinate or normal information.  Each component of the texture 
(s, t, r and q) can have a different texture generation mode assigned to it.  The four options 
are: 

• None.  The current texture coordinate is used. 

• ObjectLinear.  The incoming vertex is converted using the following equation: 

  g = paxo + pb yo + pczo + pd wo  
where T is the user supplied coefficient held in the 0iÞ�i�[16] registers are shown 
in Table 7.3 
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0>À}iÍÊv�ÀÊ}Ê «>Ê «LÊ «VÊ «`Ê

s TexGen0 TexGen4 TexGen8 TexGen12 
t TexGen1 TexGen5 TexGen9 TexGen13 
r TexGen2 TexGen6 TexGen10 TexGen14 
q TexGen3 TexGen7 TexGen11 TexGen15 

7DEOH�����7H[*HQ>��@�5HJLVWHUV�7DUJHW�IRU�J�

• EyeLinear. The incoming vertex is transformed into eye space and then converted 
using the following equation:  

  h = pa xe + pbye + pcze + pdwe  
where T is the user supplied coefficient held in the 0iÞ�i�[16] registers are shown 
in Table 7.4 

0>À}iÍÊv�ÀÊ�Ê «>Ê «LÊ «VÊ «`Ê

s TexGen0 TexGen4 TexGen8 TexGen12 
t TexGen1 TexGen5 TexGen9 TexGen13 
r TexGen2 TexGen6 TexGen10 TexGen14 
q TexGen3 TexGen7 TexGen11 TexGen15 

7DEOH�����7H[*HQ>��@�5HJLVWHUV�7DUJHW�IRU�K�

• SphereMap.  The transformed normal is used in the following equation: 

  

( )

( )
r u n n u= − • •

= + + +

= +

= +

$ $ $ $2

2 12 2 2

1

2

1

2

m r r r

s r m

t r m

x y z

x

y

 

 where 
  r is the reflection vector,  
 u is the unit vector pointing from the origin to the vertex in eye 

coordinates, 
  n is the unit transformed normal in eye space 
  • is a dot product 

Note: SphereMap can only be applied to the s and t components. 
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OpenGL maintains separate 16 entry stores for the object linear and eye linear coefficients, 
where as in R5 they share a single 16 entry store (0iÞ�i�[16]).  This means that the 
OpenGL driver needs to hold both sets and build up 0iÞ�i�[16] depending on what the 
texture generation enables are set to. 
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�ÍÊ
!�°Ê

!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê

5, 6 TexGenMode
S 

This field controls the automatic generation of texture coordinates for
S texture component from the vertex or normal information.  The Tex
operations are:  
 0 None (use current texture S). 
 1 ObjectLinear. 
 2 EyeLinear. 
 3 SphereMap. 

7, 8 TexGenMode
T 

This field controls the automatic generation of texture coordinates for
T texture component from the vertex or normal information.  The 
TexGen operations are:  
 0 None (use current texture T). 
 1 ObjectLinear. 
 2 EyeLinear. 
 3 SphereMap. 

9, 10 TexGenMode
R 

This field controls the automatic generation of texture coordinates for
R texture component from the vertex  information.  The TexGen 
operations are:  
 0 None (use current texture R). 
 1 ObjectLinear. 
 2 EyeLinear. 
 3 None (use current texture R, SphereMap is illegal). 

11, 12 TexGenMode
Q 

This field controls the automatic generation of texture coordinates for
Q texture component from the vertex information.  The TexGen 
operations are:  
 0 None (use current texture Q). 
 1 ObjectLinear. 
 2 EyeLinear. 
 3 None (use current texture Q, SphereMap is illegal). 

13 TexGenS When this bit is set the S component of the texture coordinate is 
generated automatically, otherwise it is taken from the current texture
value.  This only has an effect when the TexGen operation is 
ObjectLinear, EyeLinear or SphereMap. 

14 TexGenT When this bit is set the T component of the texture coordinate is 
generated automatically, otherwise it is taken from the current texture
value.  This only has an effect when the TexGen operation is 
ObjectLinear, EyeLinear or SphereMap. 
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15 TexGenR When this bit is set the R component of the texture coordinate is 
generated automatically, otherwise it is taken from the current texture R 
value.  This only has an effect when the TexGen operation is 
ObjectLinear or EyeLinear. 

16 TexGenQ When this bit is set the Q component of the texture coordinate is 
generated automatically, otherwise it is taken from the current texture Q 
value.  This only has an effect when the TexGen operation is 
ObjectLinear or  EyeLinear. 

7DEOH�����*HRPHWU\0RGH�UHJLVWHU�%LWV�&RQWUROOLQJ�7H[WXUH�*HQHUDWLRQ�

After any texture generation has been done the resultant texture coordinate is optionally 
transformed. 

7.4 Select Mode 

The SelectMode is used typically during picking or selection operations of a user interface.  
Placing R5 into select mode and specifying the select data to return is controlled by the 
fields in the �i��iÍÀß �`i register as shown in Table 7.6. 
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�ÍÊ
!�°Ê

!>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê

14,15 RenderMod
e 

The RenderMode field controls the action when 
processing any primitive.  The options are: 
 0: Render 
 1: Select 
 2: Feedback 

7DEOH�����*HRPHWU\0RGH�UHJLVWHU�FRQWUROOLQJ�)LHOG�

In OpenGL the select mode is broken down into two parts: 

• All primitives are clipped and culled, but not rendered.  If a primitive (or raster position) 
passed the clipping and culling phases then a hit flag is set and the minimum and 
maximum Z range grown, if necessary, to include this primitive.  Subsequent 
primitives which also pass the clipping and backface culling may extend the minimum 
and/or maximum Z values. 

• Name stack manipulation.  The name stack holds names (as 32 bit integers) the user 
can push, pop or load to keep track of the model hierarchy.  The commands 
+ÖÃ�!>�i, +�«!>�i, ��>`!>�i do these actions.  +ÖÃ�!>�i and ��>`!>�i update 
the stack with the 32 bit value in the data field.  The name stack is reset with the 
���Í!>�iÃ command.  The name stack is 64 entries deep. 

If the hit flag is set when a name stack manipulation is done a hit record is written to the 
host output FIFO (in GLINT).  The hit flag is then reset along with the minimum and 
maximum Z range.  The hit record consists of (in order): 

• The count of the names (NameCount) on the stack (plus some error flags), 

• The minimum Z value as a normalized floating point number, 

• The maximum Z value as a normalized floating point number, 

• The name stack entries, oldest first (variable number [0…64] words). 

Bits 14 and 15 in the ���ÍiÀ �`i register in GLINT must be set to allow the .i�iVÍ-iV�À` tag 
and data values to be written in to the FIFO - all the select record data uses the same tag. 

The name stack manipulations commands are ignored when not in Select mode.   

The hit record data is almost in the correct format for OpenGL.  The only thing the software 
needs to do is to convert the minimum and maximum Z values from the floating point format 
(normalized to be in the range 0.0…1.0) to the 32 bit integer format required by OpenGL. 
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�ÍÊ !>�iÊ iÃVÀ�«Í���Ê
0…6 Count This field holds the number of names on the name stack. 
7…2
8 

 Not used. 

29 InvalidOperati
on 

A ��>`!>�i operation was attempted on an empty name stack 
when this hit record was being collected.  This is cleared for 
subsequent hit records (unless they manifest this error) 
however the stack may no longer be totally valid. 

30 StackUnderflo
w 

The name stack was popped while empty when this hit record 
was being collected.  This is cleared for subsequent hit records 
(unless they manifest this error) however the stack may no 
longer be totally valid. 

31 StackOverflow The name stack was pushed while full when this hit record was 
being collected.  This is cleared for subsequent hit records 
(unless they manifest this error) however the stack may no 
longer be totally valid. 

7DEOH�����1DPH&RXQW�9DOXH�)LHOGV�

The .i�iVÍ-iÃÖ�Í command can be used to flush out a hit record (but only if the hit flag has 
been set) without having to do a name stack manipulation.  This provides a convenient 
method when re-entering or leaving the select mode.  The .i�iVÍ-iÃÖ�Í command will also 
reset the hit flag. 

During Select mode the lighting is still calculated even though it is never used so a useful 
optimization is to disable lighting.  Similarly for texture and fog modes.  Also it is advisable 
to disable short line and small triangle threshold testing and always do a full clip otherwise 
there is a chance that primitives which would have been clipped out actually get included in 
the selection process. 

The amount of data generated in select mode is not easily determined by the host as it 
depends on how primitives are clipped and backface culled, and the name stack depth 
when the hit record is written.  The ��`#v�ii`L>V� command can be used by the host as a 
marker to indicate the end of the select stream.  When this is found in the Host Out FIFO all 
the select data will have been read from GLINT. 

Host software can read the Host Out FIFO, analyze the tags and build up an OpenGL 
conformant select buffer.  This action of the host reading the FIFO must be done 
simultaneously with sending user commands or the Host Out FIFO will fill up and GLINT, 
and then R5 will stall.  Alternatively the Output DMA controller can be placed in feedback 
mode to simplify and speed up this operation. 

The Output DMA controller feedback mode: 

• Discards the tags (these are still necessary in the Host Out FIFO so the type of data 
can be ascertained). 

• Discard any surplus select data when the buffer is full. 

• Terminate the transfer when the end of the select data is found (as indicated by the 
��`#v�ii`L>V� tag). 
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• Discard any invalid tag and data pairs  while in select mode. 
The overall method for implementing select with the Output DMA controller is as follows: 

• The GLINT ���ÍiÀ �`i is set up so that the tag and data for the Remainder group of 
tags (bits 14 and 15 set) are written to the host out FIFO and this FIFO is assumed to 
be empty after the filter mode has been set up. 

• The  �#ÖÍ«ÖÍ�``ÀiÃÃ holds the address (logical or physical) where the select data 
is to be written  The start address is given as a byte address but the lower two bits are 
ignored.   

• The  ��ii`L>V� command with the length of the memory buffer (in words) is sent to 
start the Output DMA controller. 

• The RenderMode in the �i��iÍÀß �`i register is set to Select . 

• The user rendering is done. 

• The ��`#v�ii`L>V� command is sent to mark the end of the select mode. 

• Wait for all the select data to be transferred.  This can be done by polling the 
'SQQERH7XEXYWÊPCI register or via an interrupt. 

• Read the count of the number of words transferred from the *IIHFEGO7IPIGX'SYRX�PCI 
register.  If the most significant bit is set then the buffer is full and there was more data 
to append to it (but this has been discarded). 

If the select buffer becomes full before the ��`#v�ii`L>V� tag in the tag/data stream is 
detected the Output DMA is terminated and the host informed, however the host output 
FIFO will continue to be read and its contents discarded until the ��`#v�ii`L>V� is found.  
The ��`#v�ii`L>V� tag and its data will also be discarded.  The *IIHFEGO7IPIGX'SYRX PCI 
register will hold the actual number of words transferred.  Bit 31 is set if more data was 
found before the ��`#v�ii`L>V� tag. 

Once the select buffer has been updated the host software needs to parse the buffer to: 

• Convert the minimum and maximum Z values from floating point format (in the range 
0.0…1.0) to the integer format needed by OpenGL. 

• Remove the status bits from the hit record (in the most significant byte of the name 
stack depth). 

• Count the number of hit records present in the buffer. 
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7.5 Feedback 

The OpenGL Feedback mode returns the vertex data for the primitives which have passed 
clipping and culling.  Placing R5 into feedback mode and specifying the vertex data to return 
is controlled by the two fields in the �i��iÍÀß �`i register shown in Table 7.8. 

Bit 
No. 

Name Description 

14,15 RenderMod
e 

The RenderMode field controls the action when processing an
primitive.  The options are: 
0: Render 
1: Select 
2: Feedback 

16…1
8 

FeedbackTy
pe 

This field only has any effect if the RenderMode is Feedback.  I
this case it determines the parameters to be returned for ever
primitive.  The options are: 
0: X, Y  
1: X, Y, Z  
2: X, Y, Z, R, G, B, A  
3: X, Y, Z, R, G, B, A, S, T, R, Q  
4: X, Y, Z, W, R, G, B, A, S, T, R, Q4DColorTexture 

7DEOH�����&RQWUROOLQJ�)LHOGV�LQ�WKH�*HRPHWU\0RGH�5HJLVWHU�

While in Feedback mode no rendering is done, however details about what would have 
been rendered are returned.   

The vertex data will appear in the host output FIFO in the order given here, i.e. the X value 
will appear first, followed by the Y value, etc.  Bits 14 and 15 in the ���ÍiÀ �`i register in 
GLINT must be set to allow the feedback tag and data values to be written in to the FIFO. 

The data is identified in the FIFO by a tag starting with ’Feedback’ with the appropriate 
name appended.  For example the X value will have a tag of �ii`L>V�9, the Red value a tag 
of �ii`L>V�-i`, etc.33.  All the data is returned in floating point format. 

The vertex data is associated with a particular primitive and before any of the vertex data is 
written to the FIFO the �ii`L>V�0��i� tag will be written.  The data with this tag defines 
what primitive would have been drawn and implicitly how many vertices worth of vertex data 
are in the FIFO.   

�����������������������������������������������������������������
33The full set of  feedback tags is:Ê �ii`L>V�9, �ii`L>V�:, �ii`L>V�=, �ii`L>V�8, �ii`L>V�-i`, 
�ii`L>V��Àii�, �ii`L>V�
�Öi, �ii`L>V���«�>, �ii`L>V�., �ii`L>V�0, �ii`L>V�-, �ii`L>V�,. 
�
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>Í>ÊÜ>�ÖiÊ +À���Í�ÜiÊ0ß«iÊ !Ö�LiÀÊ�vÊ
ÜiÀÍ�ViÃÊ

0x44e02000 Point 1 
0x44e04000 Line 2 
0x44e06000 Triangle 3 
0x44e08000 Bitmap 1 
0x44e0a000 DrawPixel 1 
0x44e0c000 CopyPixel 1 
0x44e0e000 LineReset 2 
0x44e00000 PassThrough 0 

7DEOH�����'DWD�)LHOG�3RVVLELOLWLHV�

The LineReset is the same as a Line but the stipple pattern was reset for this line.   

The hex values supplied match up with the tokens defined by OpenGL.  Note that the 
Triangle token is the same as the Polygon token in OpenGL, however the vertex count is 
fixed at three and not included in the tag and data stream. 

The Bitmap, DrawPixel and CopyPixel are all the Rectangle primitive with bits 13 and 14 (of 
the data value) set from the low two bits of the �i��-iVÍ>�}�i command.  These two bits 
are only used to generate the correct OpenGL feedback token.  Note a value of 3 is used to 
indicate this rectangle shouldn’t have an entry in the feedback buffer and this is used to 
prevent multiple feedback entries when the �i��-iVÍ>�}�i is used several times to 
implement a single API call. 

The number and type of primitives returned during feedback depends on what primitives are 
sent in the first place, the Polymode setting and the result of any clipping operation.  
Polygons and Quads are always decomposed into triangles and clipping a triangle can give 
anywhere between 0 and 14 triangles depending on the number of clipping planes (frustum 
and user) the original triangle cuts. 

For some FeedbackType settings the color and/or texture values are not required.  In these 
cases these can be disabled for higher performance (this does assume that the host 
reading back the feedback tags and data will not be the limiting factor).  Fog can always be 
disabled.  It is also advisable to disable short line and small triangle threshold testing and 
always do a full clip otherwise there is a chance that primitives which would have been 
clipped out actually get included in the feedback process. 

It may be useful to inject markers while doing feedback (OpenGL has a function call 
glPassThrough to do this) to help keep track of which part of the model you are in.  This is 
done by using the +>ÃÃ0�À�Ö}� command - the tag and data are written directly into the Host 
Out FIFO without changing any internal state in R5 or GLINT. 

The amount of data generated in feedback mode is not easily determined by the host as it 
depends on how primitives are clipped, polygon mode and backface culling.  The 
��`#v�ii`L>V� command can be used by the host as a marker to indicate the end of the 
feedback stream.  When this is found in the Host Out FIFO all the feedback data will have 
been read from GLINT. 

Host software can read the Host Out FIFO, analyze the tags and build up an OpenGL 
conferment feedback buffer.  This action of the host reading the FIFO must be done 
simultaneously with sending user commands or the Host Out FIFO will fill up and GLINT, 
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and then R5 will stall.  Alternatively the Output DMA controller can be placed in feedback 
mode to simplify and speed up this operation. 

The Output DMA controller feedback mode does the following: 

• Formats the feedback data from GLINT into the exact format required by OpenGL and 
write it into a memory buffer.  This includes adding in the vertex count (3.0) for 
triangles (a.k.a. polygons), otherwise just involves discarding the tags (these are still 
necessary in the Host Out FIFO so the type of data can be ascertained). 

• Converts the +>ÃÃ0�À�Ö}� tag to the PassThrough token and also append its 
associated data. 

• Discards any surplus feedback data when the buffer is full. 

• Terminates the transfer when the end of the feedback data is found (as indicated by 
the ��`#v�ii`L>V� tag). 

• Discards any invalid tag and data pairs  while in feedback mode. 
The overall method for implementing feedback with the Output DMA controller is as follows: 

• The GLINT ���ÍiÀ �`i is set up so that the tag and data for the Remainder group of 
tags (bits 14 and 15 set) are written to the host out FIFO and this FIFO is assumed to 
be empty after the filter mode has been set up. 

• The  �#ÖÍ«ÖÍ�``ÀiÃÃ holds the address (logical or physical) where the feedback 
data is to be written  The start address is given as a byte address but the lower two 
bits are ignored.   

• The  ��ii`L>V� command with the length of the memory buffer (in words) is sent to 
start the Output DMA controller. 

• The RenderMode in the �i��iÍÀß �`i register is set to Feedback . 

• The user rendering is done. 

• The ��`#v�ii`L>V� command is sent to mark the end of the feedback mode. 

• Wait for all the feedback data to be transferred.  This can be done by polling the 
'SQQERH7XEXYW PCI register or via an interrupt. 

• Read the count of the number of words transferred from the *IIHFEGO7IPIGX'SYRX PCI 
register.  If the most significant bit is set then the buffer is full and there was more data 
to append to it (but this has been discarded). 

If the feedback buffer becomes full before the ��`#v�ii`L>V� tag in the tag/data stream is 
detected the Output DMA is terminated and the host informed, however the host output 
FIFO will continue to be read and its contents discarded until the ��`#v�ii`L>V� is found.  
The ��`#v�ii`L>V� tag and its data will also be discarded.  The *IIHFEGO7IPIGX'SYRX PCI 
register will hold the actual number of words transferred.  Bit 31 is set if more data was 
found before the ��`#v�ii`L>V� tag. 

Note: If the viewport mapping includes any additional biasing normally removed during the 
primitive set up operation (see section 5.8) using the XBias and YBias register values 
then the X and Y coordinates in the feedback buffer need to have the XBias and YBias 
values added to.  This will restore the coordinates to the number range the application 
is expecting.  This is not done automatically by R5 and is a post processing operation 
by software once the feedback buffer has been created. 
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7.6 Raster Position 

The raster position in OpenGL is set by writing to the RP* registers (RPy, RPz, RPw and 
one of RPx2, RPx3 or RPx4).  The raster position is transformed and lit as a normal vertex 
would be and the results saved away. 

OpenGL has a rectangle primitive (glReadPixels, glWritePixels, etc.) where the raster 
position (previously established as above) defines the rectangle origin.  The 
RectangleWidth and RectangleHeight registers define the width and height respectively.  
The texture, normal, fog, color, etc. values are calculated and stored with the raster position 
when the raster position is first defined.   

The GeomRectangle command is used to render the rectangle.  If the raster position is not 
in view then all GeomRectangle commands are ignored until a new raster position is 
established. If the raster position is in view then the operation is controlled by the data field. 

  

Bit Name Description 
����� 7\SH� 7KHVH�WZR�ELWV�GHILQH�WKH�W\SH�RI�UHFWDQJOH�WR�EH�LQVHUWHG�LQWR�WKH�

IHHGEDFN�EXIIHU���7KH\�KDYH�QR�HIIHFW�ZKHQ�QRW�LQ�IHHGEDFN�PRGH���7KH�

RSWLRQV�DUH��

�� �%LWPDS�

�� �'UDZ3L[HO�

�� �&RS\3L[HO�

�� �'RQ
W�LQVHUW�LQWR�WKH�IHHGEDFN�EXIIHU��

�� 2IIVHW(QDEOH� :KHQ�WKLV�ELW�LV�VHW�WKH�[�DQG�\�RIIVHW�YDOXHV�KHOG�LQ�5DVWHU3RV;2IIVHW�

DQG�5DVWHU3RV<2IIVHW�UHVSHFWLYHO\�GLVSODFH�WKH�UDVWHU�SRVLWLRQ�ZLQGRZ�

FRRUGLQDWHV�ZKHQ�WKH�UHFWDQJOH�LV�UHQGHUHG���7KLV�GRHV�QRW�XSGDWH�WKH�

UDVWHU�SRVLWLRQ�VWDWH��

�� 6HOHFW(QDEOH� :KHQ�WKLV�ELW�LV�VHW�WKH�UHFWDQJOH�WDNHV�SDUW�LQ�WKH�VHOHFWLRQ�SURFHVV��

 Table 7.10 GeomRectangle Data Field 

 

After every rectangle is submitted using the GeomRectangle command (in any 
RenderMode) the window coordinate x and y components are updated by the amount held 
in the RasterPosXIncrement and RasterPosYIncrement registers respectively.  This 
occurs irrespective of the raster position being in view either before or after the update.  If 
the initial raster position was in view then all subsequent raster positions updated via the 
increment will be in view.  The converse also holds.  The texture, fog and color values are 
only updated when the raster position is changed by an update to one of the -+ÞÔ, -+ÞÏ or 
-+Þ{ registers. 

The width and height of the rectangle is held in the -iVÍ>�}�i8�`Í� and -iVÍ>�}�i�i�}�Í 
registers as floating point numbers.  The -iVÍ>�}�i �`i holds the low level enables to 
control TextureEnable, FogEnable, etc. and has the same format as the GLINT -i�`iÀ 
command. 

A raster position should not be sent between a Begin/End sequence as it will corrupt the 
vertex data being carried from one primitive to the next (an OpenGL requirement as well). 
For OpenGL bitmap operations the supplied RasterPosOffsetX and  RasterPosOffsetYÊ
should be set from the -origin values given in the API call.  Also 0.4999 (nearly half) should 
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be subtracted as well to get the required floor operation the OpenGL specification required 
for bit maps. 
All the state associated with the raster position can be saved and restored via the context 
dump and context restore mechanisms (see the context saving section for details).  This 
mechanism is also used to get the current raster position when it is queried by the glGet 
function in OpenGL. 
If a ContextDump is done with only the RasterPos bit set then the resultant context buffer 
will hold the following information (the tags and context mask are assumed to have been 
discarded).  Note there is some user defined state also included: 

Offset Data Offset Data 
�� :LQGRZ�FRRUGLQDWH��;�FRPSRQHQW� ��� ,Q�9LHZ��ELW������ �RXW�RI�YLHZ���

�� :LQGRZ�FRRUGLQDWH��<�FRPSRQHQW� � �� �LQ�YLHZ��

�� :LQGRZ�FRRUGLQDWH��=�FRPSRQHQW� ��� [,QFUHPHQW��XVHU�UHJLVWHU��

�� (\H�FRRUGLQDWH��=�FRPSRQHQW� ��� \,QFUHPHQW��XVHU�UHJLVWHU��

�� &OLS�FRRUGLQDWH��:�FRPSRQHQW� ��� [2IIVHW��XVHU�UHJLVWHU��

�� 7H[WXUH��6�FRPSRQHQW� ��� \2IIVHW��XVHU�UHJLVWHU��

�� 7H[WXUH��7�FRPSRQHQW� ��� &RORU��5HG�FRPSRQHQW�

�� 7H[WXUH��5�FRPSRQHQW� ��� &RORU��*UHHQ�FRPSRQHQW�

�� 7H[WXUH��4�FRPSRQHQW� ��� &RORU��%OXH�FRPSRQHQW�

�� )RJ� ��� &RORU��$OSKD�FRPSRQHQW�

This data is in single precision floating point format unless otherwise noted. 

7.7 Current Texture, Normal and Color values 

The current values for texture, normal and color are updated when texture coordinates, 
normals and colors are written to R5.  OpenGL allows these to be queried and these can be 
read back from R5 or the ContextDump command with the CurrentState context mask bit 
set. 

If a context dump is done with only the CurrentState bit set then the resultant context buffer 
will hold the following information (the tags and context mask are assumed to have been 
discarded): 

Offset Data Offset Data 
�� &XUUHQW�HGJH�IODJ�LQ�ELW��� �� &XUUHQW�WH[WXUH��5�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�QRUPDO��;�FRPSRQHQW� �� &XUUHQW�WH[WXUH��4�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�QRUPDO��<�FRPSRQHQW� �� &XUUHQW�FRORU��5HG�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�QRUPDO��=�FRPSRQHQW� �� &XUUHQW�FRORU��*UHHQ�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�WH[WXUH��6�FRPSRQHQW� ��� &XUUHQW�FRORU��%OXH�FRPSRQHQW�

�� &XUUHQW�WH[WXUH��7�FRPSRQHQW� ��� &XUUHQW�FRORU��$OSKD�FRPSRQHQW�

This data is in single precision floating point format unless otherwise noted. 

The current data can be restored by writing to their assigned registers (as would normally 
be done to pass this data to R5 in the first place) or by using the ContextRestore 
command with the CurrentState context mask bit set.  In this case the new current values 
must be propagated through out R5 by using the TransformCurrent command.  This 
command takes a four bit mask to specify  which parameters are to be refreshed and in this 
case the simplest thing is to set all four bits (see the reference section for a description of 
these bits). 
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The current values can also be saved and restored using a set of internal registers.  This is 
controlled by the SaveCurrent and RestoreCurrent commands.  There is only one set of 
registers so the SaveCurrent command will overwrite the data saved by the previous 
SaveCurrent.  This mechanism is much faster and simpler to use than using the 
DumpContext and RestoreContext commands. 

OpenGL evaluators (used for curved surfaces, NURBS, etc.) calculate texture, normal and 
color values (depending on what is enabled) and they are treated as if the programmer had 
supplied them directly, but with one important exception.  The current values (or any derived 
state such as material parameters edited using ColorMaterial) are not changed.  The  
.>Üi�ÖÀÀi�Í and -iÃÍ�Ài�ÖÀÀi�Í commands are used to bracket the evaluator operations.  All 
derived state is also refreshed by the 0À>�Ãv�À��ÖÀÀi�ÍÊcommand. 

7.8 Window Clipping Support 

R5 does not have any support for window clipping.  The method of repeating a DMA buffer 
used by the earlier 3Dlabs drivers can be used, however a JYPP R5 context dump is required 
before the DMA buffer is read for the first time.  On subsequent repeats of the DMA buffer 
the previous R5 state is restored.  Clearly this is unlikely to be a high performance solution. 

Window clipping should be done using the Graphics ID (GID) facility in GLINT.  The GID is 
stored in the GLINT’s local buffer and provides a pixel ownership test.  See one of the 
GLINT Programmer’s Reference manuals for more details on using GIDs for window 
clipping. 

The OpenGL driver does not know when one of its windows is clipped and even if there 
were a callback to notify of this situation this does not help any DMA buffers already 
generated, and waiting to be read. 

GID testing is controlled by the Window register and the LBReadMode register (to enable 
local buffer reads), unfortunately the display (GUI) driver needs to own some bits in these 
registers while the OpenGL driver need to own others.  To prevent some sort of software 
handshaking or locking being necessary to control access to these register R5 intercepts 
writes to these registers and keeps a local copy.  The local copies of these registers can be 
modified using the WindowAnd, WindowOr, LBReadModeAnd and LBReadModeOr 
commands.  Recall that the data associated with the command is logically combined with 
the existing data so individual bits can be modified in isolation.  Once the local copy is 
updated the GLINT copy is updated.  One further modification to the LBReadMode is done 
and this is to enable destination reads if GID testing is required.   

The Rectangle2DControl register holds a single bit which is set when window clipping is 
needed.  This bit is used to force local buffer reads to be done and this register is owned by 
the display driver. 

GID testing, for the most part on the GLINT MX, is a free test, however it is not compatible 
with the span operations.  Normally these are used by 2D GUI operations which are pre 
clipped to the window so don’t need to use GIDs.  There is one situation where OpenGL 
would use spans and this is to clear the color buffer (i.e. as part of the glClear function).  
When GID testing is being used OpenGL can’t use spans to implement the clear.  To avoid 
OpenGL needing to know which style of clears to use, or using a driver call to do the clear it 
sets up the clear for both methods and lets the display driver choose depending if window 
clipping is necessary.   

OpenGL does the set up for clears assuming a single pixel at a time rendering will be used.  
In addition the clear color (in framebuffer raw format) is written to the FBBlockColor 
register.  The Rectangle2D command is used to render the rectangle.  The 
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Rectangle2DControl register, under control of the driver, will select the appropriate 
rasterization method. 

7.9 Color Material Support 

OpenGL has the facility to allow the current color or a color sent to the graphics pipeline to 
change one or more selected material parameters. In R5 there is no performance penalty 
for changing a material’s parameter directly rather than via the color material mechanism. 
The ����À >ÍiÀ�>� �`i register controls the color material mechanism. 

%LW�1R�� 1DPH� 'HVFULSWLRQ�

�� (QDEOH� :KHQ�VHW�FDXVHV�D�YHUWH[�FRORU�WR�XSGDWH�WKH�PDWHULDO�SDUDPHWHU�V��IRU�WKH�

JLYHQ�IDFH�V���

����� )DFH� 7KLV�ILHOG�VHOHFWV�ZKLFK�IDFH�V��DQ\�PDWHULDO�FKDQJHV�VKRXOG�EH�PDGH�WR�E\�

WKH�XSGDWLQJ�FRORU���7KH�YDOXHV�DUH��

� �� �IURQW�PDWHULDO�

� �� �EDFN�PDWHULDO�

� �� �IURQW�DQG�EDFN�PDWHULDO�

�«�� 3DUDPHWHU� 7KLV�WKUHH�ELW�ILHOG�VHOHFWV�ZKLFK�PDWHULDO�SDUDPHWHU�V��VKRXOG�EH�XSGDWHG�

E\�WKH�XSGDWLQJ�FRORU���7KH�YDOXHV�DUH��

� �� �(PLVVLYH�

� �� �$PELHQW�

� �� �'LIIXVH�

� �� �6SHFXODU�

� �� �$PELHQW�DQG�GLIIXVH�

 Table 7.11 ColorMaterialMode Register Fields 

When color material is first enabled the existing current color is immediately applied to the 
selected material parameter(s). 

The OpenGL specification states that material edits using glMaterial do not affect any 
material properties selected for update by ColorMaterial°ÊR5 does not enforce this 
behavior. 

Note: The OpenGL specification stipulates that when ColorMaterial is enabled the target 
material parameter(s) are updated by calls to glColor.  This is handled automatically 
by R5.  The OpenGL specification also goes on to state that the target material 
parameters are no longer updated by calls to glMaterial.  This is not done 
automatically by R5 and the OpenGL driver must do this filtering. 

7.10 Get Operations 

OpenGL provides a query mechanism.  The parameters which can be queried broadly fall 
into three categories: 

• User defined state.  User defined state is state the application sets directly, for 
example a light’s color or position.  The OpenGL driver can choose to track this state 
itself or read it back from the hardware.  If the state is to be read back from the 
hardware any pending DMA must be finished and R5 and GLINT synchronized with 
first. 
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• Derived state. Derived state is state which could be tracked by the OpenGL, but will 
impact performance too much to do so.  State in this category is the current texture, 
normal and color values.  The material state may be included in this if Color Material is 
enabled. 

• Transformed state.  This is state which undergoes significant processing before the 
results are queried.  An example of this is raster position, and unless a software 
geometry and lighting pipeline is maintained there is no alternative but to read back 
the state from R5. 

Keeping a software copy of state looks like it is a big performance win, however it does 
have one big drawback - state changes cannot be included in native display lists as these 
would not be reflected by the software copy when the display list was executed. 

7.11 Display Lists 

Display lists can be held in two formats: - internal OpenGL format which is parsed into R5 
commands when executed, or in native R5 format.  Clearly the native format will be much 
faster and is the preferred format. 

The native format suffers from three drawbacks: 

• R5 relies on the host to do any matrix generation and concatenation so OpenGL 
commands for this cannot exist in a display list. 

• Mode changes may involve changing one or two bits in a register and leaving the rest 
of the bits unaffected.  This requires a software copy of the register to be used to re-
generate the bits to keep.  The register contents may be different when the display list 
is executed from when the display list was created so needs active involvement from 
software.  All the R5 mode registers have an And and an Or version to allow individual 
bits to be changed.   

• Interdependencies in mode bits.  For example the framebuffer, in general, needs to be 
enabled for reading when alpha blending is done, however some alpha blending 
modes don’t use the framebuffer contents.  Meanwhile, in a different mode register the 
logical operation may or may not require framebuffer data to be read as well.   

Future R5 devices and new rasterizers will address these problems so most operations can 
be included in display lists.  Meanwhile a composite scheme of mixing native and parsed 
display lists based on their contents is a good compromise.
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��
��$3,�)XQFWLRQDOLW\�6XSSRUW�

8.1 Diffuse Textures 

Some APIs allow a diffuse lighting component to be applied after texture mapping.  The 
diffuse values are interpolated across a triangle and are derived from the diffuse light value 
at each vertex (see the earlier lighting equations).   

Diffuse textures are enabled by the DiffuseTextureEnable bit in Material Mode] 
DiffuseTextureEnable bit in DeltaMode and the TextureEnable bit in the Begin command.  
The diffuse texture (at each vertex) is calculated using: 

 diffuseTexture = ecm + acm + ambientLight + diffuseLight  

where 

icm is the emissive material color 

>cm is the ambient material color 

 

8.2 Specular Textures 

Direct3D allows a specular lighting component to be applied after texture mapping.  The 
specular values are interpolated across a triangle and are derived from the specular light 
value at each vertex (see the earlier lighting equations).   

Specular textures are enabled by the SpecularTextureEnable bit in Material Mode] 
SpecularTextureEnable bit in DeltaMode and the TextureEnable bit in the Begin command.  
The specular texture (at each vertex) is calculated using specularTexture = SpecularLight. 
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��
��'HEXJJLQJ�DQG�3LSHOLQH�&RQWURO�

 

This is a proposed new chapter covering the new and improved facilities for interrupt 
generation, status reporting etc.  and to suggest strategies for setting up debuggable code 
using R5 facilities. 
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��� $SSHQGLFHV�

10.1 PCI Address Map 
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Figure 10.1  PCI Configuration Region 
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10.2 Region Zero Address Map 

The GLINT R4 region zero address map is shown in Table 2-1: 

Address Range Region Select Byte Swap/ Write 
Combined 

�����������!��������))� &RQWURO�6WDWXV� 1R�

�����������!��������))� 7HVW�&RQWURO� 1R�

�����������!��������))� %\SDVV�&RQWURO� 1R�

�����������!�������)))� 5HSHDWV�&RQWURO��7HUVW�	�%\SDVV�'HFRGHV� 1R�

�����������!�������%))� 0HPRU\�&RQWURO� 1R�

������&����!�������)))� )%�6\QF�'DWD�),)2� 1R�

�����������!�������)))� *3�),)2�$FFHVV� 1R�

�����������!��������))� 9LGHR�	�2YHUOD\�&RQWURO� 1R�

�����������!��������))� '0$�$UELWHU� 1R�

�����������!�������)))� 5HVHUYHG� 1R�

�����������!�������)))� 5$0'$&� 1R�

�����������!��������))� 5HVHUYHG� 1R�

�����������!�������)))� 96&WO� 1R�

�����������!�������)))� 9*$�&RQWURO� 1R�

�����������!�������)))� 7H[WXUH'DWD�),)2� 1R�

�����������!������))))� *3�5HJLVWHUV� 1R�

�����������!��������))� &RQWURO�6WDWXV� <HV��

�����������!��������))� 7HVW�&RQWURO� <HV�

�����������!��������))� %\SDVV�&RQWURO� <HV�

�����������!�������)))� 5HSHDWV�&RQWURO��7HUVW�	�%\SDVV�'HFRGHV� <HV��

�����������!�������%))� 0HPRU\�&RQWURO� <HV�

������&����!�������)))� )%�6\QF�'DWD�),)2� <HV�

�����������!�������)))� *3�),)2�$FFHVV� <HV��

�����������!��������))� 9LGHR�	�2YHUOD\�&RQWURO� <HV�

�����������!��������))� '0$�$UELWHU� <HV�

�����������!�������)))� 5HVHUYHG� <HV��

�����������!�������)))� 5$0'$&� <HV�

�����������!��������))� 5HVHUYHG� <HV�

�����������!�������)))� 96&WO� <HV��

�����������!�������)))� 9*$�&RQWURO� <HV��

�����������!�������)))� 7H[WXUH'DWD�),)2� <HV�

�����������!������))))� *3�5HJLVWHUV� <HV�

Table  2.1 Region Zero Address Map 
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10.3 PCI Address Regions 

GLINT R4 has six base address regions, as shown in Table 2-2: 

Region Address 
Space 

Bytes Description Comments 

&RQILJ� &RQILJXUDWLRQ� ���� 3&,�&RQILJXUDWLRQ� 3&,�VSHFLDO�

=HUR� 0HPRU\� ���.� &RQWURO�5HJLVWHUV� 5HORFDWDEOH�

2QH� 0HPRU\� ���0� 0HPRU\�$SHUWXUH�

2QH�

5HORFDWDEOH�

7ZR� 0HPRU\� ���0� 0HPRU\�$SHUWXUH�

7ZR�

5HORFDWDEOH�

520� 0HPRU\� ���.� ([SDQVLRQ�520� 5HORFDWDEOH�

9*$� 0HPRU\�	�

,�2�

³� 9*$�$GGUHVV� 2SWLRQDO�DQG�)L[HG�

Table 10.2  GLINT R4 PCI Address Regions 

10.4 Pipeline Architecture 

GLINT R5 uses an integrated pipeline with a variety of additional units to provide 
enhancements and services such as switchable 2D/3D Routing, hardware Context 
Dump/Restore, Statistics and Bypass modes.  Looking only at the primary data flow for 3D 
graphics, the pipeline would look as shown below.  The units are primarily virtual, i.e. 
collections of related functionality, rather than physical.  Units operate asynchronously but 
are in practice synchronised to a great extent by their common clock domains. 
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Figure 10.3  Pipeline Architecture
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